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I. The Institutional Tradition 

In China there existed an institution for making detailed records of the 
foreign countries and peoples from which embassies for the purpose of pay-
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ssu-i shu-chih-t'u ::kSKJZS~mt;Iji[i] in the eighth year of Tai-chung hsiang
fu ::ki:p~~ (1015),13) (3) the Ch'ien-tao hsuan-te-tien hua-i t'u fz:m~~m¥~[1] 
in the first year of Ch'ien-tao .$Z:m (1165),14) (4) the K'ang-ting ssu-i kuei
chiian m%JZS~~Ji in the first year of K'ang-ting m% (1217),_15) and the Hua
i lieh-kuo ju-kung t'u ¥~1U~.i\~[i] edited by Tsui Chi.in *~ or Tsui Hsia *~' of which dates for the author and its compilation are not known, except 
that they must be sometime in Sung.16 ) The number of countries registered in 
these chih-kung-t'u is not known, but must be very many because very many 
embassies and merchants disguised as royal embassies came to China under_ 
the Sung in order to get such materials as textiles in silk, porcelain, and 
medicine. 

As to the Yiian, no records are available concerning chih-kung-t'u 
of foreign countries which sent embassies to Yiian emperors except for the 
previously mentioned statement in the Yuan-shih, Bk. 15. In the Ch'iu-chien 
hsien-sheng tai-ch'uan-wen-chi f.1(1!3iai1c~::k:£:3'(~, Bk. 73, there is a post-script 
to a Nan-man chao-kung-t'u wJ~J!iJJ~[i] (Picture Representing Southern Bar
barians who came to China to bring tribute to the Emperor). However, 
it depicts a T'ang event and seems to have nothing to do with the Yuan. 

As to the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Ch'ien Ch'ien-i ~~~ (1582-1664) 
registers in his library's catalogue, Tu-shu min-ch'iu-chi i.lfiw}olt?i3, Bk. 2, 
five items which seem to have a close connection with chih-kung-t'u. They 
are Ch'ung-i t'u-ching :m:~[I]*~ (Illustrated Book of Foreigners who came to 
China accompanied by Translators), in two chiian; Ch'ien-ch'ang chu-i t'u iJ;J§ 
ffi~fiil (Pictures representing Nine Barbarous Tribes in the Region of Ch'ien
chang in Ssu-ch'uan in one chiian; Kuei-chou chu-it'u -Jtfj,J'ffi~fiil (Pictur'es 
of thirty-five Tribes of Barbarians in Kuei-chou) in one chiian, Yun-nan chu-i 
t'u ~fflffi~&d (Pictures of Thirty-seven Tribes of Barbarians in Yiian-nan) in 
one chiian; and Kao-li t'u-ching ~Hfiil*~ in forty chiian. Among these, the 
last one is the same as Hsuan-ho f eng-shih Kao-li t'u-ching 'g5flJ*it~Jl'.fii!IL 
which, being an official report of Hsii Ching ft~, who was sent to K'ai-ch'eng 
~:!a)t, the capital of Korea in 1123, should be considered separately from 
chih-kung-t'u, and Ch'ien-ch'ang chu-i t'u, Kuei-chou chu-i t'u and Yun-nan 
cllu-i t'it _are scro-11s repres·ent1ng non-Cliillese peoples 1n the sOutfi-weste_r_n ______ _ 
borderland of China. The illustrations of these non-Chinese peoples on Chi-
nese frontiers may be considered forerunners of th·e same kind of illustrations 
compiled and published in the Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung-t'u .~UwlliJt!Iii1 issued 
in the latter half of the 18th century by the imperial order of Ch'i'en-lung 
fz:~ and supplemented by his successor, Emperor Chia-ch'ing :&~.17) 

According to the Tu-shu min-ch'iu-chi, the Ch'ung-i t'u-ching ]t~[i]*~ 
is a painted scroll consisting of 134 pictures beautifully drawn of foreigners, 
pictures which are originally described in such books as Hsi-yang chao-kung 
tien-lu i§r$:il[JJ~~~' Huang-ming ssu-i kao ~§}jJZS~:;;I;, Tao-i chih-lileh ~~ 
~lfli and so on. These books were compiled under the Ming, except for Tao-i 
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chih-lileh, which was compiled in 1349, that is to say, at the end of Yiian, by 
Wang Tai-yiian tt::kmM In any case, the Ch'ung-i t'u-ching was a chih-kung-. 
t'u compiled on the basis of some second-hand sources that had been published 
iIJ. the previous dynasty. 

The Ming was succeeded by the Ch'ing m, in which a lot of painted 
scrolls of tribute bearers and non-Chinese frontier peoples were made. The 
Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung-t'u .iJr!i-~~il represents pictures of two hundred 
eighty-eight kinds of frontier peoples and foreigners from abroad, who sent 
embassies to the court of Ch'ing. The pictures were selected from numerous 
chih-kung-t'u, some of which are still unedited and preserved at the Palace 
Museum in Taipei. One example is the chih-kung-t'u of the tribes of Moso 
f.1-® in Yiin-nan ~ffl and Ssu-ch'uan IZYJII provinces, which was painted in 
four volumes by Hsieh Sui ffl~, of the Painting Academy if:~ of Ch'ien
lung.18) 

The Emperor Ch'ien-lung .in~ (1735-1796) was the most enthusiastic in 
making chih-kung-t'u, which he probably considered to be the most useful and 
convenient way to enhance imperial prestige with the public. The 
Emperor Chia-ch'ing :;I~ (1796-1820), who succeeded Ch'ien-lung, supple
mented the Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung-t'u with pictures of some frontier tribes 
which were not yet painted. Thus, the chih-kung-t'u may be said to be at its 
climax under the reign of Ch'ien-lung and Chia-ch'ing. 

As is well known, it was under the reign of Emperor Wu-ti :m;ij'jf (141-
87 B.C.) of the Former Han that the intercourse between China, unified now 
as a single empire, and foreign countries started to take place. Many 
embassies came to China to pay respect to the Chinese emperor on behalf of 
their rulers. They very much admired the highly advanced civilization of 
China. In particular, they were greatly surprised by its wealth. The emperors 
of China were usually very generous in giving abundant presents to foreign 
rulers and their embassies in return for what had been brought as tribute. 
In this sense, from the point of view of foreign rulers and their embassies, the 
bringing of tribute to Chinese emperors meant a very profitable trade, and 
f1'.'om the po_~t of view of Chinese ~1!1:2erors, the coming of foreigg_ embassies __ _ 
was the international manifestation of their high virtue, which they believed 
was able to protect and encourage the people of foreign countries in far off 
regions. The chih-kung-t'u were painted as hard evidence of the prestige of 
Chinese emperors in the world outside China. 

At the same time, merchants of foreign countries, who knew well of the 
extremely high profit of trade with China, disguised themselves as envoys sent 
by the rulers of other foreign countries from whom they had bought royal 
ambassadorships at very high prices and subsequently they made every effort 
to get to China by whatever means possible. These tribute bearers, either 
true or in disguise, were very much welcome by the Chinese emperors who 
commissioned the chih-kung-t'u. 
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However, there is no evidence to show that Emperor Wu-ti ordered the 
compilation of chih-kung-t'u either in picture form, in sculpture, or in any 
other form. Such historical records as the Shih-chi ~J2 and the Han-shu ~
state that the Emperor Wu-ti received foreign embassies very enthusiastically. 
He was accompanied by them in the royal excursions which he made often, 
even to coastal places far away from the capital of Ch'ang-an *~ and, when
ever the travelling party passed big cities, he used to give them an enormous 
amount of rich presents in order to let them know how rich China was. He 
also entertained them with gorgeous theatrical performances of acrobats and 
jugglers in the royal palace. He even let them in governmental warehouses 
to show them the abundant materials stored there. No statement is avail
able, however, to the effect that he ordered the compilation of chih-kung-t'u 
in book form or in sculpture. 

From the point of view of world history, it was King Darius (c. 522-
486 B.C.) of Achaemenian Persia who had figures of tribute bearers sculp
ted on the walls at the side of steps leading to the apadana (audience room) 
in Persepolis, which sculptures one can see even today. These sculptural pres
entations of tribute bearers may be called the earliest chih-kung-t'u now extant 
in the world. It is quite certain that the Emperor Wu-ti knew nothing about 
these sculptural pictures of tribute bearers in Perspolis, which may be the 
reason why no evidence is available to show the compilation of chih-kung-t'u 
in his reign. 

Two theories have been advanced in connection with the origin of chih
kung-t'u in China. One is by the late Wang Yung ±if and the other by Lu 
Liang-chih li:E!;!:, both specialists in the history of Chinese maps. 

Wang Yung is of opinion that there existed a sort of chih-kung-t'u in the 
reign of Emperor Yiian-ti 7G7ff (49-33 C.C.) on the basis of a statement in the 
Han-shu ~:&, Bk. 9, under the 1st month of the 4th year of Chien-chao ~at:? 
(3fi B.C.). The Han-shu says that the Emperor Yiian-ti reported to his 
enshrined ancestors the execution of Chih-chih shan-yii }~:sOrlr who had been 
chief of the Hsiung-nu iimtz, rebelled against the Han and was caught and 

. _executed the previ<:r11_s_y~~!i that court officials proposed the toast of the em
peror; and that t'u-shu Uffl:S of Chih-chih shan-yii were exhibited to court 
ladies :jf'gjt_A. 19) Wang Yung takes the t'u-shu to be pictures of hills and 
rivers of the territory of the Hsiung-nu, which he looks upon as the earliest 
example of chih-kung-t'u.20 ) 

However, the meaning of t'u-shu is yet to be established. Fu Ch'ien 
ijii_~ of the Later Han, who commented on the Han-shu) interpretes the 
term t'u-shu in two ways. According to him, it may mean either maps and 
documents concerning the military expedition against Chih-chih shan-yii or 
pictures illustrating the landscape, hills and rivers of the territory of the 
Hsiung-nu. Of these interpretations the latter was rejected as unacceptable by 
Yen Shih-ku fUffitf (581-645), famous commentator of the Han-shu at the 
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chih-lueh, which was compiled in 1349, that is to say, at the end of Yiian, by 
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beginning of the T'ang. Yen Shih-ku, therefore, takes the t'u-shu as maps 
and documents concerning the expedition. But, seeing that the t'u-shu were 
exhibted to court ladies, it seems more probable that they were not maps and 
.documents concerning the military operation, but pictures illustrating the 
landscape and the way of life of the Hsiung-nu that had been conquered by 
the Chinese army. From this point of view, Wang Yung's interpretation may 
not be unacceptable, though some more evidence may be necessary to establish 
it as true. 

Lu Liang-chih states that the chih-kung-t'u originated in the Shan-hai
t' u rll~lffil or Pictures of Hills and Seas, which, according to him, were illustra
tions of the Shan-hai-ching rll~t~ or Book of Hills and Seas. While the Shan
hai-ching is still extant, the Shan-hai-t'u has long been lost. In his opinion, 
two kinds of illustrations were included in the Shan-hai-t'u: one illustrating 
monstrous animals and men, and the other unusual men and things of foreign 
countries, the latter of which is considered to be the origin of chih-kung
t'u.21) 

Lu Liang-chih also states that the title of chih-kung-t'u appeared under 
the Han, though he shows no authority for the statement. Even the existence 
of Shan-hai-t'u is not supported by any literary evidence in the Former and the 
Later Han. The Shan-hai-ching in 18 books is registered by Liu Hsin i~~ 
(32?-23 B.C.) in the 1-wen-chih §3'.Crr- of the Han-shu as one of the books edited 
by him, but nothing is mentioned in the same section of the Han-shu about 
the Shan-hai-t'u. This means, therefore, that the Shan-hai-t'u did not yet exist 
under the Former Han. It is at the time of Kuo P'o lPJ (276-324), who com
piled commentaries on the Shan-hai-ching, that a t'u lffil which illustrated the 
Shan-hai-ching existed and is cited in Kuo P'o's commentaries, though no one 
knows if its complete title was Shan-hai-t'u rll~lffil or Shan-hai-ching-t'u rll~ 
~fll. As is well known, Kuo P'o also wrote a book entitled Shan-hai-ching
t'u tsan rll~~lffil~ (Notes on the Shan-hai-ching-t'u), which may indicate that 
the Shan-hai-t'u was an abbreviation of Shan-hai-ching-t'u and that it means 
the Book of Illustrations· of Shan-hai-ching. Anyway, a t'u or series of t'u 
to iIIustrate the Shan-hai-ching existed before Kuo P'o. 

T'ao Yiian-ming ~i'J#lg,§ (365?-427) wrote a series of thirteen poems under 
the title of Tu Shan-hai-ching shih-san shih ~_IW~*~+=:!{i:, in which he refers 
to the Shan-hai-t'u rll~lffil in the first poem.22) 

Thus, the Shan-hai-ching-t'u or Shan-hai-t'u seem to have been enjoyed 
by intellectuals in the third through fifth centuries. Lu Liang-chih is quite 
wrong when he says that chih-kung-t'u appeared in the times of Han, by 
which he may mean from the time of the Emperor Wu-ti to the end of the 
Later Han, that is to say, from the second century B.C. to the beginning 
of the third century A.D., but the popularization of such picture books as 
Shan-hai-ching-t'u or Shan-hai-t'u may have stimulated painters to paint for
eign people who came to China and to present these pictures in the form of 
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books or scrolls in imitation of Shan-hai-ching-t'u. It is in this setting that 

the appearance for the first time in Chinese history of chih-kung-t'u in the 

sixth century, that is to say, under the Liang ~. may be best understood. 

As will be described in the Bibligraphical Introduction which follows, 

under the reign of Emperor Wu-ti :iEt'l'ir of Liang (502-549) chih-kung-t'u were 

compiled twice. The first on·e, entitled Fang-kuo shih-t'u jj~{Jl!I! (Pictures 

of Embassies of Countries in All Directions) in which embassies of twenty 

countries were described and illustrated by P'ei Tzu-yeh ~-=f-Jf (469-530) as 

is understood by the title. But, it is not clear if it was in scroll or in book 

form. The second one is what is generally called the Liang chih-kung-t'u 

~~~lil, which is sometimes called Fan-k'e ju-chao-t'u :ffi:~A:iJ:liJ.23 ) It is 

a painted scroll made by Hsiao I -~ who later ascended the throne and 

was called Yiian-ti :x;'l'ir (552-554). A copy of Liang chih-kung-t'u made in 

1077 is available today. These two chih-kung-t'u were painted in order to 

celebrate Emperor Wu-ti's imperial prestige throughout the world, as well 

as his long reign. Actually, the Liang chih-kung-t'u was prefaced to the effect 

that it was compiled to celebrate the fortieth year of Wu-ti's enthronement24 ) 

The Fang-kuo shih-t'u by P'ei Tzu-yeh was compiled by the imperial order 

of Emperor Wu-ti, while the Liang chih-kung-t'u was compiled on the initia

tive of his. son Hsiao I, who was the actual painter of the scroll and the 

author of its inscriptions. It goes without saying, however, that both of these 

scrolls were initiated by the Emperor Wu-ti, who wanted to have his imperial 

influence over foreign countries made manifest. 

Emp·eror Wu-ti of Liang was one of the most eminent rulers ever to 

appear in China. The Liang dynasty started by him was created from politi

cal, economic, literary, and religious points of view a new epoque in Chi

nese history.25) The chih-kung-t'u may be looked upon as showing a new 

diplomatic policy under the emperor. At the time of Emperor Wu-ti, Liang 

controlled just the southern half of China, the northern half being under the 

rule of the Northern Wei ~t~. Emperor Wu-ti, however, intended to establ

ish a new world order. While the Northern Wei were in the position to 

resume overland intercourse with countries in Central Asia and Western Asia, 

the Liang could expect to cultivate close relationships with countries along 

the Pacific and Indian Ocean coasts. The Liang shih-kung-t'u tells us that 

Emperor Wu-ti had established intercourse not only with coastal countries 

but also with countries in northwestern China, Central Asia and Western 

Asia. This shows the new expansionist diplomacy of this emperor and ex

plained why chih-kung-t'u were compiled for the first time by Emperor 

Wu-ti. The Uang was destroyed in 557, that is to say, eight years after the 

death of Emperor Wu-ti, and it is a pity that the Liang were not able to 

achieve fully the new epoque in Chinese history that might have been 

expected from the talented rulership of this emp·eror. The idea of compiling 

of chih-kung-t'u might have come to the Emperor from the Shan-hai-ching-t'u 
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which were popular among the people of his time. In any case, the chih
kung-t'u seem to haye been well matched to his world policy. 

II. A Bibliographical Introduction 

Credit for producing the Liang chih-kung-tu scroll ~~ffilrrlfrl (or ffil~rrlfrl) 
is given to Yiian-ti 5cm Hsiao I ~g~ in several source works, including the 
Liang-shu ~-, Bk. 5; the Nan-shih wi~, Bk. 8, Sui shu ching-chi-chih jlff. 
*~ffi$; the Chiu T'ang-shu ching-chi-chih -~-{f~ffi$; the Yii-hai 33'..~ 
Bk. 56; the Sui-ch'u-t'ang shu-mu ~w~• § ; and the Sung-shih i-wen-chih * 
~~)($. And modern scholars from F. Hirth on have note of it.1 l The origins 
of its coming into 'existence are described as follows, in the Preface to Yiian
ti's chih-kung-tu, as recorded in the 1-wen lei-chil ~X~.JR, Bk. 55: 

(rofjllf~)' ~m~l~J[:RTz.r?:9-+-it fil~~Wffl~~~. flHllJnrm~~II. ~!l!JID'i: 
~, ~•JfflHt, ~~~s, m~~~- (*111~), JB!i~n~. ai1ffi1Az~. ff 

,l. *~=. ~OO~Mz.~. *~~M~z.%, ~~~•rz.fil. §Ll~~. m~ 
.l::~. ~ix~-. ti'JIA:&i~- ~OOIDlfEJ, rEtifF~Jrt DJl~?J¥~%, ID1~)1lG. tm 
1f*lJJJ?:., ~~~wi. JJIJ1J~W~. J:Jf{(OOJ!, i5:m~~fil55:ffi. 2 l 

In other words, Hsiao I, in residence as tz'u-shih w1J~ at :!FIJF5 (:!FIJHJ, present 
day ~~t~rr~~), then at the upper reaches of the Yangtze, observed and sur
veyed the appearance and customs of those foreigners who had come to :!FIJ1'M, 
and dispatched others to survey those who had come to the capital at ~~ 
(present day i¥.i'J?:) but not as far as :!FIJ1'N, and this scroll represents his com
pilation of those surveys for the purpose of recording the abundance of tri
bute being brought to .cqurt by embassies dispatched to Liang from various 
countries on the occasion of forty years of rule by Emperor Wu-ti jt*. We 
learn also from this preface that the scroll consisted of drawings of envoys 
from tribute states and of descriptions of their countries. Since Emperor Wu
ti of Liang assumed the throne on May 1, 502 (7e~ I~ 4 }:J r§'jij'.), those forty 
years would bring us into the range of *Im 7 ~ (541) and 8 ~ (542). On the 
other hand, Hsiao I served twice as wlJ~ of Ching-chou :!FIJ1'N, in terms of 
office occurring before and after those dates. The first of these terms was 
from the seventh month of ifml 7 ~ (526) to the fifth month of :i(fq! 5 ~ 
(539), at which point he became '.t(ti#~jj[ifjj[#~jj[iJrEiJiJlf.;l<:'.iJ~, and in the 
twelfth month of the following year he set off again, becoming wlJ~ of Chiang
chou i[fM. His second term ran between the first month of :t:m I~ (547) 
through to his, succession as Emperor in the eleventh month of ;ijk~ I~ 
(552).3 l Consequently, since the compiling of the chih-kung-t'u would then 
have taken place during his first term as wlJ~ to :!FIJ1'N, reference to the "Em
peror's forty years of rule" would not necessarily mean precisely forty years 
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but might be taken simply as a round figure. While there 1s no reference 

in the Preface to the scroll's being dedicated to Emperor Wu-ti, we can only 

assume from the nature of the work that an official presentation was made 

possibly during the period from the seventh month of ::kPl 5 4- to the twelfth 

month of ::kPl 6 4 when he was in J&;m supervising military affairs. In any 

case, it would seem certain that the timing of the completion of the scroll 

may be placed with confidence in the general area of ::kPl 5 4 (539). 
This scroll alone is referred to as ~~[;!, and as "illustrations of foreign 

visitors arrived for the presentation of tribute,"4 ) and it is extremely im

portant, for it exists, along with a number of subsequent productions known 

' variously as ~~[;!, .:E-®,f;I, JW:}~hffl, J21l~hffl, etc., as the oldest of such rec

ords. As has been cited previously, it is mentioned in the Sui-shu ~- and 

Chiu T'ang-shu -~•, · while its Preface is recorded in the Bk. 55 of the 

1-wen lei-chil ~3tn~, compiled by lv(~j~ (557-637), 5) Bk. 47 of that same 

work also records its appraisal Jt'. Additionally, as will be subsequently 

shown, parts of lost portions are preserved in the Jff~:1J$, Bk. 2, mft~{itf, 
Bk. 24, ~m~it, Bk. 29, and ~31!, so it is clear that the work was in currency 

in Sui and T'ang times. As to its content, however, no tradition is recorded 

in Sui T'ang documents. We find only the brief notice in Bk. 7 of the 

Li-tai Ming-hua-chi ~f\::i5Wi~ of Chang Yen-yiian 51~~ (~w:i1~7-ls:) that 

5G 1i'f il'i~, *it!:~t :lit 1i'f !;fJ--tr. w ~:~lrJ>- El . ~,li\ll,f~M, ilztvt£§, x '.±~··· W~N-.:E, -~w&. 4-~+--t. mM5G1ff. ~Mffl:m. ~~ 
~•~11, :IEt1i'fmtHtz.. ff:*U1+1w1J~ B' -~~A~Jlrri!, 1i'fffifiw;:, Y.. 

•~~fi~ff, wW7"1-m**uz•I;. ~~:1:~. *m•x~±.~a, ~:w.;•r1:~. 
,e,,gm~11::, ~Ati•Jil$trY, ,t,fit=t~. 7G1Jnl~m. l!lm~z~, ~~zti, a~~ 
~~. ~11::Jf~, J:E ~li'JffiM~, R ~~~ll;~Jll;~l:i:::~ ~ft 

thus learning merely that, having on his own drawn pictures of foreign 

visitors to the court, Yiian-ti received Wu-ti's commendation, and that he 

drew the chih-kung-tu pictures, wrote its Preface, and drew beautiful illustra

tions of the offerings from foreign lands. According to this passage, when 

he served as tz'u-shih JFU~ of *IJ1'M, he made these drawings of the court's 

foreign visitors by himself as was described in detail by the Liang-shu ~

and in Bk. 152 of the Yil-hai :E:.m as well. We find, "the Liang-shu reports 

that Yiian-ti drew foreign visitors who have appeared with offerings in 

tribute," but there is no such passage to be found in the Liang-shu we have 

today. Bk. 8 of the Nan-shih ii~ does tell us, however, that in drawing, 

composition, and calligraphy Hsiao I was a consummate artist: 

m*Ufl'!wu~. ftg1+1~ · 'f~''Je~. (r:p~), 1i'fI•~. @fi'§'"mft, ~ztttmr• 
z. ~ Af\§jz_::::~. 
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The san-chiieh =:.~ refers to the superb excellence of the drawings them
selves, the text of the captions, and the calligraphy. It would seem that the 
Liang-shu seen by the compilers of the Li-tai Ming-hua-chi Hfft:15:iiJD and 
the Yii-hai .:Is:~ would be of a different lineage than the one we have today, 
but whatever the case, they tell us that Yiian-ti made drawings on his own of 
foreign visitors to the court and that, moreover, he produced the chih-kung
t'u IIIDiffitm@ (which we may take to mean his arrangement of those drawings 
with his added preface and explanations). They tell us that the IIIDiffei:Rffl was 
not produced by his commissioning the work out to professional artists and 
writers. 

Hsiao I had a love of scholarship, was a superior calligrapher, and in 
drawing was both technically skilled and naturally gifted, but though his 
output of writings was great, most of them have been lost. One collection of 
his writings reportedly numbered fifty volumes. The note in the Li-tai Ming
hua-chi Hftti5§gE stating "The Preface was included in this collection" 
means that the Preface to the chih-kung-t'u was included in an anthology 
of Yiian-ti's writings, but this anthology, as well, has £ailed to come down 
to us. Among his writings which have survived, however, there is the Chin
lou-tzu 4:tlr. In its fifth volume, ~-- 10, we find recorded ~iffei:Rffl~~~~ 
(~07f-JEIH!t:E=*), and the Preface to the chih-kung-t'u is included there, but 
according to a compiler's note, this is an addition taken from the 1-wen lei-chii 
~xn~. 

Once we reach Sung era documents, a numbers of records concerning 
the chih-kung-t'u are found to have survived. The first we will consider here 
is from Li Chien's *11 Hua-p'in §J=lr:i: 

~5c*•mm~~sm•~*· ~mw~=:.+~Em. ~-~~~- ~~m~ ~*, ~JiHiY-i, j¾*xz~. ~M~%~7Gf8'.I, ~~ff'li:~ll!N, ~~J.Ji~'tffl. 
tmTfffi~*~~~!;!fLr~+r~A1J1 t'R, ?#mljfU:0*- M'flil~lt, AA~£. •*•~~-ffl-~. ~RfflM*~td>- ~~~m. ~$~, ~-~~mM. X 
¥i • ~ Tiflt lffl ll* J:iM'F:il:ffetfiffl?# t§%r. flgp ll*¥5c *ft:*:P. · ~!~ 5c * J5Jf f$, 
~~a. f~Affil*!c:tn~T. ?#*RJ~o. ~••w$td>, ::-r-&'.:11!1x~i5£Ei. ~~5c 
*• ~lfflll*- ~lts~ro1J~~8"r:i§~. t~U~ftffe:3t~%~P-. ~?it~~ 
i5r~. %~. ~oJ1:t7f-fL~. 

Li Chien's biography is found in Bk. 444 of the Sung-shih *~' in which 
we are told that when he was young he had an audience with Su Shih iR$:t 
in Huang-chou 1HM, that during the Yiian-yu 5cffifi years (1086-1094) he 
successfully petitioned for the lenient treatment of Kui-chang ~-, who was 
the chief of Ch'iang sie tribe and had been arrested at that time, and that 
he died at the age of 51. The period of Su Shih's demotion to ~HI was from 
the first day of the second month of the third year of Yiian-feng 5c.ll 
(1080) to the first day of the fourth month of the seventh year of Yiian-feng 
(1087).6) Since ~- was arrested in the eighth month of the second year of 
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Yuan-yu 5Gjjifj (1087),7 l we would seem to be safe in assuming the period of 

:$!!'s greatest activity to have been from the 1080's through to perhaps near 

the ·end of the century. According to a passage in the Hua-p'in ii:&11=1, when 

he saw chih-kung-t'u copy reportedly done by Liang's Yuan-ti, he was deeply 

impressed with its exquisitness, but when he also noticed a note, under one 

of the country names among the illustrations, giving a certain year in Chen

kuan ~11 (627-640), he decided either this meant that it was a copy by 

~1li*, or that some Chen-kuan ~11 person had written it in on a Yuan-ti 

copy. Information that these pictures were on paper comes from his telling 

us of a seal impression, °ffiffe::3'.z.:~!E (inspected carefully by Ch'u Ch'ang-wen), 

on the paper seam (*J.Hti). Information is too limited to determine who fiffe:3t 
was, but it is clear, in any case, that such a copy existed at the time of $:It. 
Ambassadors from 35 countries, beginning with Lu-kuo -t-m, are illustrated, 

with each respective country name inscribed, but there seems to have been 

no explanatory text provided. 
Secondly, there is a description about the Liang chih-kung-t'u in the 

Yu-hai 3£11$, Bk. 56 (Section on T'u fi} or maps and scrolls). It quotes Li 

Kung-lin's :$0M notes attached to (a copy of) this painted scroll. Li Kung

lin was born in the first year of Huang-yu ~,Mi (1049), passed the chin-shih 

~± ·examination in the third year of Hsi-ning ).!~~$ (1070) and died in the 

fifth year of Ch'ung-ning ** (1106) and was well known as an excellent 

painter.8 l The notes say that Emperor Yuan 5G* of the Liang ~ painted 

the chih-kung-t'u when he governed at Ching-chou ~U1'M or what is now 

Chiang-liang hsien tntVPvf. in the province of Hu-pei ~~t and that, though 

he described there more than thirty countries, Li Kung-lin could see only 

twenty-two countries from Lu -t, to Yen ~ in the scroll which he saw. Li 

Kung-lin gives a list of these twenty-two countries. However, the . statement 

of Y il-hai was based on the postscripts to the chih-kung-t'u which was brought 

to Lou Yueh iflMi (1137-1213) by a person named Fu Ch'in-fu i$i.Jcm who 

was a cheng-tzu IE* or proof-reader of the Pi-shu-sheng f~-~. The post

script of Lou Yueh is available in the Kung-k'uei-chi J!xf/f11/4, Bk. 75, collection 

of his literary works, as well as in the Kung-k'uei t'i-po J!;_f!fl;lmfiltt, collection of 

his postscripts to pictures and calligraphies. By comparing the statement of 

Yil-hai with Lou Yueh's postscript in the Kung-k'uei-chi, one can easily see 

that Li Kung-Ii actually noted only that the total number of countries painted 

in the Liang chih-kung-t'u which he saw amounted to more than thirty, while 

the rest is the description of Lou Yueh about the picture scroll brought for 

his inspection by Fu Ch'in-fu. The full texts of Li Kung-Ii and Lou Yueh 

are cited in the Appendices II and III to this article. 

In the Y il-hai the postscripts of Lou Yueh are summerized as follows: 

"The first country is called Lu-kuo -t-m or country of Lou, which 

Li Kung-lin wrote as ~ Lu probably by mistake. However, the 
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country of Lu is not mentioned in both annals and biographies of 
the Nan-shih m.lt and Liang-shu ~-, not even in the T'ung-tien 
mi~ and T'ai-ping yil-lan :t(-2f1MJJ[. The same thing is also said 
about Ping-ping-kuo ~~- which Li Kung-lin enumerated as the 
second country described in the scroll. Other twenty countries than 
these two are available in the present scrool. The twenty countries 
are Ho-nan M'm, Chung-T'ien-chu t:j:f:;R~, Shih-tzu ffiffr, K'o-p'an-t'o 
y~§~t, Wu-hsing-fan :]El'.;Jlfff, Hua ~, Po-ssu fJtltJr, Po-chi s~, 
Kuei-tzu &tt, Wei ~' In (mistake for chou)-ku-k',e ~ (for ml) i!i' 
fi:ij, Ho-po-t'an rrnftt11, Hu-mi-tan M~ft, Po-t'i S~, Mo 3K, Lin-i 
#B, P'o-li ~fU, Tang-ch'ang 1Ilfff£, and Lang-ya-hsiu ~;ff~, all of 
which sent embassies (to the court of Liang ~). Moreover, in the 
annals of Emperor Wu-ti JEtw (of the Liang-shu) nine countries be
sides the above are recorded. They are Fu-nan :tkm, Yii-t'ien -=f 
ill, Juan-juan !ltr/UI, Kao-Ii ~.00, Yii (mistake for Kan?)-t'o-li -=f (for 
=p ?) fftl!fU, Hsin-lo ~fl, P'an-p'an §§, and Tan-tan ftft. I wonder 
if these nine countries were left unnoticed in the scroll. No infor
mation is available about the country called Yen Ji. As the char
acter Ping ~ resembles to that of jui ~' it must be identical with 
J uan-j uan 1'1UI." 

Following the above, the Yil-hai says that, according to the T'ung-chih OO;:t, 
(the Liang chih-kung-t'u) describes twenty-eight countries and that the 
Ch'ung-wen (tsung)-mu ~t3t (ml) § also registers Chih-kung-t'u in three 
chiian. This passage is not located in· Lou Yiieh's postscript, and so this is 
an addition made by Wang Ying-lin ::EFlM (1223-1296), who is the author of 
the Yil-hai. Cheng Ch'iao $it (1104-1162) registers in the T'ung~chih} Bk. 
72, Liang Yiian-ti's Erh-shih-pa kuo chih-kung-t'u =: + A■~ffet!iffl and the Y il
hai, Bk. 56, also quotes the Ch'ung-wen-tsung-mu *3ttl § which describes the 
Liang chih-kung-t'u. 

In short, besides the Liang chih-kung-t'u which Li Chien describes as 
painting thirty-five countries, there were other copies of Liang chih-kung-t'u 
which painted twenty-two or twenty-eight countries. 

The third Sung record for our discussion here is also from the Y il-hai 
::E.m£, with the passage of the Chung-hsing kuan-k'e shu-mu i:l=tJ!UiMtl § found 
in Bk. 125's section on Imperial tribute JiiJ:lffit: 

~•-1-~~~~. ~•s■-~. ~~=:+~~- •n•::E~. n•~~ffit. 
!iffl~%~B~fili. tX.U*~!ii{rt. ~13, !b.6:~~ifE (for fiffl) Az~. ~1ir~~* 
z~ (~z~ililil:). -trJJ{~M£{iz.%, tt'8~¥-=fz!iffl. ~~nx~, MA.Ji 
•· ~•.u6•A~m, nz~~ R~~~- ~ww•. ~~~•. ~-~ 
§, ltillr~fm.li{Hft (for ft) 'ft_. 
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The :frzffl-=f is the title of a work by Ylian-ti, and at the same time it is also 

one of his own hao ~- So consequently, we may take the :.&fir A§/¥=~, Jls 
lffi!~~ either to mean that Yiian-ti wrote sm~~ in his own preface to the 

Liang chih-kung-t'u or to be saying that in the author's preface (now lost) to 

the work known as :frzf.1-=f, there existed, as an account in its own right, "a 
hun,dred countries in a single volume." However, in the chih-kung-t'u Pre

face which is left to us today, we find no such notation, and since the i:pJJatrM 
Catalog lists this preface separately, l;sm~~ would seem most probably to 

be a passage occurring in the preface to the work entitled ~fir. The edi
tors of the Catalog correctly interpret it as referring to the chih-kung-t'u and 

at the same time take sm literally to be one hundred countries, while noting 
that in the chih-kung-t'u stored in the palace, there were only 27 countries 

represented. (We may further reflect that the ~sm~~ might possibly be 
~sm:m~~, from which the :m was left out.) We must consequently take 

this to be of a different lineage from the ~m'fmJ::=:-tif:n:m chih-kung-t'u 

seen by *•· The i:pJJaftOO Catalog was a listing, compiled in the fifth year 
of Ch'un-hsi 1!¥1.1:1.~ (1178) by Imperial Archives Officials, of documents col

lected by the Bureau of Libraries and Astronomy (ff!!Z-~) after the removal 

of Sung's capital to Hang-chou ttHJ. The collection was lost in its entirety 
in the Great Lin-an l@/;3( Fire in the ninth month of the fourth year of Shao

ting *BJE (1231).9 l 

The fourth Sung recording to be considered here is from the Sui-ch'u-t'ang 
shu-mu ~191~- §, a listening of Yu Mao's t~ archives. It reads: 

This clearly refers to the chih-kung-t'u of Liang's Yiian-ti, and in the copy 
of it held by the Yu t family, there were illustrations (with accompanying 
text) of envoys from 28 countries. 

Yu Mao t~ (1127-1194) was a Minister of State in the Ch'un-hsi lfll:1.~ 
era, and his collection is roughly of the same period as that of the i:p ~tftM 
Catalog. It was almost entirely destroyed by fire in the first year of Pao

ching Jl~ (1225).11 l As has been mentioned previously, the T'ung-chih ~$, 
cited in Bk. 56 of the Yu-hai 35=.m:, gives the chih-kung-t'u as presenting 28 

countries. Since this number conforms to that in the ~191~ Catalog, it is just 
possible that the two are dealing with the same book. 

As we have seen, then, with regard to the chih-kung-t'u of Liang's Yiian
ti, a number of related records survive from Sung times, but the number of 
countries recorded as being presented varies with the documents, and although 
it has been possible to learn some of the country names, until very recent 
times it was impossible to learn anything at all in detail of the actual con
tents of the work. In 1960, however, Chin Wei-no ~iMtffi published a work 

entitled f!t~:lffil139~~W{'F*-~jfif:;jU2 in W en-wu )(4&} (1960, 7, pp. 14-17), 
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revealing that a Liang chih-kung-t'u had existed among the collection stored 
by the Nanking Museum 1¥.JJ?:tltlm15t and that it had been sent to the China's 
History Museum i:pffl.fff~tltlmtlt in Peking ~t:J?:. Presented in the same 
journal were explanatory notes and half-tone reproductions. The discovered 
scroll is a work which had in early Ch'ing m come into the possession of 
Liang Chiao-lin ~~# and later been put into the Ch'ing Imperial Store
house-an object which had been noted in Bk. 32 of Shih-ch'u pao-chi E~ 
ft'-X and which had again been returned to private ownership and come to 
be stored in the Nanking Museum, and it is a profound source for rejoicing 
in the world of scholarship that this very important piece of historical evi
dence, once thought to be lost, has been restored to the world. 

According to Chin Wei-no, the text which remains, furnished with a new 
cover, includes illustrations of the envoys from 12 countries. (actually 13), 
beginning with the country of Hua r'ltffl, accompanied by written passages 
concerning each of the countries. He indicates his opinion, on the basis of 
the content of the texts, that the work represented is of the Liang period, 
that it is none other than the Liang chih-kung-t'u, i.e. that compiled by 
Yiian-ti, that the object we have today was partially destroyed subsequent to 
its having been recorded in the Shi'h-chil pao-chi E~:ill'-X and is a Sung copy 
made in the tenth year of !l:1,~$: (1077), but that it represents invaluable data 
for research on the history of Liang painting, of which remaining works are 
scarce. Chin Wei-no's study appears essentially correct, and there is no doubt 
we are dealing with a copy of the Liang chih-kung-t'u. The first person to 
mention this scroll was Liang Chiao-lin's friend Wu Sheng ~ft-, and he 
writes the following in Bk. 11 of the Tai-kuan-lu :kWJif, which discusses works 
he himself appreciated: 

F~:tzJI± ff fiil 
ffi*, ~/\~, *-~=R=~- :k~~- Atlm~~~~- -~ffl-~~=+ 
~ (for E.) ffl. ra~Mf!JR, ~{~~!t !ttL-~~l, ~:1l%fe:n], fflffl~[RJ. !IJJ
:ffi:~1#:, Wit~ffl~, *~AililtlJJ_j)[l)il.±. ~,}mW, YfffiR~m, Jf.fr!f A~OC
*~~~' tt~m~. ~-m~effl~, ttff~:;:+ggfi. ~=m~~~, ~ 
1.is~m, 12B:m6'tt, E.:m~, ~:m~kiJR, -t:mroo, A:mfJi]i, n~'.E~, 
+:m~l?f-~. +-c:mJt~:¥m, -r:mm.i~t"i:iJ, ITTITfi!tm, r!iJ3~ff, s~m, ~ 
(for *) m, i:p:J(:!9:, 11-=fm, ~t:J(:!9:, mtiiue, fg;~:ffi:, ~/§iffl, ~r~tt, 
@;~j[, =rrtt ffi:ffi:~~UtJJxw•w*tf:W. r~m, tEm~~- ~*~P-JJ. 
-=f~*~~~- ~~~*- ~~-=fW, ±~~=fi!t~ffl~-

According to this passage, this picture scroll was painted in color on silk 
and contained text and illustrations of foreigners from 25 countries.. (Wu 
Sheng writes 26, but the number of countries that he actually presents is 25, 
so we must conclude that the number 26 was a simple error for the number 
25. That this resulted from a misreading of an attached postscript by Wang 
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Shu-shan ::E!EZ~ of the Yiian jf: dynasty will be explained later.) Following 
the main text there are reportedly inscriptions by Tzu-jung -=f?f¥, i.e. Su 
Sung IR~ (1020-1101),12 ) and postscripts by K'ang-li Tzu-shan ~l!-=fJ1113) 

and Wang Shu-shan.14) These inscriptions and postscripts are transcribed 
following explanatory notes to the right, and among them we have the 
following: 

::Eirfil 
~$TB,**~~-~*• ttfflJll~tt~, -=f?f¥M, 

In other words, this picture scroll had been affixed with the title ::E1tfil, and 
in J!ii~$TB, i.e. the tenth year of Hsi-ning (1077), Su Sung had a book of 
the collection belonging to Chang Tz'u-lu *~~. otherwise known as Kuo
po -t.f, copied, and later he provided proofreading. Su Sung was appointed 
to the governor of Hang-chou tt1'M in the first month of the ninth year of 
Hsi-ning J!ii~*' and served in his post until the fifth month of the following 
year, tt1+!Jll£tt~ means that he proofread the copy of the picture scroll in 
Hang-chou.15 ) It is unclear whether the title ::Eirfil was put there by Su 
Sung or whether it had already existed on the manuscript of Chang Tz'u-lu. 
The latter would seem more likely. Though we do not know the identity 
of Chang Tz'u-lu, we may imagine him to have been a man of Hang-chou. 
Be that as it may, the scroll is a copy poroduced in the tenth year of Hsi-

11ing. 
In addition to Su Sung's transcription, there is recorded a postscript by 

K'ang-li Tzu-shan ~j!_-=fJll (Nao-nao ~~) which opens: 

and is continued: 

In other words, K'ang-li Tzu-shan is saying that this scroll is a ::E1tfil pro
duced by Yen Li-te lfflftffi and that it is a reproduction of foreign visitors 
to the court at the time of the T'ang Emperor T'ai-tsung :;t*. This ex
planation is also supported by Wang Yii-ch'ing ::Ef-i!l: (IEZ~), for following 
K'ang-li Tzu-shan's postscript, we, find a postscript provided by Wang Yii
ch'ing which begins: 

K'ang-li Tzu-shan continues that, this scroll having come into the possession 
of a monk named Lan-ku M~, he was able to see it and was highly im
pressed. He goes on to give a brief explanation of the history of the produc
tion of Wang-hui-t'u ::Eirfil in T'ang and Sung times, stating that the first 
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was commissioned by Yen shih-ku ~gm~ in the third year of Chen-kuan ~tlm 
(629) on the occasion of the visit to court of Yiian-shen 5c~, chief of the 
Tung-hsieh tribe *ffl•, and claiming this scroll indeed to be that very one, 
he cites the Hsilan-ho hua-p'u "§"fJJ:11:~ theory, 

attempting to use it as proof that the author /artist of the (original) picture 
scroll was Yen Li-te. 

The Hsilan-ho hua-p'u "§"5f1J.gf (~~~-;_J-rn{*) reads: 

m~fji:p, *fl:ffl (read *ffl•) 5c~A~- ~gffi~~§", =/1fm]JEt~. ~~

~- ~•~•. a3:•■· ~~•~•••~- •~••· ~$ftffi~~z. 
~Jf&z~. 3Jfn!EfflJe, i'FrMff*~z•. ~~•tJ(a_uv .. 4m~feJ'tz~. ~~vffi ~~*· i!tl*m~:z;:. :k:tctt~. trnJtU1~. ffl1z:1lft*-t11-

claiming the Wang-hui-t'u ::r•fil by Yen Li-te to be his rendering of the 
spectacle of envoys from various countries arriving in procession for the c6urt 
ceremony in which they would be received in audience by Emperor T'ai
tsung ** and be conferred court ranks. This passage, however, is a stitch
ing together of reports such as those seen in Bk. 179 of the Chiu T'ang-shu 
limit and the Tung-hsieh-man *ffl• section of the T'ang-hui-yao m•~, 
Bk. 99, stating that the Wang-hui-t'u were ordered drawn for presentation 
to the throne by Yen Shih-ku in the third year of Chen-kuan _wf!FJl (629), and 
a report in Bk. 9 of the Li-tai Ming-hua-chi Hf~i:5:if:§d concerning Yen Li
te's foreign nation illustrations. The Wang-hui-t'u themselves were already 
long lost and were not to be found in the Hsiian-ho "§"5f1J archives. That is 
to say, the compilers of the Hsilan-ho hua-p'u had never actually seen the 
real Wang-hui-t'u. The Li-tai ming-hua chi attributes neither Wang-hui-t'u 
nor foreign nation illustrations (11~~) to Yen Li-te and. with regard to Yen 
Li-pen only, states 

and near the end of his remarks cites the explanation found in Li Ssu-chen's 
*m~ comments on ft1l and ft* together: 

*iu.llt:z;:, tJJ~~c:v:1i), :k:tcc:v:*), ll5t.Jt5f}. § ~Iic~Cf;l1J.lfl) fflrno :z;:t'.:, ~tJiiJl 
T¥c~-=f~) *WI, ~Azfr!J>, ~:mi:rJt ~~f.it~*~· •!fwz.=1s:m, sf.it 
,Affit, ~~r~zfftPf, 3JfnIE*e~. i'FrMff•wz•. ,M;We:~·1¥:, •ik:a_M~z1~. 
~~~*· vffHlA'lt. ~lffl~tEJ:£. 

He notes that both Yens ~-ft1i and ft*-sketched scenes of the "atten
dance at court of all nations" with equal skill. According to this, it would 
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seem that Li-te produced illustrations of the same type as Li-pen * · Further, 
a chih-kung-t'u attributed to Yen Li-pen came into the possession of Liang 
Chiao-lin ~;i** (the Tai-kuan-lu jdl~, Bk. 11 ), but these are illustrations of 
scenes of foreign tribal leaders who had formed a procession to come a very 
great distance. Both of these types are of completey different composition 
from the Liang chih-kung-t'u.16 ) 

The (Liang) chih-kung-t'u are thus seen to have no connection either to 
Yen Li-te or to Li-pen, and as the Tai-kuan-lu records only 25 nations, 
::Eti~'s placing it as 26 barbarian nations in his postscript would seem to 
stem from the fact that, at the time he saw the scroll, there were 26 countries 
recorded in it. Then, afterwards, we may imagine one of these was lost and 
the number reduced to 25, so that when it reached the hands of Liang Chiao
lin, there were only 25 countries in it. The fact that Wu Sheng's ~Jt com
mentary, as we have seen previously, speaks of 26 nations reflects his careless 
following suit of Wang's postscript and his never happening to notice there 
were actually only 25. There is, however, the Wang Yii-ch'ing ::Eli~ post
script as recorded in Bk. 32 of the Shih-ch'ii, pao-chi ~*31.Ez: 

turning the j(f~il Tai-kuan-lu's ti§ into ~ii: and the =+;\~ into =+□ 
~- It is also possible to imagine from this that the character at the 7\ in 
the = +7\~ of Wang's postscript was impossible to distinguish clearly, that 
Wu Sheng gave this character an interpretive reading of 7\, and that, thus, 
it was already =+:n.~ from the time of Wang Yii-ch'ing. But here we will 
assume that there were 26 countries at the time he saw it. 

As may be seen from an inscribed note by Wu Sheng, at the time that 
it came into the possession of Liang chiao-lin, the end portion of the scroll 
was still complete, but the beginning portion had missing parts and was in 
the following condition: 

We may see now from the extant copy of the scroll housed earlier in the 
Nanking Museum wfJ?:t-l~~ and later (at present) in the Museum of Chi
nese History i:p~~~tl~fli' in Peking that the first country is Hua-kuo rt~ 
and that while this part starts out with a portrait of an envoy from Hua-kuo, 
the line where next should ha~e been written Bua-kuo-shih ff~{]e: has been 
lost, and then going to the next line, we see that most of the first line of 
a 14 line section of explanation is missing. (It may be, however, that around 
the time of Wu Sheng the 14 lines of explanation were yet complete and 
that this majority of first line loss ocurred sometime since then.) Without 
examining the actually scroll, it is impossible to determine in what manner 
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the portion has been lost, but whatever the case may be, it is clear that 
there was a hiatus in the beginning portion of the scroll seen by Wu Sheng. 
Consequently, it is entirely possible that before it was seen by Wu Sheng, 
that is, at around the time it was seen by Wang Yii-ch'ing, there may have 
been one other country included before this first one; making the total 
number of countries 26. In support of this view we have the fact that there 
were 25 countries in the scroll seen by Li Chien $II, 27 in the Ching-hsing 
kuan-ke shu-mu i:p~fltMW § and 28 in the Sui-ch'u-t'ang shu-mu ~W'¥: 
:;: § Catalog (and 28 in the T'ung-chih mi$), as well as the report of Sung 
era books including more than 25 countries. (The one seen by Li Kung-lin 
$0M, however, had 22.) Considered in this way, it would seem appropriate 
to imagine that when it came into Liang Chiao-lin's possession, the scroll had 
one less country at its beginning than the one seen by Wang Yii-ch'ing. 

As has been previously noted, the Shih-ch'il pao-chi reports that, along 
with numerous other works in Liang Chiao-lin's coHection, this scroll came 
into the possession of the Ch'ing Imperial Archives.· The Shih-ch'il pao-chi 
also calls it ffl'f lffl.1z::11Ul~~lil. reports it to cover 25 countries, and says the au
thor is unnamed. It further introduces something not mentioned by Wu 
Sheng, the tsan ff appraisal (of Yiian-ti). It states: 

ffl'f lffl.ft~~~l:i1----~Cr.~i1!!-) 
~Uij7-Js:, ~~-. JL~+:n~. 4Jf~fri~~l:JJ$----JW, ~~ttr€i. J!~i:p15Ht 
s, •~ff~. m:JJ~&. m~~•. ~~~m. sisa •~••· *A 
•A,~~~•- 3(rftffl, •:JJ*~· ~m*m, ~~~•. ffl~•~ ~ 
-~:JJ, $Mg*, WW*~' ~~C=@JZ~, ~~Z*, ~~--~. 
nlHJEttffi, ~tlhn!!il: ffi:~~-Ur, IDG~:ffl-ffli. ~tmi5ctnmi: s1tm~~. ~W~3(, 
-~-~. *~Sm, Wffl~§, ~~rn•. ~00~~.Mm~~.F~~ffl, 

· Jffir!~~. !affiJ.t±, ~ ~1'Flll it~~. t~~tat!, ~~$:TBft. (for {1 in the Tai-

kuan-lu) 5it?Z~~tf*tt1+!W'¥:i1: ~r~~-t-:ft/=F, J::~----~p, s'lt~i:p*~ 
~. fJU!ltt~i:iJ~, §IJ~7Jc~~#Wfil----~P, 1f~7Jc¥J=l*-Ji, ~<'G~rifliiFAlr 
~~P. 5ltt~JFM~tt~lE~~-

Further, following this there are postscripts by K'ang-li Nao mlf~ (correctly 
K'ang-li Nao-nao m£~~) and Wang Yii-ch'ing. Looking at these, it would 
seem that there were items on 25 countries and that the text itself, its inscrip
tions and its postscripts, scarcely varied at all from that seen by Wu Sheng. 
There is no mention, however, of the inscription of ~frlil as its title, and 
the postscripted ff has not undergone summarization by Wu Sheng-when 
we compare it to the Yiian-ti's W- appraisal in the chih-kung-t'u quoted in 
the I-wen lei-chil ~~ffi~: 

~tmi:t~. i¥J~¼le. :x~f~~, ~Mt~~- tt1ro:~~. ~W~x. ~~,~ 
~. 7k~itm. 
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it is clear that now we have the full text of the -~fii!Jt and that the 1-wen 
lei-chu supplements what is. missing in the Shih-ch'u pao-chi. This bears 
separate witness that -the illustrations here are the chih-kung-t'u of Emperor 
Yiian-ti of Liang and not the Wang-hui-t'u ::Eirfii! of Yen Li-te iffl.lZJl. In 
this connection, ?a~~Kilf.ft-=f was probably a pseudonym for Liang chiao
lin. This, as will be explained next, rnay be surmised from the fact that at 
the end of the scroll there are the three seal impressions: 11fl<-=f J • 1~:fi;f(J • 
1JIA*IB~J 

The Shih-ch'u pao-chi) following Wang Yii-ch'ing's postscript, comments 
on the seals saying: 

and finally: 

Perhaps the difference here with the ~/\-t, *--:t=:R=:-t recorded by ~fr 
is a difference in the places where they measured. 

However, when this scroll came into the possession of the Nanking 
Museum 1¥f:J.Rtf4w~ half of the illustrations and main text had already been 
lost, as had all of the inscriptions and postscripts. Let us make a comparison, 
first of all, of the country names. Of the chih-kung-t'u recorded in the Tai
kuan-lu *Mii (which is equal to what is in the Shih-ch'u pao-chi ::fi~Wtf) 
we have the following 25: 

(1) lost-named (m~; just as With the copy held by the Nanking Museum, 
the country name has been lost but it can be understood to be ft~ on 
the basis of the main text.) (2)11tltJr, '(3)sUif, (4)&1.tt, (5)~, (6)~1PJM'., (7)-r 

~. ~~-. Mg~, Mm~s. ~~~. ~~~~ M~~-. Mffl•~ M~ ~. ~~*· (17)9=1:x~. (1~gm-=f, M~t:xl.!t!-, ~o~ii!ut, -~l)JEtJ!iffi:, (2~~~. ~~:xr, 
~. ~~IIFP:!lffe1, (~Wt;rr~. The Nanking Museum copy has 13, with the 
following lost: the latter half of the text for (5) ; (6); (7) ; all of the text 
for (8); the first half of the text for (9) ; half of the text for (16) ; and all 
of the text from (17) through (25). 

It is certain that these parts went their way either at the Imperial Palace in 
Peking or in the Ku-kung Po-wu-yiian i!tc'Btft!w~, that they were lost before 
corning to the Nanking Museum, and one can only remark that this loss is 
a matter for very deep regret. 

Then, how many countries were described in the Liang chih-kung-t'u 
and in what order? In the preface of the Chin-lou-tzu 4:f;l:-=f Hsiao I -~ 
himself confirmed that he wrote a book or scroll entitled Pai-kiw s~, that 
is to say, A Hundred Countries. However, in this case a hundred may have 
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meant not exactly one hundred but many or a lot of, just like Pai-chia s* 
means many families and Pai-hsing stt also many families or many people. 
The most important key to solve the question is the Chu-i-chuan ffi~v!i of 
Liang-shu ~-- One can easily see that the Chu-i-chuan is largely based on 
the Liang chih-kung-t'u by comparing the texts of these two records. The 
Chu-i-chuan of Liang-shu describes thirty-two countries, countries of south 
and south-eastern Asia ml¥i nine, of Eastern Asia *~ eight, and of north
western Asia glj~tffi:rY; fifteen. Among these thirty-two, there are three coun
tries which were non-existant or fabulous. They are the countries of Wen
shen ?x:Jr, Tai-han j(~, and Fu-sang ik~, respectively meaning the Tatooed 
people, Giants, and the Trees named fu-sang. So, excluding these three 
countries, the Chu-i-chuan of the Liang-shu describes twenty-nine countries. 
The number will roughly equal to that of countries described in the Liang 
chih-kung-t'u. According to the Hua-p'in §£ of Li Chien :$1', the Liang 
chih-kung-t'u described thirty-five countries at the top of which was the coun
try of Lu ~' and according to the notes of Lou Yueh fj:~ or Li Kung-Zin 
:$0• who copied Lou Yueh about more than thirty, of which the country of 
Lu ff- was at the top and the country of Yen Ji at the end. In my opinion, 
the thirty-five countries given by Li Chien may be taken as the most reliable 
number because he does not say that there were any lacunas in the descriptions 
of the scroll. 

Next, what was the order by which the countries were arranged in the 
original copy of the Liang chih-kung-t'u? In order to make the matter clear, 
the names of countries are here drawn up in four lines, each of which re
presents respectively (I) the Tai-kuan-lu ::k:flJl~, Bk. 11, and the Shih-ch'il pao
chi ~~Ji:&, Bk. 32, (2) the MSS. copy of 1077, (3) the postscript of Lou Yueh 
;tliiffi, and (4) the Chu-i-chuan ffi~v!i of Liang-shu ~--

(1) Tai-kuan-lu and I 

Shih-ch'il pao-chi 
(2) The MSS. copy 

of 1077 
I 

(3) Lou Yiieh 
I 

(4) Liang-shu 

(1) (ft ffl) (1) (ffl- ffl) (9) m M ft m 
(2) rBl Jl;)i (2) rBl Jl;)i m (1q ¥El jtJr ~ ¥El ;Wr m 
(3) s ~ m (3) s tftt m (11) s f)t M s ~ m 
(4) a tt (4) • tt m M • tt (2~ A tt 
(5) ~ m (5) ~ m 

(1& ~ )liJ) 
M @;i (1~ @;i 

(6) ~ 'Pj • (6) ifi3c (lG ~la.J ■ ffl 
(7) =:f liJ (7) II ~ =:f IKJ m 
(8) ~ Ji (8) II M ~ fl m 
(9) 1=I El (9) 1=I El (2]) 1=I El (2~ 1=I s m s l=I l=I l=I 

(fir ~ ifi3c) 
(1q m !;if {~ (1q a~ ?;F {~ m (~ m !;if {~ (6) m ?;F 1i m 
(1~ w ~ m (11) w ~ m 00' w ~ m 
M ml ii" tiff M ml tr f'nJ m (14) lz;1 (mJ) trf'nJ (zq ml tr tiff m 
M jliiJ(lli'iJ)~fl! M imI ~mm M lli'iJ ~ m (2]) ITTiJ WJ,t :fj m 
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(!) Tai-kuan-lu and I (2) The MSS. copy 

I 
(3) Lou Yi.ieh ! (4) Liang-shu Shin-eh 'ii, pao-chi of 1077 

(14) M w ft (14) M~ftll M M w ft (zj M~ftll 
0 0 0 0 

M s ~ m (1$ s ~ m M s ~ (2~ s ~ m 
M ~ m (16) fll(7G7t) M * (2~ * m 0 0 4':R~m (l'n * :R &r M tJ, r ~ (4) * 7(. &r (8) - -
M gij -=f m ~~ II (5) gij -=f (9) grp -=f m 
M ::It :R &r M II (6) ::It 7(. &r - -
~G gijJ fi ~t ~ II (7) m fi ~t {2$ mn!Jffim 

0 i 0 0 i 0 ~v ~ ~ ~v II (8) it ~ ~ @V ~ I® 
0 i (2?) rEb s m (22) II M rEb s 

I=! s 

~~ :R r, ii (2~ II 

(24) ~ zis: 11 ~ II 

~ ~ rr ii ~ II 

(1) 1?r- m 
(Tsan7Jt)Tai-kuan-lu (2) ~~(pqpq) ~~ pq pq m 
does not record, but (3) ro m M ro m ± 
Shih-ch'u pao-chi M tt B (1~ ;jq( E!s m 
does. ~q ~ f!J (2) ~ m m 
(Postscripts~) by Su (3). fi fi m 
Sung fRml, by K'ang- (4) ft ft m 
li Tzu-shan ~£-=f (5) =f \ltff tum 
11!,and byWangYi.i- (7) ~ f!J m 
ch'ing :Ei,~J! 

(14) 3'.z: ~ m 
M * ~ m 
M ~ ~ m 

(The number given to each Country in the above list is the order by which 
the country is described in each record.) 

The MSS. copy of 1077 starts with the description of the country of 
Hua ri, the preceeding parts, including the Preface, having been lost when 
the copy was obtained by Liang Chiao-lin ~~;Mc. It is, therefore, quite likely 
that the descriptions of about ten countries were in these parts already lost. 

The above list will show that the twenty-five countries mentioned in the 
Tai-kuan-lu and the five countries which are not mentioned by the Tai-kuan
lu but by Lou Yueh, that is to say, thirty countries in all were described in 
the original copy of Liang chih-kung-t'u. These thirty countries roughly 
equals to the twenty-nine countries described in the Liang-shu~ which are 
considered to have really existed in the times of Liang. This may mean that 
the Liang chih-kung-t'u was covering about the same area as the Chu-i-chuan 
of the Liang-shu. Moreover, one may be able to understand that the Liang 
chih-kung-t'u had been one of the source materials to compile the Chu-i-chuan 
of the Liang-shu. For this reason, the Liang chih-kung-t'u should be con
sidered as one of the fundamental source materials to investigate many Asian 
countries in the sixth century. 
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The compilation of the Liang chih-kung-t'u was not necessarily based on 
an original idea of Yiian-ti, and seems as if it may h·ave been based on some
thing else. The precursor for the Liang chih-kung-t'u was P'ei Tzu-yeh's ~-=f!f 
Fang-kuo-shih t'u JJ~~flffl, 17> and there are indications that the chih-kung-t'u 
was based on this and that it was produced to augment it. P'ei Tzu-yeh (471-
532) was P'ei Sung-chih's ~tlz great grandson18> and a scholar from about 
the same time as Hsiao I -~ or Emperor Yuan-ti of Liang. He was ap
pointed cho-tso-lang ~{'Pi~ ·by Wu-ti :m;;;jr and administered the Imperial 
Edicts of the Chung-shu i:piJ. At that time, the two countries of Po-t'i se 
and Hua ff dispatched envoys with tribute for the Court, but as, in past 
history, neither of these states had ever made such tribute, no one knew them. 
P'ei Tzu-yeh ~-=f!f, however, won the admiration of his contemporaries by 
pointing out that the SM were the descendants of the SM. of. M (=~i.£), 
whom Marquis Ying-yin &~1* of Han• had killed, and that the ffi were 
the descendants of Pa-hua /\ff who was a member of the royal family of 
the kingdom of Posterior Country of Ch'e-shih ]![lfilfH&~, which, in obedience 
to Han's 5:£-1~, had attacked and defeated the lu Jj (~t~i.£). So it was 
that Wu-ti ordered P'ei Tzu-yeh to compile the Fang-kuo-shih t'u, which 
would describe 20 countries which had brought tribute, and which would 
extol the glories of Liang. Bk. 30 of the Liang-shu ~- (= Bk. 33 of the 
Nan-shih m~) relates P'ei Tzu-yeh's story this way: 

~~5~t1!7'}, 7¥.f SMlzfUJ. il1tm~jrl!m:A~- 11:t.=:~~t~~j[, ~~OF)T 

w. rfis, ••~~~MsM~-A. •~tts, seM~~. x~•~• 
•· Affl~z. ~~-~ ~A•~~•- ~~~-~~~flffl. •~•*z 
~. El~H~3Ir~*· JL-=: +~. 

and in the catalog of written works at the end of this biographical sketch, 
it lists JJ~~li}-~. Po-t'i sM is a transliteration of Bakhdhi, i.e. Balkh.19 ) 

According to the Annals of Liang-shu, sM~ brought tribute on ~mi 3 :'.if. 8 

}:I '¥-=f (Sept. 2, 523). Further,. Hua-kuo refers to ,the Ephthalites, and Hua is 
thought to be a phonetic rendering of *Ghwar, the medieval name for the 
Ghur or Ghor area of the upper-stream region of the Hari-Rud River to the 
east of Herat, which at that time was a center of the Ephthalites:20 l In 
the Liang chih-kung-t'u and the Annals of Liang-shu it says that tribute was 
brought in 3(~15:'.if. (516) and ~mi I .:'.if. (520), and in the Chu-i-chuan ffi~{• 
of the Liang-shu that it was brought again in ~mi 7 :'.if. (526). The Annals of 
Liang-shu does not record its being brought in 526, but does for ~mi 1 :'.if. 3 }:I 
~r;x; (April 17, 520) and ~mi 7 :'.if. I J:I T gp (Feb. 26, 526). Consequently, we 
may imagine that Po-t'i SM and Hua ff did not come with tribute at the 
same time, and that P'ei Tzu-yeh's identification was made either on separate 
occasions of the two nation's, tribute' visits or on the single occasion of fi~'s 
visit to the court in 522. 
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The story of Han's ~~1~'s having killed a warrior leader of the Po-t'i 
s~ of Hu iiij is related in the biography of Kuan-Ying who was the Marquis 
of Ying-yin ~~1~1'1~ of the Jl!Ji:! Shih-chi, Bk. 95, and the Han-shu ~If, 
Bk. 41. It is hardly necessary to point out that {I~ Kuan Ying was one 
of those influential in their cooperation in the founding of the Han Dynasty. 

In the m.ia we find : 

while concerning Pa-hua we see in Bk. 181 g!jjgl/;v!f. of the Hou-han-shu fit~ 
If, in the ]j[gffif~:E~ section: 

7k~7G~ (126), (m) ~~1t:EM!~r1Jn~iR:&.Am~. §ffi¾, •~tjjrJ¥1rr 
-:E!.&z. ~:lk~J:::i'l:1Jn~iRtMf:E, Afit•1t$~~1~t 

While it is unnecessary to explain that Pa-hua is the name of the son of 
the ruler ]j[gffi~tf!EE, there is no single standard theory with regard to what 
Po-t'i means. Whatever it might be, there is no disputing the fact that P'ei 
Tzu-yeh's identification consisted of no more than this: though he had prided 
himself on his extensive knowledge in connecting the names of Po-t'i and 
(Pa-) hua with ones that had been seen in written records for anywhere from 
400-700 years previous, the agreement of those names was purely coincidental. 
What is meaningful for us, however, is the fact that P'ei Tzu-yeh's explana
tion was adopted in the Liang chih-kung-t'u. Its section on s~~ has: 

s~. ~i.£9!i }JIJfitil:l-fi?.. ~WJ Ctl~ the two characters are supplemented on 

the basis of the Liang-shu), W~:t&~, Wfsjffl.~~ A, 

and its section on ffi~ has: 

Cffl-~~]![gffiz}JIJfi:-tl1, ~;,Jdf;5f:~. i\ffl'~~flI~. -~tjj these twenty-two 

characters are supplemented on the basis of Liang-shuJ, *-f;IJ. ~Mi\ffl' 
? . ? ? 

00$ (the Liang-shu says that ~J:ArltmftifB~~1J:). 

According to the Annals of Yiian-ti of Liang in the Liang-shu, Bk. 5, and the 
Nan-shih, Bk. 8: 

ffl:inl! ( ~ 5f:1ir) 1[~~ftH!f5. M'.i*-i~16. W~rff . iu•-=r-~ . 5lHIN. i'~:t 
~, :mw~z~. (~If) 

Yiian-ti and P'ei Tzu-yeh were on close terms. We may imagine that Yiian-ti 
heard the explanation of s~ and ti directly from P'ei Tzu-yeh or that he 
knew of it as a topic of conversation curtent among. the intellectuals of the 
day, but when we add to our considerations the fact that P'ei Tzu-yeh had 
written the Fang-kuo shih-t'u, it would seem that Yiian-ti probably took it 
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from that work. More than that, the idea for the Chih-kung-t'u itself was 
very likely taken from the Fang-kuo shih-t'u itself, and the Chih-kung-t'u a 
supplemental edition to the Fang-kuo shih-t'u. The date of production for 
the Fang-kuo shih-t'u was after ~ml tribute presentation on tffmi 3 1¥ 8 J3 EJ3r 
(Sept. 2, 523), perhaps within a period not too long afterwards. Twenty coun
tries are recorded in the Fang-kuo shih-t'u and the Chih-kung-t'u increases that 
to 35, nearly double. Further, the compilation of the Chih-kung-t'u took place 
during the period of Yiian-ti's first term in office as JfiJ1-MwU~-from it:ifil 71¥ 
(526) to :kjq) 81¥ (539). Considering these facts together, it would not seem 
too much to imagine that, following the compiling of the Fang-kuo shih-t'u} 
the Chih-kung-t'u was produced to augment it. Just as its name implies, the 
Fang-kuo shih-t'u contains illustrations of envoys from various countries. It 
must surely have had illustrations of the ministers of the twenty countries, 
plus explanations of the country names, and that is indeed the very same 
format as the Chih-kung-t'u. 

As a final point, I would like to introduce Li Kung-lin's $~M view of 
Lu-kuo -tm, which is placed at the head of the Liang chih-kung-t'u. He 
states, as we have previously seen: 

~7CW~JflJ1-Mf'l::-~111- 1t/#rnHHJ, fL::::+iil~I. A,mt=:+1f=:. ~~sf} 
m. m~~~A*~~•. ~••mw~~- (~~. R~~ftpg~ffl• w 
!ll!ll-fft. 

That ~~ is a mistake for Jui-jui "pg~ would seem most certainly to be just 
as he says. There is also a Jui-jui pgpg entry in th'e Chu-i chuan of the Liang
shu ~-- The Lu J# of 1t/#ffiHUJ is likely a mistake for ,t, and this 
character ,t itself is no doubt a corrption of • or ;s"f. Further, as will be 
shown, it may be imagined that as this would represent #t., from which the 
#t has dropped out, it would correspond to the transliteration of From, Frum, 
Prom, or Prum and refer to the Eastern Roman Empire. According to Tao
hsiian's mW Shih-chia fang-chih fllH!m:n;:t (see Tripitaka Taisho} Vol. 54, 
p. 809): 

11UU;JtJim, (r:plll~), 5~t~#t'l'lc~*3$)il(~~P/.t). 1±11s~1:iJr. *~~jWJ&~:O~/\ 
r:p. ~~~-III~. ~11UJijt~~ffl.. r§fflMi:affffitz"fflcm=Pl.t), :J91Hl1¥BIJ~ 
~~§G~. 

This same item may be seen in Tao-shih's mi:!t Fa-yilan chu-lin t.:HfftM*, Bk. 
29, compiled in 668. This portion of both separate accounts is based on the. 
Hsi-yii-chi ffi~!2, while in Bk. 11 of the Hsi-yil-chi' we have: 

11UU;J©rffl, ($Ill~), ggjt~#!Hlm·. ~~~{~. jq)11UUJtJi. %~%~§", ffi"1ffjjB 
~- ~~1 ~••~- #t~m5m•a. 1f5~m. ~~frA. ~~~r. 
~fflft~. ~fJ#t'l'lffl. "Mc#t'l'fEE~~:.:t7(f=!ic~. (*i~1lfffl:k~>Cf4:k~--7-fi:) 
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Comparing the two, we see that the following is not in the Hsi-yil-chi: 

and all of it appears to be in the Liang chih-kung-t'u. According to the Po

ssu 1.Bl;tf:Jr section of the Liang chih-kung-t'u. 

1.BlJJr, ($Ill!), it7J![l3PiJUl~. 

iJC is the same character as it, so this may either have originally been rm 
(pronounced the same as wu t!w) or it may have been a miswriting of~- The 

• of •~ was certainly produced by losing the first half of rmtl or ~JI 
and by a miswriting of the second. The account of producing Po-kou-tzu 

1s5'i:iff in #Ml~ and of ch'ih-t'ou-ya ~!iJ:,t being born in a hole is no where 

to be seen in the Po-ssu section of the Liang chih-kung-t'u, but this may sug

gest that there was a special section in the Liang chih-kung-t'u which con

tained it. There is no reference in the Liang-shu to an embassy being 

dispatched to Liang from Eastern Rome. Bk. 5 of the Annals of the Wei-shu 

~- under -:k.~ 2 ~ ( 456) 11 J.J section relates the tribute visit of P'u-lan ~ ,it!.. 
The Liang chih-kung-t'u was compiled some 70 years after that, but the name 

of the Eastern Roman Empire was known in Liang, as well, and Yiian-ti 

might surely have added it to the Chih-kung-t'u. The purpose of the Chih

kung-t'u was to provide a record of the greatness of the number of visit to the 

court by foreigners, and as a result, it would be no great surprise to learn 

that a country which had not in fact brought tribute had been included.21 > 

I have herein, through the opportunity presented by the appearance of a 

copy of the Liang chih-kung~t'u copied in 1077 set down some thoughts on the' 

origins of Chih-kung-t'u and on the countries included, and I have pointed out 

that this copy is a fundamentally important piece of evidence for studies of 

the various nations of Asia during the Liang Period. My arguments may be 

summarized as follows: 
1. The Liang chih-kung-tu was produced by Yiian-ti 5f:1ir Hsiao I If~ dur

ing his term of office as governor in JIJfM (526-539); in it he illustrated, in his 

own hand, foreign envoys who had, for the most part, ~ome to that region: 

and he added explanatory text. 
2. It may be though that 35 nations were treated therein. 

3. P'ei Tzu-yeh's Fank-kuo shih-t'u 1f~{fil was utilized in its compilation 

and the Liang chih-kung-t'u may be considered a supplementary edition to 

the Fang-kuo shih-t'u. 
4. It may he thought that the Chu-i chuan of the Liang-shu were based to a 

large degree on the Liang chih-kung-t'u, and among the accounts in Liang 

chih-kung-t'u we have left to us today, there is not a little of importance that 

has been omitted from the Liang-shu. 

5: The work is invaluable,. in particular, for its portraits of the envoys, 
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which provide us a view of the appearance and dress of people from various 
sixth century nations. 
6. The Northern Sung copy of the Chih-kung-t'u which had come into the 
possession of the Nanking Museum ffl;J(t:f~~ at first and later removed to 
the Museum of Chinese History i:p~~~t:f~ii in Peking and which was 
presented for the first time by Chin Wei-no ~;mm in the Wen-wu 3'(4efo (1980, 
No. 7) should be, as Chin points out, be considered the Liang chih-kung-t'u. 
Further, it is a completely different item from those works known as the 
::E,..!11, 71-~lil ·or chih-kung-t'u of Yen Li-te lffl.ll:1i or Yen Li-pen lffl.rr*· 

III. The Texts of the Liang chih-kung-t'u with Corresponding Passages of the 
Liang-shu ~-, Bk. 54. · 

III-0: The Preface ~ to the Liang chih-kung-t'u ~ll'~ffit!II by Hsiao I fi~ 
or Yiian-ti 5ew of Liang. 

~oo•~~~:Rrzlil, ~~A~. ~~n~. AMm*~~- ~~~*· m 
5E»RRe, r§~?,~~. ilJ~J:g)t, )ffl:=E]ffl, ~15liB, ~'J El~. tt~ Ef-1 JlU~*m, 00 
$~JlU;@::k'.m. Ut!tl~~. ~:p.~~- ~*~=:Rrz~+tt, ~i<~ITff:ffl~~ 
.§:;, ~-~ITffft-~. ~WJIDtm:, 3t•JmHt, ~~~El, m:~~~- §~U 
ffi, .A=f.ffl., fil!Z~~. Rif7\'f, ~Lli~~. nit~~. ~~~i:. ~s 

· · ~jffi#gr,, 7.K~~~. Jl~jfEITff~~- !M«~~im~ffi~, ltwli:ITff.llffft/\. ~ 
Jl.~~7.K, ~-A1L', ~~·JIJUI, ~q1(Af!JJ. i.&tJJ!J.l~~~~z~. *WITff5#ir, ffl 
xff~za ~w~~- m1r:~~. •~■Az~. W*~=. ~oo•~z 
•· ~~•H~z%, •g~¥fz■. ~u~~ m•~m. ~~~~ M 
A~~. j$1(M.©J~. jf\'zfi*~rt IDIA~Wu. Wf ~Jl.{§. ~nir'*fJlECit ~~~ 

·m, ~~w~. uaoot, ~•~••~•. 
This is the preface to the Liang chih-kung-t'u ~-ffit■ quoted in the 

1-wen lei-chu fiXll*, Bk. 55, of which a Ming edition with an 'editorial 
preface of Hu Ch'ien-tsung Mm* was referred to here. The biography of 
Hu Ch'ien-tsung is not well known except that he worked as a ~'§"~lli{(R]:ti: 
~}& of Che-ching #JrrI during the period of Chia-ching ;;lttg (1522-1566). At 
the end of the editorial preface he is entitled ::ki:J:t::k~#JrtI::WJ&ftR]ir;:~lli{( which 
may mean the same thing as above and it tells us that the preface was writ
ten sometime in the Chia-ching period. His name is also written as i'iJl•* 
Cf. Kuan-hsu Che-ching t'ung-chih :3/t~#Jrt[;@;t, Bk. 118, fol. 8. So, the Ming 
edition here referred to was certainly printed sometime during the Chia-ching 
period. 

In 1965 and 1982, the Chung-hua shu-chii i:p~-rn; published two edi
tions in movable type of the 1-w.en lei-chu) of which the 1982 edition is very 
convenient and useful to handle because of index of authors and titles of 
books quoted. However, the texts are not always correct and reliable as is 
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shown m the above text in which the Chung-hua shu-chii editions writes 
~$ instead of ~EJ:I. 

The Preface to the Liang chih-kung-t'u is also quoted in the Yil-hai ::E:~. 
Bks. 16, 52 and 152. But it is not the complete text but a part of it. The 
Preface is quoted, too, in the Chin-lou-tzu ~;j:J1:-=f-, Bk. 5, which is one of the 
writings of Hsiao I now extant, but the quotation was made not from the 
original but from the 1-wen lei-chil. Wang Mo .:E~ also quotes the Preface, 
as well as the postscript Jf, from the I-wen lei-chii, which he includes in his 
Han-T'ang ti-li-shu-ch'ao l'l~:lmf:!l[9£':b, p. 185 (reprinted edition by Chung
hua shu-chii i:f=i~&mj, Peking, 1961). 

Now, in the Preface Hsiao I makes a general survey of the development 
of international relationship between China and foreign countries from Chou 
ml up to his own time, that is to say, Liang ~- He states that the chih-kung
t'u or painted scrolls of foreign embassies started from the time of Confucius 
and that emperors of Han l'l and Chin ~ made the same kind of pictures. 
The statement that the emperor of Han, which probably means Yiian-ti 5f::i\'i'f, 
arranged to have the portrait of the ,e-shih !~.£E; or the queen of the Hsiung
nu ~f,(Jt painted in the Kan-ch'iian-kung if J}l'g Palace and the pictures of 
shan-yii ¥-=f or the king of the Hsiung-nu were enjoyed by the court ladies 
of the Han it Jll~l~.B;iZJf;, fi'8~¥-=fLfll may mean that Hsiao I looked 
upon these pictures as early examples of the chih-kung-t'u just like Wang 
Yun .:Eif who expressed the same opinion in his Chung-kuo ti-t'u shih-kang 
r:p~Jt!!l:II~iWd, Peking: San-lien shu-tien =:~&Fis, 1956, p. 5. 

As is written at the end of this Preface, Hsiao I states that he painted 
the portraits and costumes of foreign embassies who came to the capital, that 
is to say, Chien-k'ang ij};m or what is now Nanking, as well as to Chin-men 
JFIJF, or Chiang-ling W~ that is to say, what is now Chin-chou JFIJfM, where 
he stayed as the governor, and that, as of the portraits and costumes of em
bassies who did not come as far as Chin-men, he sent men to the places where 
they were available in order to sketch them. As Hsiao I stayed at Chiang
ling as governor twice in 526-539 and 547-552, the fortieth year of the reign 
of the Emperor Wu-ti, which fell on 541 or 542, coincided with sometime be
tween these two terms of office. So, it may have been during the first term 
that he collected materials necessary for compiling of chih-kung-t'u and dedi
cated it in 541 or 542, to celebrate the fortieth anniversary of his father's 
enthronement. 

There are some opinions which want to deny the authorship of Hsiao I 
or Emperor Yiian-ti of the chih-kung-t'u for the reason that he could have 
no time to make such a painting scroll or to manage to keep it undestroyed 
when he set his huge library and all of his writings and paintings on fire 
when he lost the battle with the army of Western Wei and some of his rela
tives who were attacking him. Lou Yueh fj:jjffl (Kung-k'uei-chi :rJc~~, Bk. 75 
or Kung-k'uei t'i-pa ;rjc~~i&, Bk. 7, under the note on the chih-kung-t'u in 
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the possession of Fu Ch'in•fu ,tw:@cmJ'iJfiil•ffitfiffl) and Sung Lien *• (Sung 
hsieh-shih chi *~±-, Bk. 12, under his note on the chih-kung-t'u of the 
Emperor Yiian of Liang ffi~:5t1ifil:•ffitfiffl) are of this kind of opinion. cf. Ap
pendices III and IV. However, the destruction of library and writing took 
place in the eleventh month of the third year of Ch'eng-sheng ~~, which 
corresponds December 2, 554, through January 10, 555. The chih-kung-t'u, 
which was made thirteen or forteen years earlier, could well survive the 
catastrophe. 

The beginning part of the manuscript of Liang chih-kung-t'u now extant 
is missing. lt has been missing since the time when manuscript was described 
by Wu· Sheng ~fr in the Tai-kuan-lu *IJ.~, Bk. 11, as well as by 
learned officials of Ch'ien-lung in the Shih-ch'il p,ao-chi ~~J/l;zt, Bk. 32, both 
of which mistake it for the work of Yen Li-te lffl1'2:ffl (?:...656). It is, therefore, 
impossible to reconstruct the· missing part to identify the names of country 
there originally described. In the following part, the extant texts of the 
manuscript are copied faithfully line by line, to each of which the number is 
given according to the order in the manuscript. 

A lot of Chinese characters of the MSS. are written in particular form or 
in a wrong way. For the convenience of printing, their common or right form 
is shown with black dot at the bottom. The reader is asked to consult the 
photographic reproduction attached here to see their original form in the 
manuscript. When original characters are lost or decipherable in a vague way, 
they are supplemented between parentheses or in a square line. As to the 
characters entirely lost and impossible to restore, they are shown just by a 
square line with no character in it. 

Corresponding passages of the Liang-shu ~it Bk. 54, are quoted for com
parison. In order to make the reading easier, punctuations are given 
temporarily. 

III-I: The ambassador of the country of Hua ¥it or the Ephthalites who 
occupied the region of Ghur or Ghor in the valleys of the River Hari-Rud. 

(ffljp]j{~J 

"*-f:;J;. ~~IZSllitl□□ 

2 fi. ~•A~•~, mm~a •~~ ~~M*~,wm. ~~*-
3 fil~~m. m~~-~~-•••a~••fi·•~-~~-~,~m. 

~jtg 

4 f 1!.. ~±mi.a.£. ?bll!JII, ~#* .. 1f1iJ~9', mA~~N.$~8fi. i!k1f 
15rffr, m 

5 ~Hft. §■'Ff~. A*RH. ~~~~~*• ~£8~~ ~A-~~ 
J:, 
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fr ~U*~fil. *AR. {d£frpz. 9;'3(-=f. £~~-- ffiWUI\ flM'.mla-, 
:mrta 

7 MP. A±~~*'~*~•- WW~~,~-~--~*• Ll*'.m~, 
~Uz 

s ~tiw•. W~~fi, J!Uire:9ffe~M'.mlll•- ~m:~*l- ffilffiJi'§'. J=iJf~~+~, it 
9 A±ml~l~t *::Rffl$. ~BJ!UlliPffiEffl$mH&~. AJFfe:~nmLtI::. J.I::~P~~A 

10 ±:¥-YE. ~*~i±l~I. IIIU*:mtt~- ~ffln, -1-•~Jf. ,a~p;:¼, .:rg 
Ll 

11 *· 7Gfii:p~. ::R~+:n::¥, ~±ttmm1;~~~fra1tt,MHt□~ 
12 }J!;l(□Jt€1;10f. ~fix:¥, Xil~WTT. flldiJflff, ~wa~. 

? ? 

13 11t1t1r□-rm. ±~□□, ?JJ'ilit~~Jl'.[ql~tiw. Aire:AJJ:aJt~~-
14 ~1t;ti:JriAHl□il-n~, ¼~m:*~ff, Affi"§J!UTPJffiAlt•rmfi~. . . 

The title which is lost must be the Ambassador of the Country of Hua fi~ft. 
A detailed study of this passage is made in the Appendix I: The Liang chih
kung-t'u on the Origin and Migration of the Hua or Epihthalites. 

The corresponding passage of the Lian,g-shu ~-. Bk. 54, runs as follows. 
As to the· Liang-shu} the so-called Punctuated· edition ~li!i* is used here . 

. ¥1~*' ]j[gffiz~!Jf.mi:!t. -:J)(~x:¥, Afi~tfFlf~~~t~iP}], ~J:/\¥1$1& 
$&•~- ~-. ffLl*, 7Gfii:p~, ~::R~+:n.:¥, A±mffl~~~~ilire: 
•~tiw. ~fix:¥, xi11t••=~-~wa~-~~M~~- ~~, x•*~ 
It 
x•z1a-*xrz:-w., mti:m11\~, Jijjqjjg. 1&l~st*, -OIA9ffe~1t~, ~~. JlfJ 
•. ~~' &n, ~~' M~. TOO,~~~~' M~f~m. ±~m~, ~ 
!l!JIIW*, i3n.fJt ~ALltJzbt~~--- Afki3§ffi-=f, ffi/Jt!J~~, !rRi3 
ft.I, Atr~zt. ~ 1Nm*~W, m~~-ffl. 3(A.tJsl~, j!J(J:~U*~fil. *A 
R, Ll~afrljz. ~3(-=f, £~~-- -~-, flMSJa-, :mrta~P. ~±~ 
~flt, ~*~•, MW~~~~- -~*' Ll*S~. M9ffe~fi, J!Uire:9ffe~M 
SM., ~B!-*l- ffi~'g. *::Rffl$, kfflr¥, ~BJ!UlliPffiEffl$rm1&ft:. AJF!e:~ 
nw.I.I::. #u*••· ~ffln, A-=f.~Jf, #~W*- ~gffi~~mA•~ 
~ffi. 

III-2: The AmJ?assador of the country of Po-ssu 1BL;tl:Ji or Sassanide Persia. 

1 1BL;tl:Ji~{t 
2 1t;ti:Jr~1t;ti:Jr1t:;Ez1&m., ±-rfill:r51fizrfi,. t-Ja:x:*:m~, 1zs1.m~ffl. 
3 ,~m*ffi~ffi~~, •~t~ffi, ffim*, i3*,1a,~. •~~m, ~Ii 

.4. ~~- 1.ltli~~ffi, i31tli;ti:Jim. ~mJfeJ~+.::.m,. ?,tggttr~±S£. 
s ~r~tri3ttfi. ~pqM~•sr1=1,. ~7'i-i3~-s. ffi+:n..mi3±!l!. 
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6 M~Tm~m. W*1i•~. -~. ~~T~-$W*- ±AfflZ. 1i. 
# 

7 !ft:rE. W~U'iiJ,~. BIJ1it.U&. ± (read W) :ElffifM,~ll~. W (read ~) e~, JJ( 

~. ;~}:@} (read ~) ~-- ±A:;r-!t: 
8 Jt ~£):§4:iH, fflffiftl-3l2M, P.JZ.~, 4, ,~, ~~- UIZ:97¥,,~:mil (read 

-~) ' li~ffi.;Jf 
g iill$, 3r.~m=¥1toc. mJIVi1i-=f ]Hitm, En.mffi~mrim. mn.mii 

10 Y-. (read Y-.1i) ~mrim. ~t7i_i!J!PiJL (read zm) JI~ .. *mi.::~, §I*:$ 
? ? 

$;.,~~**'~1t?.F. 
? 

_As is pointed out in Chapter II: A Bibliographical Introduction, the 
Shih-chia fang-chih ;ff~JJJE,, Bk. 2, under Po-ssu-kuo 11tltJrm, quotes the 
statement of Liang chih-kung-t'u concerning Fu-lin-kuo which runs as 
follows: 

~~~~fiili;;, c~·1,1mJ *1t;tt1r~t~~.m. Emm:A1iEfrm. c~pfPocJ. 
~•t:l4B1J~~~r£~. 1Htfiil c =t?J~~fii!J -:x. §, 1tm:1©rE~~.mffi~mri~. 
m~~J!Y-.~~mF5. lJJr:f±OC, ~i(Ji~. (Tripitaka Taisho, Bk. 51, p. 

968. Also See the Glossary ~-j;JJ*~'N~ of Hui-lin ~~. which writes f.i 
't:l. cf. Tripitaka Taisho, Bk. 54, p. 809) 

This• passage clearly shows that Hsiian-chuang :t~ describes Fu-lin-kuo in; 
his Hsi-yil-chi E~iB, Bk. 11, pp. 36-37 (edition Kyoto Teikoku Daigaku, 

Bunka Daigaku S6sho J?-:i~i\'irm::k~:3tf4::k~lU!) on the basis of the Liang 
chih-kung-t'u. Here is the Hsi-yil-chi referring to Fu-lin-kuo: 

1Bt*UJl:Jrm, (*ll!1f), E~t~~'ttm. :Lt.JJ.11't~1Et*U;ltJr. %;~ii~, ffi,rf~ 
~- ~~-- $--~- ~•mEmm:A, 1iEfrm. W~frA, ~-~T
~ffi~-- ~rJ~•t:lm. ?tc~·t:lx:~fi:t~r£~. 

It.goes without saying that Fu-lin-kuo means Byzantium or Constantinople. 
As to Po-ssu, the Liang-shu, Bk. 54, says as follows: 

~:i©r~. A%,rf~:i©rM±~. T~U±~~~~. ~~m~. m1i~. ~~~ 
+.:::£. ~~IZB:t, Wii3~. ~~M~•s~~. ~~~~.:::~sm. E* 
~+:li£1i±W. W~P~~. ~~~~tt:~. *1ill,~•$. ±Affit1-~,'!l. 
m*iiTif#AtE. ff~PJ~. WtU'iiJ,~. ~rtf1~:ElffifMJJ, *~.=.,R.. $1i~ 
~. ga •-· ~~~. ■~:;r-ua~. m•m3lz:a. fflM~. ~-~, ~ 
;1:f;t{F•+ Afffi$. :ri~3l2iSlmW, lfrlffm~, ltRmf. $$tnz.. $£~@!* 
i@:¥1toc. ~$z.nt1, ;fJ~!t,)dJ. -*~rt■, EN.m~~~SF51!, ~t~m. 
't~~~- i::r::kim.:::*, fi~~ft?.f. 

III-3: The Ambassador of the Country of Po-chi s~ [Paekche]. 
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1 s~m~ 
2 s~•*(read wJ ~.~-ZJIL ti*friJ~J&iiJI*· ~il$i3i!iNff . . 
3 Lf!Wf.. El~B*, ~f~~ffil. ~~~i:p, ~±8!!!14, *7f:&i:p, ~±8ffilt, 

~j)(gg 
4 i:p, ~±8*, ~~4'm'B'Jf.. ~Wl;l_:kf..HE (=-OE) *Mfjj[. ~•rt'aJB 

F)f?iJt ~ 

5 mt:::~. ~±ti~~~·~;i;:, ~1ilUGff. J=iJUitmxSl~Ui. !ffl@.S#ilt 
(~?). ~ 

6 *mt~fvf.. 1i=: +=:tt1t (-t?). -9-r#J*:aHiz. )5'1N]Ji3~1t, !ii~ 

1 ~•. 11::~. •~. 1:s?it, rtts~. ~#z. wiff?&n!t J&jqjrtff. rr 
~5l 

8 ~. f-F:;f$JE.. l;l_$~-fcif, r/m~(read S)~(~?)f3-, ~131'. ~!§~ffl 
~- #~•zJ:!1t. 

On this passage, see Lee Hong-jik ~5J,.ffi:, On the "Pictures of Envoys of 
Tributary States (~ffilflffl) in the Days of the Liang (~) Dynasty of China
Especially on the Paekche (s~) Envoy's Picture and Record Thereof-, In: 
rt.H:k~~60m}~!c~fna3t~ <A3tf4~•>. 1965, pp. 295-329, with two pictures 
of envoys of Po-chi and Wei-kuo ~~ or Japan. As to the costumes of the 
ambassador of Po-chi, see Huang Hu-ken JWH.lt -~~Jjf'Jl.~ffiliff'JE (The 
Study on Art of Korean Cernaments), Seoul: ~mt;=e;;, n.d.} pp. 114-116. 

The corresponding passage of the Liang-shu ~W:, Bk, 54, runs as follows: 

s~*· ~1c*~i3:::::•00g· ~s.~~. =:sJ.R•, :::::s1r-•. 1f-tt !R~~ 
+=:00g, .~-1i1i:+~00g. :k@g~~*• ,J,~•-f-*, lt\+~~J=i. s~l3P~ 
~-f:!1.. 1fffi§i:k, ~ffi,J,m. ~00g*~1aJ.WtEiiJRZJR, :gt!t'a];l$clll~fifJI*, 
s~$1'1i~iN, ~z2!!=:tt~:Lm~. Elti:s~!~. ~~:k7f:i:p, ±~, ~W~i:p, ± 
•~. *ft&i:p, ±am, ~m•~o. am~. ftr•. •~. r$fift. 
t-B1E, ftr$:k. ~*gg*, ~*fHfs~ffl•*· ~**t~•. s~J:. ~ 
Kft~. •*•~•~•- ~•ctJaJ■mm, aa*~~. •~m•:1-m. ~n 
=:~. J:8~Mt~mue:•~. fi ,~1itJaJB. 4-*ii~ffitff J. ws•J!~§mOOg. 
~~. rtil.egs * 1rrtB>1s•ffl••· ~**~•s•±~~. ~fflHh.M'i·, 
~{iffil~, ~~~JU. ~iilr~. 1!:$-~, t:Hi~ii1. RJ~ttin. i371s• •••· ••*~~ s•±.J:n:~. ~~. mml;l_Argga~e. •s• ffl•·· -*~*' s.±. MFJffflmxs~M. ffl@.Stfi-t. ~~-Z!3mU 
fil, 
~@g,rI=: +=:tt,t, ~ 1;J_ r#J*OR-9-}f;z. ~A~ffe;, ?&~llr$~. ;tt@g;ili~, 
~Ji1i3t Jr* · 4- j§ in!l•m~w. rt .11 jqJ • rr ~5im, f-F7G $ te.~u ~. n¥ ,µ~ s JG£, 
ms:ri~. ~s:w. AW~ffl~. ?IF~. ~ztltft;i;:. q:r:k@1'~, :kjqj-e~, 
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~-~•~•. #m~•~••, ~n~±. #I~ •n~. ~~~z. * 
m~~. ~~*fi~M, ~~~ft•. a~, ~~*m~, ~-•~m. ~• 
~. lbltAZ, :&:ffl-Zji, ~14~~-

Concerning some terms in this passage of the Liang-shu, see Yasukazu 
Suematsu 5Kr'l*l11, Ryosho Shinra-den ko ~-~iMi-~, In: Shinrashi no 
shomondai ~1i~0)ffir1=19~, Tokyo; Toyo Bunko, 1954, pp. 375-41. 

III-4: The Ambassador of the Country of Kuei-tzu &:Rt or Kuci. 

I En~~ 
2 En, ]zstj; (Zil~-tl1). J=i)f Ja-B~~ (read mx;). rlU0:± (=l: ?) ,l~Hi. ,~ 

i%il;lt~~-~-
3 ~- &ttli'ifm~. ;tt3:~l:§D1,1~1. U14Brl7!-f*· wi□ , ~RJ}Jm. □~~ 

• ? ? 

4 m•. ~;tt•u0::tz~•••.m•. ••· ••~. ~~~~.~tt 
s m□ffi, wA•~. a@~*-~•. H, ~~. ••~~- ~•= 
6 ~. ~ftijfE1lltJi1&:m, **AfJl. 

The corresponding passage of the Liang-shu ~-. Bk. 54, runs as follows: 

att~. gy~z•~-t11. 1f•1t:m:~, ;tt3:~s£, •t?Jtifi:3:~J=iJf~. ~;it~. 

~{f;(t-=f J{Ulia&tt3:. ~AXt&JlUit {~iXll&i.nJtA!t$.3:, EB~JiJ~ 
~- ~•tt~•~~•*~- mnagmx;. •~ffiWW&, ~~ft•. B*• 
*· ~-=rA~. *ft~~. *::trr~~~§J't~izs~. ~att. &ttx~~• 
•w~. J'tAA~- mx;~~m. 71-~M*~~~- ~~li~. ~U~ff~~-
J'tllM~ffi-•3:W •. @~w*•~~a ~•=~. ~rn~•~m•m~ 
*~~--

According to the Han-shu rl!f, Bk. 96b, it is Ti-shih ffi~ who was the 
eldest daughter of Weng-kui-mi ~•~. king of the U-sun ,~f*, and his wife 
Chieh-yu Mil, grand daughter of Liu Wu jlj[x; who belonged to the royal 
family of Han and the king of Ch'u ~. that the king of Kuei-tzu &tt took 
as his wife. The marriage took place sometime before the third year of Pen
shih **& (71). The Liang chih-kung-t'u here gives us a detailed description 
about the marriage, which is not available in any other sources now extant. 

III-5: The Ambassador of the Country of Wei ~ or Japan. 

I ~~~ 

2 ~~. ~m~*m*~*- ~ili~Ja-. @m~oo~*~rnr, *~ 
3 ;!t~tW:. ~~+~~- T (read AJ) )i~ffl_. ~3:J=i)f .I.I::, *}:[ (read ~) ~ 

? 

irff*- ~!!£:11!1M. 
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4 l±l.!l'.~. W.:f. ffi4.litM~:¥:~□□□□□ffi:3t-!r, U**IB$i!:i1f. if. 
5 •m•m. @M WT~:3t-~ffi 

The latter half of the passage has been lost. The portrait of the ambas
sador here represented is too shabby to be taken as the ambassador of Japan. 
Li Hong-jik *s.lM (op. cit., p. 325) says that the portrait was painted on the 
basis of the San-kuo-chih ::::::m~, Bk. 30, in which costumes of Japanese of 
the 3rd century are described. However, the Liang chih-kung-t'u painted so 
well the looks and atmosphere of a Japanese that it is quite unthinkable that 
it was painted just on the basis of a written record. It is, therefore, quite likely 
that a Japanese fisherman who drifted ashore at some place of the territory of 
Liang was taken as model. Among the portrait of ambassadors in the present 
painted scroll, it is the ambassador of Po-ch'i who is the most gorgeously 
dressed, while that of Japan is the most miserably. 

The corresponding part of the Liang-shu ~-. Bk. 54, r~.ms as follows: 

~ifrr. §~jdszfit. {~Hr:3t-!f .. :MW:JJ.-=:fitt:m, 7CtfttE~ffz.Jt ;{;§~ 

~~- fffffl:JJ~~. :rmm1trr, •~~. ri=:*ri=:m, --1::.::Pti.mtcait~m. mM 
fti.m, ~WimE. ~-3z:m. 5t1t-1ro:.::Pitt1!.. ~*•~- 5Z*l¥l~ffns.m, 
~ff!-tBm. 5Z*1¥Jfrs.m, ~ixm. 5Z*frs.m, ~~~m~. 5Zffi1t1T-=:+s, 
~&~~- 5Z**fr+s, ~fr-~s. ~$~•m. w~~mm. A~~w 
3z:,~, tXSi1t~o'i3z:, _ tXSixtt(read ~Jtl. .l~~ift%:ffiilrrtulr, H~lbif. ~ 

. ¥, tt, ~. ~. ~- l±l~m, Jl'.~. w=1s:. ~lkto*, ~ !l!EJR .. 5t~:k~:!F 
Jl:tlk .. ~Bt~1~Fi:iJ1ifr, Al:~:JL, 'i=:M'FM, ~wt~1,t, !tfz.r:p,_ ~JlU7E~. 

~~~~•~. *~~-~••·am~~-~*~•~-••*~•••* 
.,~~- {Wr:pm·~-Jl0J!J{. .Cit~fa§11.E. A7E, 1rm•t)~. ;F}±f'p~. Ati~rt 
?@. {~~~DIE~. ~~~. ~~/\ft,+, wt~s~. A{~3(~~jr. :l::M'~!Z3 
E.~, P!::M'tiJ\ru=::.~. ~Jdi~tffi. -~~. j>"~~~- E1B~, $j:::M"1ffi:A* 
-=f, IUU~A*:Mi€-

••*~~r:p, ~~•- m~tt•~- ~#ft-~r4■~•~- •~•~ 
~. ~~m. ffi~•- ~~Aftz. ~~~~~~- Eia~. ~~~~ u~ 
.::PAE!~, ~~-~r/±lA~~~- m~~~. ~~~~ffi. ~~~W=~, 
~~~a•. 4-~~-~~~- RUS&Rx, -~~=~- IEMf:P, 4■ 
~7E, }!ft~~- ~r:p~Rlt J!t§a%!'., 1lft4B~*~•Nmx. A1it1lft 
~x. ~~i:p~!fi-fit. ff$:*~· *~~~- ~7E, ft~~- •~. ftr~. 
~7E, ft-=f~. ~7E, ft~:ut. ~@;:yf:r:p, ~~¥-#ftp, 'l~~Hlff,~{1Juit~~ 
~~/'\~ffi'.!J~, ti'(*:kMJ:'.iJ. ~il.@Pfft, ~~~{IE*:kt~'.!J. J 

III-6: [The Ambassador of the Country of] Kao-Ii ~)H [Kao-kou-li ~la]Jffl 
or Koguryo]. 
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It is clear from the statement of the Tai-kuan-lu,• *fJl~, Bk. 11, that the 
Liang chih-kung-t'u which was seen by the author contained the description 
of Kao-Ii ~~- Fortunately, a fragmentary passage of Liang-chih kung-t'u 
on Kao-Ii is quoted in the Han-yilan ~ffl. 

The Han-yilan was compiled by Chang Ch'u-chin 5l~31z: who was famous 
for his filial piety, as well as dignified conducts, and took service to the T'ang 
government under Kao-tsung ~* (649-683) and Ts,e-t'ien wu-hou JlU::R 
JEt]§- (690~705). He was falsely slandered by Chou Hsing m}Jfi, infamous offi
cial for his wickedness, and died in Ling-piao ~~ or Kuang-chou iHM where 
Chang held the office of governor. The date of his birth and death is not 
known except that he led an active life as an official and a scholar in the 
latter half of the seventh century.1 > The Han-yilan now lost, which con
sisted of thirty chilan 5fff, 2 > looks like to be an encyclopedic work for general 
education, and, according to the postscript of Chang Ch'u-chin, he was in
spired to compile the Han-yilan by a dream on the twelfth day of the third 
month of the fifth year of Hsien-ch'ing tm!l: (May I, 660) and edited the Han
yilan) which indicates the date of compilation. One section of the Han-yilan 
dealing :with foreigners ~~ exists in Ja pan, which was reproduced three 
or four times3> and studied by Japanese scholars. The Kan-en ko-shaku ~ffl 
~fl, by Yukihiko Yuasa ~~¥1*, Tokyo: Kokusho Kankokai ~-fljfrf{, 
1983, is the best among them. 

According to Yuasa, the Han-yilan consists of texts and commentaries, 
both of which were compiled by Chang Ch'u-chin, to which a man called 
Yung Kung-jui ~0f~ 4> added some small commentaries at the time of Sung *· In the commentaries made by Chang Ch'u-chin to the texts concerning 
Kao-Ii ~I! a passage of the Liang chih-kung-t'u is quoted~ which is as follows: 

~x~~Jtffffl~. ~.-~A;ftsrm~-=f;ft~CnJ~. t~CfrliJtJ31z:~. Jt1tn 
,~ c •J mH& u 31z:sfilH~J1PH~J, :bQ z• 1::. n1tn11r Jt., ~II= u 3lz:m. 1:: ;ft s 
tJ, "FS~~. WC~J*-i~ffl. tr:iiffl, rrff:tiiinr 7J, Je.Jfl1z.1frfijH~J. 
(charactars between brackets are the right form). 

Concerning this passage, see Yuasa, op. cit., pp. 90-92. 
The Liang-shu ~-, Bk. 54, describes about Kao-kou-li or Kao-Ii. The 

passage which corresponds to the Liang chih-kung-t'u quoted above is as 
follows: 

~0-ir;ftmHr~lt :fri~tJ@frJj. *:bQ, ::1::r-,.a]J=iJf~. 1.Dt11!Jlrm~1&, ~,J\:bQ~ 
1fr Jt.. %tm1r. 

III-7: [The Ambassador of the Country of Hsin-lo ~-- or Silla]. 
In the Hsu Kao-seng-chuan inf{~fi~, Bk. 24, Tao-hsilan m1g (596-667) 

quotes a passage of the Liang chih-kung-t'u on Hsin-lo ~-- in the biography 
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of Tz.u-ts'ang ~- who was born in Hsin-lo, came to Ch'ang-an *~ in the 
twelfth year of Chen-kuan ~Jj (638) and came back to his native country 
in the seventeenth year of Chen-kuan (643). The passage runs as follows: 

~~~~fil. ;l=tilfi]I~, ~EIJJrli, *S~■- **~~-Z~~- (Tripi
taka Taisho, Vol. 50, p. 639 upper column). 

Seeing that Tao-hsiian quotes a passage of the Liang chih-kung-t'u on Po-ssu 
11U{:fi or Sassanide Persia with special reference to Fu-lin #M'f in his Shih
chia f ang-chih f-'-~JJ;-!;,, Bk. 2, (see p. 99 of this article), he certainly possessed 
a copy of Liang-chih-kung-t'u for his own use. 

The same passage of the Liang-chih-kung-t'u on Hsin-lo is quoted in the 
Book 3 of the Hung-tsan Fa-hua-chuan i3.&W~¥it., a collection of episodes of 
Buddhist monks and believers up to the time of Tang, compiled by Hui

yang -~ of T'ang ,tf, in the biogrophy of Yiian-kuan ~~' who was a 
Buddhist monk from Hsin-lo. The date of compilation is not known, but, 
according to the postscript, it was revised and printed on the seventeenth 
day of the first month of the fifth year of T'ien-ch'ing 3(/ff (February 20, 
1115) under the Liao ~- See the Tripitaka Taisho} Vol. 51, p. 20 upper 
column. It is not cert'!in, however, whether the quotation was made directly 
from the Liang chih-kung-t'u or from the Hsil Kao-seng-chuan. 

The corresponding passage of the Liang-shu ~:&, Bk. 54, runs as follows: 

~•~. A~*~••m. ~a$s•• m~•m. •~•fil~A•&*• 
.~ ••. ~a$tUAJR:~Ji§-z. J_:J.A, i!&15Z.Elln.ii. A§!tt15~~mr:J=t~A. 
15■•~. ~•~. Ma~. fim•fi■. ffl~fi•~. ~w~•~- x~a 
x~ m.~aAf'fz. filf§~. ~-~~@ ft:m:x, gljAvfEfiz.Ai!&m. tg:m.~ 
QpJf1ffU. ~JMa~~~. ft'.9-•+.=:. ~-JlUA~m. A■tEs.*1¥fli=f1ii 

jl. A:l:11!*~*~· m~tWkiJ,■, s•~- ~~El~Li. *~El~lt :@<;EIJJr 
■. A■~, ~ffl@A~~- ~ft.=:$, :xtt•~-,~~~~s•$•JJ~-

III-8: I The Ambassador of the Country of Tan-ch'ang ~~]. 

( '.75 ~ II) rofJj(ffiX 
1 ~JJ~- -~Mr:J=t, ~ (~~ffiX~ 
2 m:+(read +~)$, ~~t:t~•if1l1['1fri'i. m3m;□ (=~)D(=tif)D(= 

In) □ (=:ff~) □ (=71) □ (=M) □ (=v¥-).=:fl'l*5]1[ 
3 ~(£or*) 5'e~ (read~) i1Mv¥-.=:H!WtlJ1:!}~~50. ;&!/?lJJi\;{~, ~~m■~~. 

The Tan-ch'ang tribe lived in the region of what is now Tan-ch'ang-chou 
'.:5~1+1 in the Kan-ssu ifjl Province. They were a kind, of the Ch'iang n. 
The beginning part of the description was lost together with the portrait 
of the ambassador. 
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Here is the corresponding passage of the Liang-shu ~-, Bk. 54. 

E§§m, tE~mZ*m", ~1+1Zim~t, ~W~gjzg!j. 5e;fl-f:!1. *~~tit, A.:E~ 
fi~JaltJJ¥1J. xf.f1ZB(¥, .:E~■tt*~-it•, 1t•. ~tHij~39116, t~'I~ 
W-=:1+1ffii![*, ~imMfi![, *5etkit, ~W-=1-MWtl~, [ij~im0, '.E'~.:E, Mt.J. 
~•- •~~, r■•.ft. *~~(¥, m~.l;J.~fi&. ~~o. •m. w~m 
m11~. 

III-9: The Ambassador of the Country of Lang-ya-hsiu m?F-~. 

1 5N?f~m{]e. 
2 5N?f~. tEwJ~t=p. *!Jl}l'l=:7J~-=f .m. l~L31'-*im:::::+srr, wJ~t=+ 13 

fi. ± 
3 ~,tg (written as {a to avoid {g which is the name of Chen-tsung ~m:, 

the third emperor of Sung)~. lj/[*'ffi~, ~~~. ~~iJ, ~$, v(~. 

~ :s(~fil YmfBl~ 

4 ~~-~- m.:E.l;J.■E~■~, -~--R■~a, ~-
5 iii;ffl, :s(rfBZ~, ;bn.l;J.~~, Mi3~mt '.!l:r,, •oo. M1f~Ji . .:ErrM~. 
6 ~~JflH!tffnC=:Mt)!z, .as (read ii')~, ~iftk~. mAWt, EIW.ftmlms 

~(¥, ~J!L C = JL) 
7 ~~- .:E~1f~~. stt•z . .:E~~Zrrff~EI~~- ~~~- ~Zlli~. 
~ 

s ~*~- x~~.l;J.*~- ~rm~?f~.:E~. •m~ftz.=+~~~-r~ 
g fnn~~ft. xl:+im~. 3:l{]e!lPJffli~*~ffit~. 

The location of Lang-ya-hsiu which obviously represents Lankasu(ka) is 
one of the most controversial questions in the history of South-East Asia or 
South Asia. Many scholars locate it at Kedah or Patani in the middle of the 
Malay Penisula, while others in Ceylon. A general survey of controversies is 
given by Hisayuki Miyagawa 'g J11 ffe.J*- in his article entitled Sos ho Ryosho ni 
mieru Indo Tonan Ajiya shokoku *Ii· ~iH:.j!x_~ -11/ F' • *wJ7 ~7ffim 
(Countries in India and in South-East Asia as described in the Sung-shu 
and Liang-shih), I and II (Okayama Shigaku lr-cr]llf~¥, Vols. 12 and 14, 1962 
and 1964, off~print pp. 1-17 and 1-23) and by Paul Weatley in his The Golden 
Khersonese, Studies in the Historical Geography of the Malay Peninsula be
fore A. D. 1500, Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya Press, pp. 253-267. 
Wheatley's bibliography is comprehensive and he quotes a lot of Japanese 
works. However, he makes no mention to the works of Japanese scholars and 
it seems that he has never given a perusal to any of them. This lacuna will 
be filled up by Miyagawa who has made a general survey of studies made by 
both Japanese and western specialists. 
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Generally, Lang-ya-su and the country called by the same or similar names 

are identified with Lankasuka in the region of Patani of the Malay Penin
sula, while some people try to locate it in Ceylon. However, Ichisada Miya
zaki is of opinion that La.ng-ya-su · as described in th~ Liang-shu, Bk. 54, and 
the Nan-shih ffl§!:., Bk. 78, should-be identified with Ceylon (Lingga Singkep 
Islands), while other countries called by the same and similar appelations 
with Lankasuka in the Malay Peninsula. See his article entitled Rogashu-koku 

to Rogasiu-koku al3f{i~ c al3f@ii~, In: Haneda hakase Shoju kinen Toyoshi 

Ronso ~83tf±~ii~E~*r$§!::fnult, Kyoto, 1950, pp. 915-948. (See Weatley, p. 
356). 

The corresponding passage of the Liang-shu, Bk. 54, is as follows: 

al?:f{i■, tEffl#ii:p. ;t=t:W-*5::::-tl3fi, ffl~t=-tsrr. *lJUl'l=~im=r-
m. ±•~•. w~m@~, ~~~tt•$~•- ;t=tm~~wmw•~. u~ 
ffeJ.1.&=flt. ;t=t£».Jt~7J;!Jll~Uf;;fp§:fi'¥, U~ffl1.&*~ffl, ~ffi1tlf. ~rJlUflsl 
;;fp, u~:1:i~~~- ;t=t■~t-11.&~. m:rn1m1. £1:B~~- ~~re~~. ~~ 

~.~~~~-■A~. ft■U*imw•~ •n•a. £•~•~ ■A■ 
z.. £1iFJ~o. 7J1Jll!El~. ;l=tl!:ffii'tc§ ffi, £Uffl,ffi$, It§~~~' 7JfF~l:Bm. 
~~7(~. J(~~U*~- ~W~3f£~. *~~~ffl,£. =-t•~~- -1-• 
~~~li- 7(~-t~~. ~~~~~*~s. r*EJ(r~r. ~~~•, ~ 
~~~. ~,uffiii. )qffilH13H, ~~w11~1t ~07.Ki:rA, ttw~-t:n. mrl=lia~. 
~13~1]~, ;t=t~~fll, ~tmA ~- ~J(~ffi$zp)T{~·' U~IE~-- Jtfi~ 
~ Ha8~. ~M~•. ~~~~- 8■E~, m~~IE. A~ffi§, ~
:t(;fi. ::lffiffii<, 3!~1J7(~~- M'-W■, · ffl,ffi#/W. 7(::E~~I!~, ~A:t( 

•· ~,u~JJ:, $Mm~. IE~1tra, 1~•::::w, 15fi'N'ffi, ;;fpnJili-ttt:W-. stt 
-~, ~AW~. -~,c£, -ttt:W-z~, AJ(-w, ~~•*· a■*EJ(T 
~~ ~~m~. ~~~•, •••a A,•~M~*~- ~§tt, m~*• 
J!.rEE~~- A,:$.ltx. IM**El:a~~fftl. J 

III-10: The Ambassador of the Country of Teng-chib i~~-

1 :m~~~-
2 I~~' Ja-rtsvMM:W-. ~ (readn) 5JIJ~i:!1. *3t~i:!t, W~£~Jm!t31:;l=tJ5Jfffi.ffl. 

3 ~•~••~, ~•,nm. J(mE~ m£aff~il•fi~ix 
4 •~imwff, •im~. ;t=tm~ffis~~- ;t=ti<mw~~-~-. 

Teng-chih-kuo means the country of Teng-chih tribe, which were a kind 

of the Ch'iang n people. The country was situated between what is now 

W·en Hsien )t~ in the southern border of the province of Kan-ssu itli and 
Sung-p'an Hsien ;(0ffi~ of the province of Ssu-ch'uan !ZQJ![. 

Here is the corresponding passage of the Liang-shu ~it, Bk. 54. 
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!r~~m, ,@5~1-M:W-. 1UIJ~-f:!1. i:IU.JU'ifiP, zis:~t~}![, 5~1-Mw1J5e_. 5K3tij 
~ ~•mtt~~•~· ~~5t~ m~~~~•m~m•5~m•••, ~ 
~~t~}![. n'.tj=-, m~~~-Ji~imw IT, ,~@!Zf. ~fo'!l15f-ljlffs~w. ~~ijf¾ 

~~/§ilfl]. 

III-11: The Ambassador of the Country of Chou-ku-k'e WJ"r!:i;f:PJ. 

I Jf.J r!:ifiiJ m ~. 
2 mfr!:itPl, ffl~,}m. 1tffi5c'.tf, j)jjff~IMJt. *~El, -9.JJ=ifi$~, -9.) 

WA 
3 ~. ~~••~-~~~- ~r~mw, A~~~~- mimm~•~m* 
4 m:amoo~~•-~*m, A~~•, •~tt~ ~~x::f~. m . . ' . 

Chou-ku-k'e is identified with what is now Karghalik. In Chinese records 
it is transcribed in various ways. Here. are some examples: r-&m (~f~S:·1~ 
mie), *''~~m (mmfim~ie), ~,@*, *"5~, ¼,@m, *{Jl:~m (~:&=), ~#il~ 
m (mfiWifi~!ilmlWil~~), Wr1iJ~m•sm.~ <*m55wrne), *{Jl:~-~*{JI:~ (~~ 
S:). See Ed. Chavannes,. Voyage de Surig-yun, pp. 307-306, A. Stein, Ancient 
Khotan, Oxford, 1907, pp. 91-92., the Collected Works of Shiratori Kurakichi 

EL~J.$tf~~!t Vol. VI, pp. 131-132, and Hsi-yu ti-ming 5~:l:fu~ by l?'ing 
Ch'fog-chiin 1,iffi.~ and revised and augumented by Lu Chiin-ling ~~~~. 
Peking: Chung-hua shu-chii i:p¥S:lm, 1982, p. 44. 

The corresponding passage of Liang-shu ~S:, Bk. 54, runs as follows: 

III-12: The Ambassador of the country of Ho;.po-t'an PriJ~tl. 

I ITTiJ~tlm~. 
2 Plif~tl, rf9ffe,J\m, 1tffi5ciJ:., jljjrlf&:!AJ!=t, A(~J B, ;l:J=iftl~l$~W~ 
3 r, Jlt1J*JfuITTiJ~tl±Fr:riml, ~~ -~, 7Ysfl2Ilii, ~r~M (readfi) . ~4-~ 
4 11!=¥~~•- :&=::f'.£. ttcx,~-Jt. ii~-i!&-

Ho-po-t'an represents. Qawadhiyan or Kabadiyan, which is situated in 
the valley of the river Kafirnig;m, a right tributary of the Amu I;)arya, south
western corner of Tadzikistan, SSR. In Chinese records, the name is written 
besides nl=[f/fj:yf in such a way as ~l1J1rrW (iz!i~!E), {Jl:ffimm (ffi~~9-El., BK. 10), 

~~~~! (JJrm:&=:l:fu~iir-), R~mtt<m.fr~, ~Jt!ff5cffl, BK. 999) (See the Hsi-yil 
ti-ming 5~:l:fu~ · by ~'in~ Ch'·eng-chiin till(~ and Lu Chiin-ling ltt~~. p. 
78 under Quwadhiyanf~ ·· As to Arabic records in which this place is de
scribed, see J. /l\1arkwart, Wehrot und A.rang, Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1938, 
Index under Kabadijan, Kawaoijan and Qaw.aoijan. 
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The corresponding passage of the Liang-shu ~:;:, Bk. 54, is as follows: 

~ma■, ~m~~■fil. Rffi~~•, ~m®afi~ffi~- *•~~ ~~ 
jljlff~3f(fk:1Jtlw. 

III-13: The Ambassador of the Country of Hu-mi-tan M~f.t. 

1 iif.l~ft ■,&!. 

2 i'v3~f.t, ff~,J\■fil. *•~1[=., ~,&!jljlff~3f(~. ~~El, m (read ~) 

;,M~r 

3 Wd, *•~~M~~, ~□-, ffi*~~S, ~-~~ 4M~~~ 
4 ■, fflffl~~ #*MS-P, ~-~. ~~~~m•, ~~*A-

Hu-mi-tan represents Kumedh or Kumidh which was situated in the 
valley of the Surkhab or Wakshab in the southern part of Tadzikistan, SSR. 
Concerning Kumedh or Kumidh, see Ed. Chavannes, Documents sur les Tou
kiue (Tures) Occidentaux, p. 164, Do., Voyage de Sung-yun, p. 401, the Col
lected Works of Kurakichi Shira.tori l~L~~~:3t~, Vol. VI, p. 33 ff., Vol. VII, 
pp. 19, 20, and 27 (also see K. Shiratori, On the Tsung-ling traffic route de
scribed by C. Ptol'emaeus, In: Memoirs of the Research Department of the 
Toyo Bunko, 16, 1657, pp. 34),5> J., Markwart, Wehrot und Arang, pp. 54-57. 
P'ing Ch'eng-chiin <iliJ~ and Lu Chiin-ling l!fl!tt~ give the following Chinese 
transcriptions of the name: lf:s-W, R*~t (~3:;$:*B), #D~~ (*Jlfg!j:l~l(J8), #D~ 
5[ ('F&~tr!E) and ~W (JJrn!f3iffl;lglZ1') (See Hsi-yu ti-ming iffl;lglZ:lm~, ed. 1982, 
p. 56). In addition to the above should be added such transcriptions as Chia
pei fbn@ in the Pei-shih ~t§!:., Bk. 97, p. 1295 (Po-na-p,en a1179:;$: edition in 
minimized size) and th'e Wei-shu ~:;:, Bk. 90, p. 1321, Hu-mi M~ in the 
Wang Wu-t'ien-tu-kuo chuantl:n.~~-1' by Hui-ch'ao 11~, edition 1910 and 
1931 by Toyohachi Fujita •mill\, and Hu-mi M~ of the Hsin T'ang-shu 
~m:;:, Bk. 221 b, p. 1158. Hu-mi-tan of the Liang chih-kung-t'u which is fol
lowed by the Liang-shu ~-, Bk. 54, p. 457, and Nan-shih m§!:., Bk. 79, p. 807. 

The corresponding passage of the Lia.ng-shu, Bk. 54, runs as follows: 

III-14: The Ambassador of the Country of Po-t'i sU. 

1 sU■-&!. 

2 se, ~rot~ZIJfmMfil, ¥iW(~*)M~rot~, ®rse.~-A. 4ti:rt 
3 ■J!tt~+Efi. Wffi~tlfJr-+[[\\fi\. ±:!mW~?!!· ~~~tlw~ft■ 
4 •~, ■~tt~ ~~•~ *R~~ ~em~••~~~ 
5 ~•~fbn, JIJE(lffiuffit~. 
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Po-t'i is a transcription for Bakhdhi which is identical with ancient 
Bactria or what is now Balkh. Concerning it, see pp. 97-99 of this article. 
The corresponding passage of the Liang-shu ~ii, Bk. 54, is as follows: 

sffi■, ±tt~ ~~-•, ~~-~~~~-~~- •--~~~~ ffis 
MN-A. ~~m••· *ffl~Bfi. ff-~~- ±~W~, ., mm.~~ 
~~ffijqj. ~)i.=:i¥-, ~~ltn~. 

III-15: The Ambassador of the country of Mo *· 
I *■~. 
2 *■, rlffl:B.(read ll)5K■/Il□. ,W;~7JiiJ=i, (~t~T~, -~B) 
3 m~, 5~~,Jr~. ±A~~, :w« (,~, 1Nm, ~~11, MnmHimfr, ~4 

::¥:) 

4 itH. ~.:::: (for x or ::1::) tt*E*~tm, (~)i.1ii¥-, ~~*JtfJ) . 

The country of Mo is to be identified not with Ch'ieh-mo, that is to say, 
what is now Cherchen, at the time of Han, but with Merv (more strictly with 
the ruin in the neighbourhood of what is now Marv in Turkmenistan, SSR.) 
This identification is confirmed by the description of the Liang chih-kung-t'u 
which locates the country of Mo near Po-t'i or Balkh in the north, as well as 
near Po-ssu or Persia in the west. 

The corresponding passage of the Liang-shu ~-. Bk. 54, runs as follows: 

5K■, rlffl:ll5K■~. ,W;~~~J=i. ~t~T~, -~Bffi, ff~~JJr~. ±A 
~~. ~¥!$'&, 1}ff±I~, ~tfaJ!UMnrfmfr. ~4:¥:JUI. ~±**~~. ~)i. 
Ei¥-, ~~*}t~. 

III-02: The Appraisal W to the Liang chih-kung-t'u. 

At the end of the Liang chih-kung-t'u Hsiao I added tsan )t or appraisal. 
The 1-wen lei-chil :fi)t~~' Bk. 74, quotes a part of it, which runs as follows: 

~5cm~Jtfl!)ts, ~t~~~, mffi*l:- 3ejii]ft-3!, ~mn@~. nm~~. 
~W~:R. ~~'~:A:, 7J<*$iEB. 

However, a complete text is available in the Shih-ch'u pao-chi E~lf~, 
Bk. 32 (or Bk. 5 in the edition of Pi-tien chu-lin fJHk~~*), which copied the 
tsan to the scroll erroniously identified with the Wang-hui-t'u ±-irfll painted 
by Yen Li-te lffl.ft~. Concerning this point, see the second chapter of this 
article. Here is the text in the Shih-ch'il pa.a-chi} of which one character 
noted as missing is made up by what is quoted by the 1-wen lei-chu. 
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~-s. -~-~-~K~ •*~•- :Eg~m. SI,S~. -~ttA 
~AaA, &ff••· ~Tg•· ~~*:E. ~m*m, ~~~•- m•• 
~. ~~~~- •~.,i,uR, r11mmJIDt. ~~ < =rrl) z~. ~tJ<z*, ~~.i~~, 
ri1t1r~m. ~t&GfF) jJ(fJt~rr, wzffi~;1@. ~Um5c(:T) :s1ttt~~. ~r11~ 
~- ~2~~. ~~•m. wm~a. •£m•. ~~~~- fflm~~- F~ 
*if§. 1u1,~~- ~e$JL±. ~(;11r):n~•-

Appendix I: The Liang chih-kung-t'u on the Origin and Migration of the 

Hua or Ephthalites 

The original Liang chih-kung-t'u ~-~liiil was a scroll painting, depict
ing the envoys of thirty-five countries, who were sent to the court of Liang 
to pay tribute in the reign of the Emperor Wu. It also contained a descrip
tion of each country, its intercourse with the Liang and the costume of the 
envoy. The original painting and the description were the work of Hsiao I 
If*", the seventh son of the Emperor Wu, who reigned as the Emperor Yuan 
552-554, during the time when he was stationed as governor at Ching-chou 

(mod. Chiang-ling, Hupei) between 526 and 539. Hsiao I also wrote a pre
face and a tsan (appraisal) on the scroll. It is not known how long the original 
survived, but several copies were made and circulated in the period between 
Sui and Ming, when all copies were believed to have been lost.1 l 

In 1960, however, Mr. Chin Wei-no :&ml~ discovered a Sung copy of 
the Liang chih-.kung-t'u, which had been mistakenly attributed to Yen Li-t,e 
lfflft~ (died 656), among the paintings in the Nanking Museum. He 
published a facsimile of it with a detailed bibliographical study.2 l The scroll, 
which is painted in colour on silk, is a copy made in 1077 from an older 
copy. It had been in the collection of Liang Chiao-lin ~~;fit 3l before being 
transferred to the Ch'ing Imperial Collection, probably in the reign of Ch'ien
lung,4) and was recorded and described in the Shih-ch'u pao-chi E~W2lf, 
32. When the scroll was in the collection of Liang Chiao-1in and the Ch 'ing 
Imperial Collection, it contained the pictures of the envoys and the descrip
tions of twenty-five countries, as well as the tsan. and three postscripts, written 
by Su Sung ~~ (1620-1101) of Sung and K'ang-li K'uei-k'uei (or Nao-nao; 

Tzu shan ~JEll!f~, Trll 1294-1345) and Wang Yu-.ch'ing :E~ff of Yuan. The 
lieginning of the scroll, which must have contained the preface and the pic
tures of the envoys and the descriptions of ten countries, had already been 
lost. To make matters worse, the scroll was still more damaged by the time 
it came into the possession of the Nanking Museum, when it contained pic
tures of only twelve envoys and the descriptions of· only thirteen countries· 
and of these two were incomplete. · 
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The reproduction of the scroll published by Mr. Chin js not particularly 
good and leaves many points unclear, both in the pictures and the written_ 
sections.:· In I96S: another• reproduction was published in Chugoku Bijutsu_ 
(Chinese Art), Vol. I (pp. 124-126), a volume of the series Sekai Bijutsu Taikei 
(Outline of the Art of the World), edited ·and published by, Kodansha, Toky9~ 
This is much clearer than that published by Mr. Chin, but still leaves some 
uncertainties. It has, however, given one full page to the reproduction of 
the picture of the· envoy of Japan in its original colour, whic11:: allows one 
to realize the quality of the original. Fortunately, I have obtained black 
and white photographs of the original, which are the clearest reproductions 
at present available and which serve to clarify several points of obscurity in 
the two reprodutcions published hitherto. 

The Sung copy of the Liang chih-kung-t'u incomplete as it is, is a yery 
important source of information about the thirteen represented ·Asian coun~ 
tries in the sixth century and is especially precious ·for its quite unique pictures 
of the envoys from those countries. I have already published six articles dis
cussing _the Liang chih-kung-t'u, the costumes and physiognomy of the envoys 
and the description of the country of the Hua or the Epht~alites.5 l Here I 
should liek to publish my latest opinion on the origin and migration of the: 
Hua as described by the Liang chih-kung-t'u. 

The Hua is the name by which the Ephthalites were .known to the Chi~ 
nese of the Liang period. "Hua" fit is considered to he a transcription of the 
Middle Iranian form of the modern Ghur (Ghur) or Ghor (Ghor) on the 
River Had-Rud and to have included the region of Herat.6 l The Ephthalites 
who sent embassies to the Liang court called themselves by the name of the 
place where. they had established one of their headquarters and from where 
they despatched their envoys. The reason why the Ephthalites who sent 
embassies to Liang from 516 to 541 called themselves Hua, while the same 
tribe, when it sent ·embassies to Northern Wei from 456 to 532, was known 
as Yen-ta7l ~Pi! is not clear. 

As I have already pointed out in earlier articles, the Liang chih,-kung-t'u 
can be regarded as an enlarged edition of the Fang-kuo shih-t'u :15'm{Eefi!I in 
one chiian by P'ei Tzu-yeh ~-=f!j (471-532), in which twenty countries were 
described with pictures of their envoys.8> At the same time, Liang chih-kung
t'u was used as a main source for the Chu-i chuan (Account of Foreign Coun
tries) chapter of the Liang-shu (Bk. 54).9) Thus, though the Fang-kuo-shih-t'u 
probably replaced by the Liang chih-kung-t'u and was lost a, long time ago,· 
it is still possible to restore missing or defective parts of the Liang chih-kung
t'it by comparison with Bk. M of the Liang-shu. So I shall now compare the 
account of the Liang-chih-kung-t'u of the origin and development of the Hua 
with that of the Liang-shu. 
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Liang chih-kung-t'u 

... [Yung ~ and] rendered a dis

tinguished service. Yung [appoint

ed Pa-hua Aft to Ku-?] p,u [i'&] {ft). 

When the So-lu %II (Northern Wei) 

entered (the Chinese frontier) and 

settled in (the valley of the river) 

Sang-kan, ~:iifz: the Hua was (still a 

small country and under the rule of 

the Jui-jui "pg"pg. In the Ch'i period 

(479-502) they left (their original 

area) for the first time and shifted 

to Mo-hsien ~it where they settled. 

After that, (they became) [stronger?] 

and bigger and, attacking their neigh

bouring countries, conquered Po

ssu (Persia), P'an-p'an ~~ (Wal-

waliz?), Chi-pin Ju~ (Kashmir). Wu

ch'an .~~I (Khotan?),10) Kuei-tzu &n 
(Kucha), Su-le )eR1gfJ (Kashgar), Yii

t'ien (Khotan) =f!ll, Chu-pan 1;)~ 

Karghalik), and other countries. 

(And thus they) extended (their) 

territory by a thousand li. 

Liang-shu 

The country of the Hua was origin

ally a branch of Ch'e-shih }![gffi (the 

present Turfan basin). In the first 

year of Yung-chien (126) Pa-hua Aft 
under the command of Pan · Yung 

]JI~ attacked the Pei-lu ~tll (the 

Hsiung-nu) and rendered a distin-

guished service. Yung promoted Pa

hua to Hou-pu Ch'in Han-hou f&W 
!JU~~ (Marquis of the Posterior Ch'e

shih who is intimate with Han). 

When the Yiian-Wei (Northern Wei) 

settled in (the valley of the river) 

Sang-kan ~:iifz: (398-495), · the Hua 

was (still) a small country and under 

the rule of the Jui-jui pgpg. After 

that, they became a little stronger 

and bigger and conquered their 

neighbouring countries such as Po-ssu 

(Persia), P'an-p'an fi§ (Walwaliz?), 

Chi-pin~~ (Kashmir), Yen-ch'i ~~ 

(Karashar), Kuei-tzu &~ (Kucha), 

Su-le fB!'!::twJ (Kashghar), Ku-mo Mi~ 
(Aksu), Yii-t'ien =fNl (Khotan) and 

Chii-pan 1:i]§ (Karghalik) and exten

ded (their) territory by more than a 

thousand li. 

The comparison of these two versions clearly shows that the description of 

the Liang-shu is based on that of the Liang chih-kung-t'u. The beginning 

of the Liang chih-kung-t'u is incomplete, but it is not difficult to reconstruct 

the original text from the Liang-shu: "The country of the Hua was a branch 

of Ch'e-shih. In the Han period, Pa-hua under the command of Pan Yung 

attacked the Pei-lu (Hsiung-nu) and rendered a distinguished service. Yung 

appoilnted Pa-hua to Ku- (read Hou-) p,u". The section between [ ] in the 

Liang chih-kung-t'u is more or less legible. It has [Ku?] p,u where the Liang

shu has Hou-pu Ch'in-Han-hou. This will mean that the present scroll is 

not a correct and faithful copy of the original. Where the Liang-shu reads: 

Yung shang Pa-hua wei Hou-pu Ch'in-Han-hou ("Pan Yung promoted Pa

hua to Hou-pu Ch'in-Han-hou"), the Liang chih-kung-t'u reads: Yung yu11 > 

Pa-hua wei Ku? pu ("Yung appointed Pa-hua Ku-? pu"), which also shows 

that the present scroll is not a correct copy of the original. 
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The theory of the Ch'e-shih hou-pu (the present region of Jimsa, north 
of the Turfan Basin beyond the T'ien-shan Range) origin of the Hua or 
Ephthalites was invented by P'ei Tzu-yeh. It is stated in his biography in the 
Liang-shu (Bk. 30; cf. Nan-shih, Bk. 33) that, when the Hua, who had had no 
intercourse with China, sent embassies to the court of Liang, no one could 
tell of their country, and it was P'ei Tzu-yeh who identified the Hua with 
the descendants of Pa-hua who attacked the Hsiung-nu under the command 
of Pan Yung during the Later Han. He was accordingly admired for his 
wide knowledge. As the Hua sent embassies in 516, 520 and 526, P'ei's identi
fication may have been made in 516,12> at the time of the first embassy. In 
any case it was one of the reasons why P'ei was ordered by the Emperor Wu to 
compiled the Fank-kuo shih-t'u. 

That Pa-hua was appoilnted Hou-pu Ch'in-Han-hou by Pan Yung be
cause of the meritorious service he rendered in attacking the Hsiung-nu is 
recorded under Ch'e-shih Hou-wang-kuo (the kingdom of Posterior Ch'e-shih) 
in the Hou-Han-shu., Bk. 118. It is quite clear that P'ei Tzu-yeh merely con
nected Hua with Pa-hua because of the character hua being common to both 
names. So it goes without saying that the connection is forced and that there 
is no foundation for regarding Pa-hua of Ch'e-shih Hou-pu or Ch'e-shih Hou
wang-kuo as the ancestor of the Hua. 

Now, the Liang chih-kung-t'u states that the Hua had been under the 
rule of the Jui-jui, when the Northern or T'o-pa Wei had their capital at 
Tai or P'ing-ch'eng in the valley of the river Sang-kan, i.e. from 398 to 495, 
before they moved their capital to Lo-yang. The Liang-shu faithfully copies · 
this statement, while it omits the other that the Hua settled at Mo-hsien, 
which they reached in the period of (Southern) Ch'i (479'--502). This state
ment appears only in the Liang chih-kung-t'u. In both Mr. Chin's and the 
Kodansha reproductions the second character hsien is completely missing, 
while it is clearly to be seen in my photograph. The character is by the 
same hand as the rest of text and there is no doubt that it is original. Previ
ously, when I studied the reproduction published by Mr. Chin, I had won
dered whether this Mo-? represented Mo~shui (the river Mo or *Wah), Mo
ch'u ~~ (the River Wakhshu), or Mo-nan (south of the River Mo or 
*Wah), *Wah or Wakhshu meaning the River Amu.13> When I found Mo
hsien ~~ in my photograph, I first thought that it would represent (Sa)mar
kan(d).14> Seeing, however, that the basin of the River Amu formed the most 
important part of the domain of the Ephthalites, and that Hua is to be 
located in the basin of the Had-Rud to the south of the River Amu, I should 
now like to propose that Mo-hsien is a scribal error for Mo-yu, ~m *mak
shu, which is an obvious transcription of Wakhshu. 

If this emendation is accepted, the Hua moved from the region of Jimsa, 
made themselves independent of the Jui-jui and established their new empire 
in the basin of the River Amu during the (Southern) Ch'i period. which lasted 
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from May 4 79 to 3rd May, 502. The truth is, however, that the Ephthalites 

had ·occupied the -basin of the River Amu as early as 457, when they sup

ported the Sassanian emperor P,eroz (457 and 459-484), who contested the 

throne with his brother Hormizd III (457-459).15 ) The intervention of the 

Ephthalites in the war of succession between Peroz and Hormizd III is placed 

between 457 and 459. This means that the Ephthalites had settled in the 

basin of the Amu, bordering on the frontier of Persia and intervened in the 

affairs of the Sassanids twenty years before the establishment of the Southern 

Ch'i dynasty. Thus, from a chronological point of view, the statement of the 

Liang chih-kung-t'u cannot be accepted. 

Why then was so erroneous a statement made? As I said above, the 

Liang chih-kung-t'u undoubtedly copied the Fang-kuo shih-t'u in identifying 

the ancestor of the Hua with Pa-hua, a member of the royal family of Ch'e

shih hou-wang-kuo (or Ch'e-shih hou-pu) under the. Later Han, which was 

simply a forced identification. The territory of Ch'e-shih hou-wang-kuo of the 

Later Han formed part of the territory of the Jui-jui during Northern Wei. 

The Pei-shih Bk. 97 (cf. Wei-shu, c. 101) states that the country of Ch'e-shih 

is also named Ch'ien-pu (Anterior); its king has his residence at Chiao-ho

ch'eng~M~(mod. Yarkhoto), which is situated at a distance of 10,050- li from 

Tai, the capital of Northern Wei; and the country-.borders on the frontier of 

the Juan-juan JUI (= the Jui-jui) in the north. This means that the region 

of Ch'e-shih hou-pu (i.e. Posterior Ch'e-shih) or Ch'e-shih hou-wang-kuo was 

part of the territory of the Juan-juan during Northern Wei to which Ch'e

shih sent embassies frorn 423 to 451. The Juan-juan then extended their 

territory as far as the Turfan Basin, annexing Ch'e-shih, and conquering Kao

ch'ang ~ ~ (Qarakhoja) to the south of Ch'e-shih in 460.16) 

The Juan-juan had, however, to abandon the region of Ch'e-shih hou

pu, as well as the Turfan Basin, because of the rise of the Kao-ch'e ~]![ or 

Ting-ling T~ tribe. The· Kao-ch'e, which had been under the rule of the 

Juan-juan became powerful enough to gain its independence and establish its 

headquarters in the region of the Ch'e-shih hou-pu. Even Shan-shan ~~ 

and Yii-t'ien (Khotan) came under its control.17) The independence of the 

Kao-ch'e was gained either at the end of 485 or, at the latest, at the beginning 

of 486,18 ) and their conquest of both Shan-shan and Yii-t'ien took place be.; 

fore the mission of Chiang Ching-hsiianV::JJl:t who was sent to the Juan-juan

sometime between 491 and 493.19 ) If we take into consideration these changes 

in the political situation of Ch'e-shih hou-pu or Ch'e-shih hou-wang-kuo, it is 

quite easy to guess that the Hua, as the presumed descendants of Pa-hua, were 

considered to have moved from Ch'e-shih hou-pu, which had been under the 

rule of the Juan-juan, to the basin of the River Amu at the time. of the 

conquest of Ch'e-shih hou-pu by the Kao.:ch'e. The Liang chih-kung-t'u states 

that the Hua had been under the rule of the Jui-jui, when the capital of 

Northern Wei was situated in the valley of the Sang-kan, i.e. Tai or P'ing-
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ch'eng. Since the Northern Wei shifted their capital from P'ing-ch'eng to 

Lo-yang in 495, about ten years after the independence .of the Kao-ch'e from 

the Juan-juan or Jui-jui, it is obv_ious- that the compilers of the Fang-kuo 
shih-t'u and the Liang chih-kung-t'u regarded the independence of the Kaa"' 
ch'e as closely related to the so-called westward -migration of the Hua. In 

other words, they tried to explain how and when the Hua moved from Ch'e-. 
shih hou-pu, which they had identified as the native area of the Hua, to the 
basin of the River Amu, where the Hua settled in the Liang period. There 

is, however, no factual evidence to support such an explanation. Since the 

theory of the Ch'e-shih hou-pu origin· of the Hua is without foundation, the 
story of their migration from Ch'e-shih hou-pu to the basin of the River Amu 
must have been a fabrication of the compilers. 

In fact, there is a similar explanation given in the case of the Po-t'i s:lm. 
The Liang chih-kung-t'u contains the following statement about this country: 

"The Po-t'i are a kindred tribe of the Hsiung-nu living in their neighbour

hood. At the beginning of Han, [Kuan Ying -~] fought with the Hsiung
nu and killed one Po-t'i horseman. At present, they situated at a distance of 

sixty days' (the Liang-shu reads 'six days' ') journey to the east of Hua 
(= Ghur)". This is- also based on the Fang-kuo-shih-t'u of P'ei Tzii-yeh. The 

biography of P'ei Tzii-yeh states that, when embassies came to the Liang 

court from the Po-t'i, P'ei Tzii-yeh identified them with the Po-t'i, of which 

a general was killed by Ying-yin-hou or the Marquis of Ying-yin (= Kuan 
Ying). Once again, he was admired for his wide knowledge by those who 
knew nothing about the country of the Po-t'i. Iri fact, it is recorded in the 

biography of Kuan Ying in the Shih-chi (Bk. 95) and the Han-shu (Bk. 41) that 
a· soldier under the command of Kuan Ying killed a general of the Hsiung-nu 
named Po-t'i, during fighting with the Hsiung-nu soldiers of Han Hsin Jlil{t 
at Chin-yang (mod. T'ai-yiian, Shansi). Fu Ch'ien, the commentator to the 

Shih-chi explains Po-t'i as the name of the Hsiung-nu general. Thus the sam'e 
kind of forced identification is made as in the case of the migration of the 
Hua.· 

Po-t'i is a Chinese transcription of Bakhdi (mod. Balkh), which, as the 
name of a country; has nothing to do with General Po-t'i, killed by a soldier 
of Kuan Ying at the beginning of the Han. The expression "at present" also 

clearly shows that the compiler wanted to call the reader's attention to the 
fact that the descendants of Po-t'i who fought at Chin-yang in China had 
shifted to a place east of Hua and were settled there in his time, i.e. the 
Liang period. The only difference from the statement about the Hua is that 
the compiler possessed no piece of information from which he could invent a 

story to account for the migration· of the Po-t'i. 
Thus the statement of the Liang chih-kung-t'u .on the Ch'e-shih hou-pu 

origin of the Ephthalites, as well as the st_ory of their move to Mo-hsien 
(emend to Mo-yu == Wakhshu = the River Amu),: where they are said to have 
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stayed from the Ch'i to the Liang period, cannot be considered fact but an 
invention probably of P'ei Tzu-yeh. 

The rest of the account of the country of the Hua and of its intercourse 
with Liang in the Liang chih-kung-t'u is more or less the same as in the Liang
shu. There are, however, four points which do not appear in the current 
edition20) of the Liang-shu. The first is that the Ephthalites enslaved the 
kings of the small countries which they conquered. The second is that three 
names of Ephthalites envoys to the court of Liang in 516 and '20 are given: 
P'u-to-ta-? rffi~~ ( ?) in 516 and Fu-ho-liao-liao 'M'fiiJTT and K'ang-fu-chen
t'ung ijH,'r~~ in 520.21 ) Thirdly, there is the description of the hair and 
costume of the envoy, and fourthly, there is the picture of the envoy himself, 
painted at the head of the present scroll. The last three features are of very 
great importance for determining the language and nationality of the 
Ephthalites. A discussion of these will be given in an English translation with 
commentary of the whole text of the Liang chih-kung-t'u, which I plan to 
publish in the near future. (Reprinted from the Journal of the Oriental 
Society of Australia, Vol. 7, No; 1 & 2, December, 1970) 

Appendix II: Li Kung-lin's $0ffl Note on the Liang chih-lwng-t'u. 

Li Kung-lin 2¥:~M (1049-1106) was a famous scholar and painter at 
the end of Northern Sung. His tzu was Po-shih 1s~ and hao Lung-mien tU~. 
He was also an excellent appreciator of pictorial works and made copies of 
many ancient pictures. The Liang chih-kung-t'u was one of the works copied 
by him, concerning which he made a note. Wang Ying-lin .:Ell!M (1223-1296) 
records Li Kung-lin's note in his Yu-hai :fr.~, Bk. 56, as follows: 

2¥:~M~M. ~. ~~~-~ffl~-~~- ~-W~B. R3+•~- ~-= 
+~=- ~~s~~- m~Jszjm:!14, :t:zisflEIJJt, w~~~Wrspg~. 1rr=+ 
~!:lu~z.. vrrm, *~6-lr, gffi-=f, ~t~6tr, r~nitE, jtJ!!~, rt, ~#'I, s 
M, att, •·~~~.~ma, mmff, ~~ *· #~. •~. ~~. ~ 
wa. w~~~~~- jt~re*, ~~ttm, m~. ~~. ■■, ~•. ~~ 
fl, ~•. nn, ffffft~. ~~zm•ff. ~~Emma~. •p1gp1gw~~ 
~§~. gpm1H1-m. 

However, Wang Ying-lin copied the note made by Lou Yiieh -~ (1137-
1213), of which Li Kung-lin's note occupies only a part. This is very clear if 
one refers to Lou Yiieh's note on the chih-kung-t'u brought to him for his 
appreciation by his friend Fu ch'in-fu {.f~m which is reproduced in Appen
dix III. As to the actual Li Kung-li's note in the above statement of Yil-hai, it 
is only the passage at the very beginning, which runs as follows: 
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the rest being the description made by Lou Yiieh. Lou Yiieh quotes two more 
passages from Li Kung-li's note, one of which expresses Li Kung-li's regret at 

the unskilfulness of his copying the genius of the Emperor Yiian-ti 1!:IHJ~JL 
~W*~~ and the other says that the Emperor Yiian-ti painted the manners 

and customs of foreign people ~;l=l;MW~;l=t±f~. 
Li Kung-lin himself painted a scroll of ten foreign countries under the 

title Shih-kuo-t'u +m~, to which Liu K'o-chuang jlj~Jf± (1187-1269) wrote a 
postscript or colophon. 

According to Liu K'o-chuang, the Shih-kuo-t'u consists of pictures of Ja

pan 13 7-fs:, Khotan rll, Country of people with three eyes .:::!tllir, Indochina 

13M, Byzantium M~, Country of Women 3(~, Kirghiz ~~' Persia 1tl;ttli, 
and one more country of which the name is unknown. Liu K'o-chuang rejects 

the traditional view which attributes the authorship of the original picture 

copied by Li Kung-Ii to Wu Tao-tzu ~mr, famous painter of T'ang, 
as false and attributes it to the Emperor· Yiian-ti of Liang. But, seeing 

that among the ten countries painted in the scroll, such countries as 
Khotan, Indochina, Byzantium, the country of Women, Kirghiz and the coun
try of Three Eyed people are not contained in the chih-kung-t'u of the 

Emperor Yiian-ti, it is very unlikely that the original picture of Shih-kuo-t'u 
was painted by the Emperor Yiian-ti. For the reference of readers, Liu K'o

chuang's postscript is reproduced here from the Hou-ts'un t'i-pa i&tte~, 
Bk. 4 (Shih-yilan ts'ung-shu ~im~• ·edition). 

*1s~~+m~ 
+m$, 13 *~P~m, rrlltE:ffi~~t, ::::!tllimA~•ff::::m, ][!fili~m, rtt~ 
&A.:::~ 131¥Jti-~re, mA■ffl, ~~W-~ffim, M~-~*~ -~ 
~-, 3(mff=, -;fEtk~Jlt -;fEJi~m. ~~;fEJm,@it!i~t, 1BtlfiiE~~7j( 

zit!i, ~-m~;t=t~. •*•m••••m. ~137-fs:. 13-m. ~;ttrr, ~A,~~ 
*m*§~. JlUJ5Jf~~~rwiJ 1tJ6•[fgi':~Az$. ;t=t:Ewt~tt!$:ttg, wt~ij~ffl~, 
wt•~•~ wtYW~fi, wt~•~••w~, ~~§ffl5, ~--~~*z 
a. m~~$, ••tt*- mm•~- ~~~•ff•~- mm~~,~~~~ 
~~z~. w;t=tmAm~*;t=t±$~~- wt~~, wt~~, wt~•, wt~•, 
wt~n, wt~~, ~tk~~, ;t=t~•~mmffitt*z~, ~~A,~. ~-m~ 
~!]~$, fl1Ht~00-3B~RI, ~5li=Hm~, :i?:IUt'f-W(}tz~. ~A#~¥Jl~~~ 
tm~. 11:?'}mA!lm, ~F-*ffl~ffff&Jl:t. •e~, *1s~~~m-=t~. ~~ 
5GW El ~~ffet~. ~m~:¥¥. 1~~1::mrfJ::ti. •i':rtt~~vtE~m. ~a~ 13. 

~lmf'r$§. 
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Appendix III: Lou Yueh's fl~ Note on the Liang chih-kung-t'u brought to 
him by his friend Fu Ch'in-fu. 

Lou Yueh ;jl~ made a long note on the chih-kung-t'u brought to him for 
his appreciation by his friend Fu Ch'in-fu {.w:j)Cm who held the office of 
cheng-tzu IE* or proof-reader. The note is reproduced in the Kung-k'uei chi 
:rj(~~' Bk. 75 ·or in the ·Kung-kuei t'i-pa :CJ(~~~ Bk. 7 (edition Shih-yilan 
ts'ung-shu ~@liffli). Lou Yueh is of opinion that the chih-kung-t'u brought 
to him is a copy made by Li Kung-lin *~~ (from the original of Hsiao I); 
He says that the scroll contains pictures of ( embassies of) twenty-two coun
tries, which are listed on page 95-96 of this article. Among these twenty-two 
countries, there are . five which are not recorded in any other descriptions 
concerning the Liang chih-kung-t'u. They are Lu-kuo ~m which may be a 
scribal error for Lin-kuo ;mm, that is to say, an abbreviated form of Fu-lin
kuo ~~m representing From or Byzantium, Ping-ping f,lsf,ls, which, as Lou 
Yueh has suggested, may also be a scribal ·error for Jui-jui pgpg, generally 
identified with Avars, Ho-nan Mm, that is to say, T'u-yu7hun g±;§~, Lin~i 
*15 or Champa in. Indochina, and P'o-li ~fU which is probably identid.l 
with Bali. Yen ~ which Li Kung-lin is said to have seen at the end of Liang 
chih-kung-t'u, according to· the statement of. Lou Yueh and the Y il-hai, may 
probably designate a tribe named Chien-ping-yen ijFP:~ who.· lived in the 
region of Chien-ping or what is now Wu-shan IBW in the province of Ssu
ch'uan 1211)11. In the chih-kung-t'u inspected by Sung Lien *vf nine countries 
were described, one of which was Chien-ping-yen !@;zp:Jj:. This will confirm 
the Yen's ~ identity with Chien-ping-yen inspite of a small d_ifference of 
character. On this, see the Appendix IV. It is quite likely that these four 
countries were painted by the Emperor Yuan in his chih-kung-t'u. 

1W: {f ~m FJr~IlUt ~ 
Mm, i±lff11j!.~~~- tl:~~:z•-&. j:-futEM1¥i. tizvft:fj;-& . . ~3(~5c1P, 
~~ffl•,·••~•- •~•w~~, ~w•~~-
i:f:t:R&rm, -~$t$. :R~W, A=EJffi~~~, -~~lgfil~~; 
§r!H·m. 7di5c1P, ;!t=E~~{f]nfJUi1J~!f~C3:l:J~--
~t:RM~, ::K~~1P, ~{tffl •. 
z!) tllt ~ m, =:F 11 i:f:t,} m -& . i:f:t 7di5c1P, *alliurtr:, ~cue: J 11t1rim. 
~~Sm,*~~ ::R~W, ~~fi=E~-~ffl~ftffl. . . 
rtm, •mnz~IJ;fl. :R~+n1P, j::i:~m~~~~~•:nril .. · 
~~~' **Dn~ MDrrtr:. ~00-~*-
w~m, Jlt~~•, .~•~n+imm. W~A--&. :R~+-~, 3lOOfflJt. 
&tt~, ~~z~m. §ff~rr~~- :R~5c~, ~~ffl•. 
~m. ~11Nf ;tt =E~ffliIE*::kJmll[. 
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iNti;t;PJmI~ltll~i;. im;iw:mm. ffl~f.1-m, ~rtmz~,}m-1:!1. •m5c 
~. ~~. ~ritm~, *m:n4m. 
~--· ~~z~affl-1:!1. ·--~~~~- ~~BM-K9@=:~, ~~ 
*1tt1f4efo. 
*m, •mA*m-1:!1. •nli~ ~mn:~ ~~*•*· 
#~m. tiz.Ma. •smma#•. *~ft~ ~xffi*M••~~
~lum, *•1-r,1=A srr. ::R~+~;~it~:~~. ~~•~tJ4:J!. 
~~m, g!j%•• *~~~, ~x~ffl~*m~~. ~m. 
•*•m. ~*•$. *•m=•~~m. *~+~~ ~~im;•~•~-

::t"=-t-m?JJ\~•~~- M~~l!li. 
~*m•m••-~~~- ~m••MH, ~~B*?JJ\§~~- *-~~M. 
~. ~5cwli~~:JJ:u~, ,ta•~- !fltrrffir$B. JL=::+~m. 4-Jt:t1w~=+ 
~=- ~~-~~. ~~~z. ~-ssm. ~•~um!fJtrrffJt:ts&. ~~ 
~Jf~. 11oom~~zie1'&@~. ::t:zp:m,t, ~••m~pgpgm. ~r=+m 
~~z. ~~~mfI. ~~~-~~~-1:!1. ~wre$~~~m. ~~. f~. • 
■, ~•. ~~~. ~•. ••· nnftm. ~~zmmm. ?)j\~~mffl■ 
~- ~. mmmmff~@$m~~M. ~~~~~- &*, ~~~. ~-~~ 
~--• Ni:wttttTITI~. § ~ J3::iltn'lft:fr-Ji§-t11r (read ti:J, ~t1fEg!j¥@, ~~~ 
m. ~~*••~· wsmm. *5c&anz~ ~•~•- ~~•~mffi, •ffi•. ~u~~~. ••~~- 5cw*mn. ~w•~r-1:!1. Ia ••· 
@~~ffl•.mz•rrffw. ~Afflz=::m. rr•~~. •~•+~•1w. •~ 
z.. ~-~~- ~~--~-{w. ~~~~- ~~~~-~- ~B~-~~
fulmf41', ~~~ml'i$. *4-B1'sli+=::~. *lziHU®~*~~. ?JJ\~h! 
~ffi~H- ~~ft~¥i:, mfI$MPA@!W:-f:!1. Mc~~. 'r!HtHIJL~TITI*~.!i:. 
~-~@-z.fi-f:!1. ffi&~ffi, ~M*afi. R$ft~z•. ~M~. ~~% 
TITIB~±m. 4-~~ma. ~-~-~%-1:!1. Rft~HRti~-- ~~M-• 
~. *~•· -~~' ~~r. •*~~~- ff::R~$. ffl~~-~r-~. 
$~ffl*iifl. ~0::t°~j¥§J:lfft~z~JJ. $ ~, 1s~~mrrAm!PAiBJ5fi~PP. JlU 
5cWZW, ~~~p)fg~. 'Afi, M5c~~p, iWlireJ1fJ, ~IJ!:I:!-~. J1ifi~~ 
•m. ~•s-zrw■•m~•- ~~•~•~~~~••~m••· nw 
~*•~m. ~~filI~=•~. •~timgm. ~m~~m~mz. •~• 
•~- Msm~. ~~•m~±nz. •ft~z•, ~4-sn~£~. •m• 
z. *~ofms~~~~~-
~.xm~, @lt*5c&=-+~~~~ttt. ~~. pgpg$1JsJ,~~~1«•~· ,:m~ 
~~ •~pg~pgpgfflfi. mm•~~- ~ffl~$•rgrgz~. M~ff~, cu 
J::~-JW:J 
~-5~tmHX:1', pgpgmiffi:~~2u;fl. ftfffil~~%mltsTfflt ~*~~
pgpg~-w-1:!1. @ 5cftffl§I, ~m~~j:jg. *5 IZ, ~ftft. ::R~+~~. ~ 

. . . 

~~ffi~. ~-1,t•~~. J1iW$, $W~A~*~0~-~~. ~5cWW1' 
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~~~e~. m~&~. ~~' 9fl~~~, ITMWW. ~ffl~*- ~~-~---~•w~, 5c~••fl~, ~~~•fl•. ~-•~, effi~ ••~ 
A¥JJ~. r5GB, ~Wt!-.IVJtfllfJ. 
W~, pgpg~1l:■■. ~t§e!l!l1'~~- 1J:z~ J!, imi¥J§eifUl1'~-§epqpq 
1', ~~~=w•¥. *fflffl~ ~~pqpq*!l!I~- !l■fl•. BJ!~S. 
tEJft ~*B i:p' f!sl f#W z. Ctl-J:.~ =run 

Appendix IV: Sung Lien's *r~ Note on the Liang chih-kung-t'u. 

Sung Lien *• (1310-1381), eminent scholar-official and literary figure 
(Dictionary of Ming Biography, p. 1225), made a long remark on the Liang 
chih-kung-t'u of the Emperor Yilan-ti (Sung hsiieh-shih chi *~±~, Bk. 12). 

There are three kinds of collection of his literary works, in which this 
remark is included. The first is the Sung hsieh-shih chi *~±~. Bk. 12, 
published in the Chin-hua ts'ung-shu 4:~••• the second is the Hsin-k'an 
Sung hsieh-shih chi jJrfU*~±~, printed in Japan in the pre-Meiji period, 
and the third is the Sung Wen-hsien-kung chi *3tri~~. Bk. 12, edited by 
Fu Hsil-yiian -f$f1!!5c and others. Among these three, the last one which is 
unreliable because of scribal changes given to the text. So the following 
quotation was made from the first one. The second one printed in Ja pan may 
be based on the same text as the first one, but Bk. 12 of this edition which 
at my hand is written by hand and contains a lot of scribal errors. 

The Liang chih-kung-t'u examined by Sung Lien was painted on silk 
and contains pictures of nine countries which are as follows: il.* • i:p3(6tr • Jrrjj 

-r · ~t~6tr • fij~.~'E • JftJHI · ~~ · @.zis:i1 and Wi;ITlf. However, Sung Lien 
c_riticized this scroll which can not be looked upon as the work of the Emperor 
Yilan-ti of Liang for the following four reasons: (I) There is no reliable 
evidence that the -Emperor Yilan-ti actually painted · the chih-kung-t'u. 
Though the Liang-shu •• or the Standard History of Liang and the Li-tai 
ming-hua-chi fflHt~W!e say that he himself painted the pictures representing 
foreign embassies who came to Liang to pay resp·ect to the emperor, but P'ei 
Hsiao-yilan ~~~ does not register any chih-kung-t'u among the works. of 
the Emperor Yiian-ti except four items which have nothing to do with the 
chih-kung-t'u (Chen-kuan (kung-ssu) hua-shih ~- (~f.l) W§e) ; (2) The Em
peror Yilan-ti destroyed his huge library consisting of more than fourteen 
hundred thousands of books, as well as all of his writing including pictures 
in Ching-men :WUF, or Chiang-liang IT~, which was his capital, when he was 
defeated by the army of the Western Wei and his relatives against him. It 
means that it is quite unlikely that the chih-kung-t'u, even if he really painted 
it, could survive the destruction and came down to later period; (3) The 
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number of countries painted in the chih-kung-t'u is not fixed. Li Lung
mien (= Li Kung-lin) says as more than thirty, while the chih-kung-t'u in 
the collection of Fu Ch'in-fu ~~J(°ffi only twenty-two. The scroll examined 
by him contains only nine countries. Moreover, these countries would not 
have been able to send embassies from abroad to Liang covering a lot of 
waters. It shows that there were so many chih-kung-t'u and no one can identify 
which one is the true chih-kung-t'u; (4) The inscriptions of the scroll were 
made in the third year of Kuang-shun )l/1~ (953) by T'ao Ku llfiv~ (903-
970)22) as is clearly inscribed on the scroll. Then, why is it possible for the 
Emperor Yiian-ti to leave the open space left on the scroll so that T'ao could 
make inscriptions there about four hundred years later? 

These four reasons, however, do not make sense. As to the first, when the 
Liang-shu and Li-tai ming-hua-chi state that the Emperor Yiian-ti made chih
kung-t'u) why Sung Lien can deny it on the basis of P'ei. Hsiao-yiian who 
does not mention of it, which may only mean that the chih-kung-t'u was not 
available in both imperial and private collections known to P'ei Hsiao-yiian. 
Does it mean that no Liang chih-kung-t'u existed in the whole region of the 
T'ang China and that Emperor Yiian-ti never painted such a kind of work? 
As to the second, some of the writings of Emperor Yiian-ti still exist even 
today. It is very strange that such an eminent scholar as Sung Lien did not 
know of the 1-wen lei-chii g3e~~ in which so many passages are quoted from 
so many writings of this emin•ent emperor of Liang, which means that so 
many works were still available at the time when Ou-yang Hsiin lfik~!ii) edited 
the book at the beginning of T'ang (completed in 624). Sung Lien's reasonning 
is senseless. The third and the fouth reasons just mean that so many copies 
were made especially during the Sung. 

Chiao Rung's 1¥f,;~Jt. (1541-1620) Kuo-shih ching-chi chih m3':~~$. Bk. 
3, registers Chih-kung-t'u 1';J!tl!il in one chiian by Emperor Yiian of Liang and 
Chih-kung-t'u in three chiian) of which no author is given. As these two books 
are registered by Cheng Ch'iao ~~ (T'ung-chih 3i;=!;, Bk. 66) just in the 
same order, it looks like that Chiao Hung just copied the T'ung-chih. But, 
the fact that Sung Lien had a look at the so-called chih-kung-t'u of Liang, it 
is not unlikely that Chiao Hung actually saw the Liang chih-kung-t'u which 
was probably a copy made by someone in later years. 

Anyway, Sung Lien's description is interesting as a proof that a copy of 
Liang chih-kung-t'u made in the tenth century was available at the beginning 
of Ming. 

IE~~ 5c ~111';J!t l!il 
~l5c~1';Jtl!il-~. @ ii*, i:f:txM, irr1Ff, ~txM, ri~~t. JE.t~~. iWG ~ 

&~2f•, ~rrm, rLnm. mfrl!il{N!~%~, i&1U~±f~Jt~~YJ. iffi~~Jwtto ~- m•~•· •~~m•. ~-~~- ~•~m•~ •~5c~, ~••· ~*fil•. JE.t~-~~~- ~•m. ~e~s••~Affll!il. ~•w•~~~ 
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$~, •••~, #~~m••· ~-~~~~~•~m•, ~~w•, /\ 
~, ~~e~. w•••~- ~~- ••~~~,_rr~••· ~~~~* ~ 
~-- ~~-- •*■~ffl, ~~-*~ ~ffl*W~A. ~-~~*~ A 
~-~•- m-eT~-m~•w~~rez~. ••w~, ~!f:t~B~ffl~~ 

·fi:iJArnfr~- tH.•ti.#HJl(::Hirr~, ~ffi-:E~1iJ§;i:j(~, -'iM$13. ·~ 
~N. ftmttm~~~rr~. •~~A,~W+m•~, ~s. ~~z~A,~• ~- ••n~ MttA~, •$M~•m~••z•. ~•~z, $~+m• 
•~•~•~- R~~~A,s~. !f:t•zm*•m. ~•*•~~~~, ~• 
•-••w~-- R~+•m.·wmffl~+•m~w~~~~- §ffre•rr, 
m~t5t®t, ~t•ktl§~~1m*•f~. lli~z*~i~,. !f:t~PlfwIE*ix:5(rni4~ 
ffl.!i:. flrnlwJW~al~~- fl=+=m. A~~iUN;rJf ~ ~~lqj~. ii1Llj1,I 
mtt•z•. wa•m•, •~©azs, *~~~zm, msz~ $k~ 
mm•$. A,U!f:t~~zfw*, ~ffl~lqj. ~•••~- w~~-~~~- ~ 
~•zm*~m. ~•!f:t~. ms~~*~ •~m•±m••z•. ~~~ 
¥±W. k••r1t~~fl?-:ltlffm{~J1irJzWJG. JJ;t::stMii:z. ~1ir}§r@Jtf&, ~Ji= 

•m~~~~' *00*~•·· ~~--- -~-~. IE~=+As, ~L 
ffir:J=t, -~t~. fStirj~~JHftm!B~•m .• 13trd15~, *~-- 7115ZfJr2FfGA. 
7115~P~m. ~t1::~1+1z~. ~•~XE~t:tmm. ~*1:i1r.zisis. A, a~t:!:-mffl~t 
~- $-~A-$. fStirl~*ttW~, tE~ffl-#¥± A*~-~~~~~ 
a-~~- ~/\+A*· fi~-M- fStirJW§~, ~*•mffl. ~A~~§ 
'lif~il~: ¥£tE.#13W~mffl. ~it§WJ;JAiiAJG. ~firltt¥~~e. Llm•m 
-~. A,rnW*~ffl~*' m•~~Z~, M~-~~mm. ■AW,~~ 
~. •fy~. •*ffl~•~- !f:t~•zm*~m. ~A•~•~w•~m•~ 
z~. ~~~m~~~, ~$ffl*~1=i*m~. filzmI~w~ntJ,~A~, 
J!z&Hl:tiW~~- iU~:E;gT,clqjflw~L- 1~1zsliimi1Jtl::15. ~*~Z, ~ 
1t;ttmz~m. 

Appendix V: List of Reproductions of the Liang chih-kung-t'u 

(1) Wen-wu~~' 1960, 7, pp.14-17. 
( 2) Sekai bijutsu taikei fil:W-~fi!q::k*, Vol. 8, pp. 124-126, published by 

Kodansha ~~ffit, 1963. 
( 3) Chugoku Rekishi Hakubutsukan r:J=tm~~tf~j'g (Museums of His

tory of China), In: _ Chugoku no Hakubutsukan q=imO)tf~i'g 
(Museums in China), Vol. 5, Tokyo: Kodansha ~~ffi:I:, 1982, 
Plate No. 158 with Comments on pp. 234-235. 
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Appendix VI: List of Articles concerning the Liang chih-kung-t'u. 

( 1) Chin, Wei-no ~*l~. Chih-kung-t'u ti nien-tai yil tso-che-Tu-hua 
cha-chi !1Jltfii!B9(¥.~J.t1'F~-aftUL!e (On the date and author of the 
Chih-kung-t'u-Notes of studies on pictures), In: Wen-wu 3'(~, 
1960, No. 7, pp. 14-17. 

( 2 ) Enoki, Kazuo tl-Mt Ryoshokkozu ni tsuite ~ ffi jlt fiil vc.. "'? ", -C 
(On the Liang chih~kung-t'u), In: Tohogaku l!::1I¥, No. 26, 1963 
pp. 31-46. 

( 3) Enoki, Kazuo tl-ftt, Kakkoku ni kansuru Ryoshokkozu no kiji 
ni tsuite fffflvt.lUJi"~~-jltfii!O)!B:fHc.."'?"'-C (On the descriptions of 
the Liang chih-kung-t'u on the country of Hua or the Ephthalites), 
In: Tohogaku lr:1I¥, No. 27, 1964, pp. 12-33. 

( 4) Enoki, Kazuo tl-!t, "Ryoshokkozu ni tsuite" no hoki r~~J't 
fiil vc.. "'?", -CJ 0) ~ !e (Supplementary notes to the article entitled 
"On the Liang chih-kung-t'u"), In: Tohogakii l!:11¥, No. 27. 1964, 
p. 23. 

( 5) Nishijima, Sadao @~in:~, Ryoshokkozu kaisetsu ~ ffi ;lt Iii M Wt 
(What is the Liang chih-kung-t'u?), In: Chugoku Bijutsu i=p@I~fi!lff, 
Sekai Bijutsu Taikei i!t:W-~~** Vol. 8, published by.the Kodansha 
~~mi:, 1963, pp. 124-126. 

( 6) Enoki, Kazuo tl-il, Ehutaru no jinshuron ni tsuite .::c. 7 fir 1v0),AJ! 
fnavC.'0"'-C (Who were the Ephthalites? Their racial problem), In: 
Tohogaku li::1I¥, No. 29, 1965, pp. 1-29. 

( 7) Enoki, Kazuo tl-!t, Chincho subeki huzokuga Ryos~okkozu ni 
tsuite ~m:i"~ ~ J!A~-~Jljltfiilvc.. "'?", -C (On the Liang chih-kung-t'u 
which is a series of precious and' interesting genre pictures), In: 
Gekkan Kyoilm Y.1 fU~1f, Vol. 13, No. 22, 1964, pp. 8-9. 

( 8) Lee, Hong-jik $5.l,;OO:, On the "Pictures of Envoys of Tributary 
States (~Jtlil) in the Days of the Liang (~) Dynasty of China
Especially on the Paekch'e (s~) Envoy's Picture and Record 
Thereof-, In: the i@jjjg::k¥;f3c 60 J!J(¥.!e~?mi-3t~ (A3tf4¥~) (A Col
lection of articles to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the establish
ment of the Kao-li University, Section on Humanity), (in Korean), 
Seoul, 1965, pp. 295-329, with two pictures of envoys of Po-chi 
s~ and Wei-kuo ~@!. 

· ( 9) Enoki, Kazuo tl-!t, Ryoshokkozu no ruden ni tsuite ~ffi~fiilO) 
vfE ff. vc.. "'? "' -C (On the transmission and diffusion of the Liang 
chih-kitng-t'u), In: Kamatd Hakase Kanreki-kinen Rekishigaku 
ronso •rntt±3:IM!e~~~BfmUf (A Collection of articles of histori
cal studies dedicated to Professor Dr. Shigeo Kamata on his sixtieth 
birthday), Tokyo, 1969, pp. 131-144. 
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(10) Enoki, Kazuo ;J;I-il, The Liang chih-kung-t'u on the origin and 

migration of the Hua or Ephthalites) In: Journal of the Oriental 

Studies of Australia) Vol. 7, No. 1 /2, December, 1970, pp. 37-45. 

(11) Enoki, Kazuo ;J;I-ii, The Oldest Portrait of a Japanese) In: 
Revista de Hist6ria) No. 102, 1975, pp. 539-550. 

NOTES 

Chapter I: 

1) m-t-~, ~A-=, St:iiJ::, ITTfJ§J/,ij*St:ii*17iJ. 
;;;>f:i;!!!. 1Ltmw?f ::i:::-.1r-~1;1;1. ::k.'it!.'lll2J":J'9ri!i :lil::F.iffi;!;i;t= m~:¥.. PiJIUihM±}t!!.•{~. ix. (Tm.-lt) 
lll'f'-'111J, ~~5 , A..X...lilfi<'s', /~H¥~1m¥1i , ,ffi-i/2,i'l,'JJ'l,, B!Ultm,l;,:@:~ii:iii:,:f:!:;lt,t~*¥1i' "'tf 

(edition Kuo-hsieh chi-pen ts'ung-shu ~~£i:itll, p. 1089) 

2) mA~, ~Z:li, ll)J, 
N~tj:t .tui-i~. #xTz~llil&~~1UiElt~f~z:rx:, ~Jtit:Fl3~i~i~zJJJ1&gg~zm1t 
~- JL:t-tl!Jlil, ~fMJff, -=~-~. ~JU/£ffi, 1fJ::ti. ;l=f;J'i-~, w.~Hi~JUE(, ~~ 
IDi, il\;l=l;Ai:~Jl!Jll!i.±~Jlilt-J,~~- ;UJ::~ti- (Tl!I*) (edition collated by Iehiro 
Konoe ~if~(lff!, Bk. 5, fol. 30 v,) 

3) -~-. ~IZ!J.=, ~ff~, Jl)J, 
N~i:p-Jt, Jl?'i-i~-ffil., ($1!1*), i~i:p · Ji?'i-N~Zll, #~T~llil&~~i • iJElt • ~ 
1~z:fx:, ~;l=l;:Fl3~i~i~z3!~&1Z!J~Zm1t. '(T~) (Po-na-pen s1f'3* minimized 

edition il~Ps111i*, p. 495) 

4) ~m•. ~IZ!JA, ~w. II)], 
N~i:p • it~N~~-A. #~Jlil · ~~i • iJBt • ~~ · 10 A · ~~z~~&gg~J@1tz 
*· JLJlil~~FfM~tiJJl, :n:~J:Jffg. ~~JiRffi1fJ::. JL¥~:±, ~lilffi~~JliJIIJ.t± 
~llil~Z, ;UJ::~Jl)J. ~{~A~~. Jlil~~AA:~E~t-J,00. (Po-na-pen minimized 
edition, p. 319) 

5) As to the Wai-kuo-t'u made by the suggestion of Yen Shili-ku, see Chang Yiian-yiian 

~~~. Li-tai ming-hua-chi ~ft;~llir., Bk. 3, which attributes the painting to Yen 

Li-pen. 
6) As to the Wang-hui-t'u made by the suggestion of Yen Shih-ku, see the Chiu-T'ang-shu 

tt;~ll, Bk. 197, and the T'ang-hui-yao ~~~. Bk. 99, and the Hsilan-ho hua-p'u ~ 

l!JIUtt Bk. 1. Also see the poem of Su Shi f.ii!O-\ or Su Tung-po f.i*~• entitled Yen 

Li-pen chih-kung-t'u fuii.ft.i:Jl:Afll in the tifU13tIE3::AA:5fJla:9-~*~;'i:;i:E_}~, Bk. 13, 
and Bk. 13, and Shih Sheng-tzu's St:irlff&!. comments on the poem in the Hsieh-chai 

chan-pi ~-{~~. Bk. 2, under the title On the difference between Wang-hui-t'u and 

Chih-kung-t'u x-t-:A!l"mllilz.A. Yen Li-pen is also recorded as to have painted Hsi

yil chu-kuo feng-wu t'u g§'~~~J.t!fwllil or the Illustrated Accounts of Scenary of Western 

Countries in the T'ung-chih §m;'t, Bk. 66, I-wen-Hieh .)(l!I*. 
7) The Hsi-chia-ssu chao-kung t'u-chuan is also called Hsia-chia-ssu chao-kung-t'u. The 

Hsin-T'ang-shu, Bk. 58, records it under the former name and attributes it to Lu Shu, 

while the Sung-shih *~• Bk. 204, calls the book Hsia-chia chao-kung-t'u and attributes 

it to Li Te-yu. According to the Chih-chai shu-lu chieh-t'i rn[jfif~fW;ffi, Bk. 5, Li Te-yu, 

who knew nothing about the Kirghiz when they sent the embassy, instructed to compile 

a book ·entitled the Ssu-i chao-kung-lu gg~~:A~ in twenty chiian (later rearranged in 

ten chiian) which described about two hundred and ten foreign countries. The author 

was Kao Shao-i jwj9"~. Li Te-yu's preface to the Hsi-chia chao-kung t'u-chuan is in his 

collected works. See Li Wen-jao wen-chi =$)(~)(~. which is also called the Hui-ch'ang 

i-p'in-chi -t-~-&~, Bk. 2. The preface is entitled l!l~~Wr~:AllilPJ~. In the same col

lection of his works, Bk. 18, there is his Memorial to the Emperor to whom he dedicated 

the work, which is entitled ~l!l~~Wr~:AllilPJAA:, In Bk. 19 there is his Memorial of thanks 
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to the Emperor who praised his work on the Kirghiz, which is entitled if1Ui)=i)f~ffl,~~ 
;lt}rI(!J.]Jt[l~'fiff•~Wc, The Y.ii-hai 35.lm, Bks. 56 and 153 may be referred to, too. 

8) .n~it~; ~-t /\, lmf1§'J*51::&~>ffU, 
~mrn.JJl:;=.412:9J.j (May 12-30, 925), 5'::jg~, *ffl.{JIJ, i=p-#~.@i!ft~P]&~ 
m1-Mm, ~••{HUtto::t (ti.?). (q:r~) •gfJJJtft.¥, )ri/ll'i'HY1!ili~•1:<mFi,,t~¥.z1fg ~~~ill:, #¥l:*IE:E~~¥1i 
(~Wit). 

9) *51::~-1'.=:, (p. 1796), ■if~, 

~g•i=p, •~•· su•■~l2B~zfflJt. R~~. ~•. ~n.m~.mA•w 
UA~Z- .¥J!U6EAi<%f, -~UJJIIJl.f~- ~ifi§.fllfis, J!Ui.lcig~#- (~Ulit) 

10) The Sung-hui-yao chi-kao, Chih-kuan, 13, p. 2687, quotes the Standard History of the 
Emperor Shen-tsung, which runs as follows: 

~*~~ 81§'~ ~g-i=p, A~•. ••••-fflJt. R*P]J=iJf~zJ=iJf., ~fr 
-~{]effljlj'., ll!**ii, 1*'§'rnmm!/efJ, ~fl-#~P]~zmJJ.. i%iiiU:l!~f.r- ~~• 
-• J!Urt~•~. UAffiifz . .¥J!U6E~:l&ft, 6E;!(:l&ft, •;!(UJJIIJl.f~- ~~tfi§.WI 
fisz., JW;ic~g~{f. . 

It is clear that the Sung-shih quoted in Note (9) is taken from the Sheng-tsung cheng
shih here quoted. 

The Sung-hui-yao chih-kao, Chih-kuan, 35, p. 3016, under Ssi:i-fang-kuan 12:91;9, 
35, p. 3016, states as follows: 

(mM)f\4:ftfa.1-t-l:::;S (October 25, 1046), 5'::jg"§, 4lt~~.AA~, ~~f*ffl$* 
-sJl.f~:l&i16E$m~, ~~-A~.Af]e, 4ltAi¥J.lJt, *~51f*'§'P]#!J~!J3t*- W(~"F 
12B1f&, JrJtt1t5lf*~-'§'A, iax~~A~-#. irorAi-sJt.f~. m~~i5:. &~t<%f% 
i1ffi*, -Wt~, -*51::it. iff:z. 
<mJ1<)-l:::;412BJ.J=.-t-1:::;s (May 30, 1047), Al7'JM~~"§, ~r12:91f&W/J'\ir, Biiit 
~.A~$*11, }t'l~~~:ff1!1. ~~ ~IIJIJW~.A~$*11, JIJ~~n-#M~. -#*11 
-r{ffi*grJ, llt&f*f]e~. 1ftz. 

Concerning the Wei-i ju-chiang-li ~~A~-% appeared in the second quotation, see 
my short note in the Tohogaku ~jjfL Vol. 27, 1964, p. 21. 

11) 5c5t:, ~-1£, p. 177, 5c=-t.n1P.:::J.J::Ej(, WH~"§, itrn.lit•~ff~~.¥. 1E1.r~P]~ 
~•~m •w~JE. &~AJI.M±ffi, *-*& ■w•z- •-~z••· 1ff: z. 

12) The Yil-hai, Bk. 16, says as follows: 

:i:2JS~-.::::1P (978) ~fa.JT*, 9;o)JJlf$f4~lfiJ~M~6E- ~~+t7K6E4:1--. 
However, it is not certain whether it was a coHection of maps of foreign countries 

or it also contained pictures of foreign people. 
13) The Hsil tzit-chih t'ung-chien chang-pien ifiJifi3iU!iifd~~. Bk. 85, under the day of ken

shen ~$ (13) of the ninth month of the eighth year of Tai-chung hsiang-fu (November 
3, 1015), says as follows: 

:tl~U~lli~fUifBfi!Bi=p~5f::ii51~1:"§, ii-~::k:i=pffi¥f4A1PBrofrfflJtM-, ffil-~%f 
mt *•A•f~. ~**12B~~a6E, 1:~~±z'~*· "FUvm51::§:z!lia. 1ffz. 
&(~)~UIE*J:, J:S, =~B*, 12B~fflJt~~~- wm~~- n~■Iii!it*~ 
.:;:e:;ttl~))[Jij~~Y:l ,wa*, 4-#• . 

The Emperor Chen-tsung who was not satisfied with the number of foreign countries 
described in the catalogue of Chang Fu, which he found insaffi~ient, instructed to prepare 
an augumented edition. The augumented edition was completed next year prboably under 
the same title. 

14) The Yii-hai, Bks. 14 and 160. Actually, it was not a book nor a picture scroll, but a 
picture or series of pictures painted on a lacquered screen in the palace named Hstian-te. 
The pictures represented civil officials and military generals, who contributed to the de
velopment and prosperity of the Sung empire, as well as foreign embassies who came to 
China to pay respect to the Sung emperors. The date of constniction of this palace is 
recorded as either in the first year of Ch'ien-tao Jiit;m (1165) or of Ch'un-hsi W:~ (1174). 
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Here the 1165 theory is taken temporarily. 
15) The Yil-hai, Bk. 16, which records as follows: 

ffi~5c~ (1217) fL..F.1 gg El pg~, ¥±::E~gf~J:?~Jf1Ht'§'flffe1§~!5Jrmgg~is~-=+ 
~-

16) The Sung-shih *Y:, Bk. 204, p. 2349, registers as 1tfi~JU~A:Aii!=:+~, while the Yil-hai, 
Bk. 16, records on the basis of the Kuo-shih-chih ~Y:Jt, that is to say, the 1-wen-chih 
!t:X:;:t of the Kuo-shih, Tsui Chiin's 1tf~ Hua-i li-kuo ju-kung t'u :¥~7°U~A:Aii! in 
twenty chiian. However, as there were so many kuo-shih which were compiled under 
the Sung (see the Y'il-hai, Bk. 16), it is not clear which kuo-shih was meant here and 
it is not possible to know the date of Tsui and his picture scrolls. 

17) In the Hua-yang kuo-chih :¥~~;:t, Bk. 4 (edition Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an gg:g:i~*flj, fol. 
7b: edition 1984 of Pa-shu shu-she E5Ju1Hd:, p. 364), it is stated that Chu-ko Liang 
ffi~~(l81-234) made a series of pictures which he gave to the natives in the region of 
Ning-chou $1-M or what is now Hua-ning-hsien :¥$~ of the Yiin-nan ~ffl Province. 
The first series consisted of pictures of heaven and earth, sun and moon, rulers, and a 
central city :!J.ill;Jff; the second heavenly dragon jfi$fli., lung-sheng-i iii.~~ or natives 
descended from the sacred dragon which they revered as their totem, cows, horses, and 
sheep; the third the (Chinese) governor in chief 'i'flti::R who was on horse back and 
put up an umbrella on his way _of inspection of people; and the fourth the natives 
who took the cows carrying· bottles of liquor and treasures of gold on their back to pay 
respect to the governor. Wang Yung ::EJf is of opinion that the picture scrolls are 
considered to be a sort of chih-kung-t'u. (Chung-kuo ti-t'u shih-kang i:j:t~:f@lfi!Y:~, 
Peking: San-lien shu-tien .:::lw~lffis, 1953, p. 6). However, the above statement means 
that Chu-ko Liang made the pictures to let the natives know what the heaven and earth, 
sun and moon, and so on are like and that the pictures were not to represent the 
natives themselves nor their manners and customs. So, it is unlikely that the pictures 
were forerunners of chih-kung-t'u. 

18) According to the Ssu-k'u ch'uan-shu tsung-mu t'i-yao gg_ij'.~lfill §:1:.l[~, Bk. 71, the com
pilation of the Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung-t'u ~M~:Alfi! was started by the imperial order 
of the Emperor Ch'ien-lung ifiz:!m on the first day of the sixth month of the sixteenth 
year of Ch'ien-lung (1751.7.23) and finished in the twenty-second year of Ch'ien-lung 
(1757). The Ssu-k'u says that originally it consisted of seven books -1::;~, to which one 
was added later for the reason of increase of country which sent embassies to China. 
However, seven books must be a mistake for eight books because the Ssu-k'u states that 
the Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung-t'u is of nine books fL~. Moreover, judging from the illus
trations of the Torgut men and women in the ninth book, it must have been brought 
to completion sometime after the ninth month of the thirty-sixth year of Ch'ing-lung 
(1771. 10. 5) when the Torguts, a Mongolian tribe which removed from western part of 
Mongolia to the valley of the rivers Volga in I 736, came back to the region of the river 
Ili and were accepted as subjects to the Ch'ing. 

One more correction. The Ssu-k'u says that the Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung-t'u contains 
more than three hundred kinds of people or tribe, but actually two hundred and eighty
eight. 

The Hnang-Ch'ing chih-kung-t'u is usually known as a book of nine chiian fL~. 
but, originally, it was the name given to the scrolls in which were painted the landscape, 
manners and customs, costume, natural products, and so on of foreign countries or peoples 
which sent embassies to. the court of Ch'ing to pay respect to the emperor. Paintings were 
usually of one scroll or more than one and were made by one painter or more than one 
who collaborated with each other. The Kuo-chao in-hua lu ~:ilif:1~11:~ prefaced in the 
twenty-first year of Chia-ch'ing :;l=rf (1816) and described by Hu Ching i'iij~ states that 
a Chih-kung-t'u in one chiian was painted in collaboration of five painters who were 
Ting Kuan-p'-engTIUit Chia Ch'iian Ji'.~, Chin Ting-piao 4:~ffl, Yao Wen-kan -t(JE3t~. 
and Ch'eng Liang~~- Hu Ching also states of a supplement of chih-kung-t'u, entitled 
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the Pu chih-kung-t'u ff!ilfiffet!E in four chiian, which was painted by Chung Yii-te Mfjjffi, 
Ch'en Ruan j,t~j, Li Ming ~§Fj, Ch'eng Lin~3;j;j;, Ch'-en Ch'ing-lanj,t,l!]jf, P'ing Ning 
1,j~, Chiang Mao-te ~~ffi, and Chang Shu 5liff. At the top of the scroll, were in
scribed a poem by the Emperor Ch'ien-lung of the date of the seventh month of the 
thirty-sixth year of Ch'ien-lung (1771) and another poem by the Emperor Chia-ch'ing of 
the date of the eleventh month of the tenth year of Chia-ch'ing (1805), both of which 
were followed by several poems of celebration by high officials. According to Hu Ching, 
the first book of the Pu chih-kung-t'u contains seventy-three pictures representing officials, 
and common people of Korea ~fr, Ching-hai -JJt&, and some other countries; the second 
sixty pictures of natives of Kuan-tung E-ch'o IJ:*w~, Lu-chou ~1+[ in the western part 
of Kuang-hsi Province .!lifr!§'1.i; the third book ninty-two pictures of natives of Ho-chou 
fPJfM, Kan-su Province if.1.i, and Fu-ho-ying .$.flJft of Ssii-ch'uan Province £9)111.i; the 
fourth book seventy-eight pictures of natives in Yi.in-nan ~m1.i and Kuei-chou Provinces 
JI}M1.i. When one compares these descriptions with the content of Book nine of the 
present Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung-t'u, one can easily understand that the latter is a 
summary or selection of the former. At the time of Hu Ching, the stroll painted by 
Ting Kuan-p'eng and other four painters, which was preserved in the Ch'ien-ch'ing-tien 
Palace ~fr.!fl4' had been lost and he could not describe the content of the scroll. (C/. 
Kuo-chao in-hua lit, Bk. 2, fol. 27r and v.) The chih-kung-t'u of Maso tribe in four 
chi.ian, painted by Hsieh Sui ffl~, which is now kept in the Palace Museum in Taipei, 
shows us what the original form of chih-kung-t'u was like. Hsieh Sui was one of the 
painters belonged to the Picture Academy -~ at the time of Ch'ien-lung and is de
scribed by Hu Ching as skilful in portrait painting. As to the pictures of the Moso 
tribe of Hsieh Sui, see the Ku-kung shu-hua lu itl:'8'3:1:~, Bk. 4 (in the second volume of 
the revised edition, Taipei, 1965, pp. 2279), and the article by Li lin-ts'an *~~ published 
in the Ku-kung wen-wu it('gJi,:f::e,, Vol. 1, no. 1, 1983, pp. 12-18. Concerning the Pu 
Chih-kung-t'u, see the Ku-kung shu-hua lu, pp. 279-284. 

19) illt, ~:ft, x***B, -~3~~. ~-5-NflW~~--m~w-~ MH~B~W-~m~±&5• 
M~, :Cjiji~?}:¥r, $-, fr~tfr{JJE(ffip, ~ff~!mr~. £9~lnEJJ' Uli!ff~?}:¥r, 
~iriAJ92~~. -wk:Rr. ff§J::•. tiiffi, u~11•. ~1&1gjtA. 

20) ::EJI', q:rw]jf-tgfil~M, ~tE(: 3Iwlam, -:fLE3~. pp. 5-6. 
21) litlt't, r:pw]l:ttgl'J~~. ~tE(. IUMl±I/WUitl:, -:fLA£9~, p. 8. 
22) See, for example, A. R. Davis, T'ao Yilan-ming: His Works and Their Meaning, Hong 

Kong: Hong Kong University Press and Cambridge University Press, 1982, Vol. 1, p. 154, 
and Vol. II, p. 126. 

23) For example, Chao Lan-po so-tsang Shu-hua-lu ~M:!BlJW~fiit~, Bk. I, p. 185 (edition 
Mei-shu ts'ung-shu ~Nfi;f:flfi, (Fourth series, Vol. 10) and Yun-yen kuo-yen-lu ~~~ 
~~. Bk. I, p. 13 (edition Mei-shu ts'ung-shu, Second Series). 

24) Hsiao I or the Emperor Yiian-ti is also known as the author of Pai-kuo s~ in one 
chilan. The Yil-hai =fs.&, Bk. 56, quotes the Ch'ung-ween tsung-mit ~Ji,:jf!( §, which was 
the catalogue of books of the imperial libraries of the Northern Sung and compiled in 
1041, to the effect that at that time the description of only twenty-seven countries 
survived. Nothing is known about its content, though Pai-kuo did not necessarily mean 
one hundred countries but perhaps just many countries. Probably, it was another edition 
of Liang chih-kung-t'u without pictures or its enlarged edition by adding many other 
countries not described in the Liang chih-kung-t'u. 

25) It is Professor Chou I-liang Jl'rj-]{ who has discussed in detail the Emperor Wu-ti jg;i\f 
of Liang as one of the most eminent rulers China has ever had. In his article On the 
Emp,eror Wu-ti of Liang and his Time gifu~JEti\W&~~ft published in the Chung-hua 
hsieh-shu lttn-wen-chi q:r¥¥~frrii)'.(~, Peking: Chung-hua shu-chil q:r¥i!=mi, 1981, 
pp. 123-154, he discussed seven points as the characteristics of his policy and personality, 
which are as follows: (1) He gave protection to some members of the royal family of 
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Chi 7J1f which was the proceeding dynasty; (2) he appointed officials of the proceeding 

dynasty, whom he considered to be of use, to high and important offices of the new 

government; (3) he attached great importance not only to persons of high birth but also 

to those who came out of low and poor families, so long as they were considered to be 

able and useful; (4) in the military operations he was as talented as other founders of 

contemporary dynasties such as Liu Yi.i jUm who was the Emperor Wu-ti :lEtW (420-422), 

founder of the Sung*• Hsiao Tao-ch'eng Jl~Jilt or the Emperor Kao-ti ~W (479-482), 

founder of the Chi rJlf, and Ch'en P'o-hsien lllf:[~9c; or the Emperor Wu-ti :lEtW (557-559), 

founder of the Ch'en lllf:[; (5) one drawback of his policy in late years of his reign was 

his too much enthusiasm in Buddhism, which Professor Chou criticized as crazy; and 

(6) he himself was a good writer who published many books and held in high respect 

to science; and (7) he was a man of hu-ch'ien llffir, who hated to be criticized as in

ferior to other persons in rulling of nation and anything else. 

I agree to the opinion of Professor Chou except (5). The Emperor Wu-ti of Liarig 

is usually criticized as a crazy Buddhist by general historians who do not make serious 

researches in his study of Buddhism. He is criticized as crazy only because of the fact 

that he donated himself to a Buddhist temple ~Jlj- three times and that the government 

had to pay so much to take out the emperor of the temple and put him on the throne. 

However, no researches have been made so far concerning his learning and under

standing of Buddhism. I am not in the position to say anything about it, but it seems 

to me that he intended to establish a new system of Buddhism which he considered to 

be right and true. So, one must make a new research on his Buddhism from a point 

of view which should be free from the traditional one. 

As to (6), one may add one more fact which should not be neglected, that is to 

say, he had such eminent sons as Hsiao T'ung Jlifr!E who is the editor of Wen-hsilan 

Jt~ and Hsiao I Ji't* who wrote and compiled so many books including the Lz'ang chih

kung-t'u. Hsiao I, who was so much fond of learning, estbalished a huge library which 

he intentionally set on fire when Ching-chou 7-[~ or what is now Chiang-Hang ~IJ1'M, 
where the capital was situated, was attacked in 554 by the army of the Western Wei 

g§~ and one of his relatives hostile to him. He was a very good writer, skilful calligra

pher and painter. He is, therefore, another subject to be investigated anew. 

The Emperor Wu-ti also made some reform in the currency system. As to the re

form, see Professor Ochi Shigeaki's ~~m:~ article entitled Ry6 jidai no Kahei Ryut.su 

o megutte ~~f<:O)il{~vft:~~ ?i:) <" 0 -C (Concerning some reform of currency system made 

by the Emperor Wu-ti of Liang), In: T6y6shi Kenkyu ]RY$5e.Wf~, Vol. 43, no. 3, 1984, 

pp. 460-485. 

Chapter II: 

1) F. Hirth, Ueber die chinesischen Quellen zur Kenntnis Central-Asiens unter der Herrschaft 

der Sass,aniden etwa der Zeit 500 bis 650, In: Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde d.es Mor

genlandes, Bd. 10, 1896; p. 227: Do., Ueber die einheimischen Quellen zur Geschichte der 

chinesischen Malerei von den ,altesten Zeiten bis zum 14. jahrhundert, Miinchen & 

Leipzig: G. Hirth's Verlag, 1897, p. 10: Do., Native Sources for the History of Chinese 

Pictorial Art, revised edition, New York, 1917, p. 7: Do., Biographical Notes on some 

Chinese Ancient Painters, In: T'oung Pao, 1905, p. 434: Fritz Jager, Leben und Werk 

des P'ei Kil. Ein Kapitel aus der chinesischen Kolonialgeschichte, II, In: Ostasiatische 

Zeitschrift, IX, 1920/1922, pp. ·216-218: P. Pelliot, Notes sur quelques artistes des Six 

Dynasties et des T'ang, In: T'oitng Pao, 1923, p. 265 note: K. Shiratori, A New Attempt 

,at the Solution of the Fu-Zin Problem, In: Memoirs of the Research Department of the 

Toyo Bumko, No. 15, 1956, pp. 250-253 (= K. Shiratori Saiikishi Kenkyu. gB~5!:.Wf~. 
new edition, Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1981, pp. 503-508). 

2) The Preface is also published in Yen K'e-chiin ~J:i]';L~, ed. by, i£::~3t, Bk. 17, and Wang 
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Mo::£~, ed. by, ~Jj:1:fi!~if~ (9=t:¥if ~~m*, p. 187) 
3) Annals of Emperor Wu-ti jt;~ of the Liang-shu ~- and of Emperor Yuan-ti 5c~. 
4) This is according to the passage of the Nan-shih ffi~ and of the Liang-shuJlJI, quoted 

in the Yil-hai =E:.W, Bk. 152, under the Liang chih-kung-t'u ~~ffei:1:11. However, there 
is no such a passage in the current edition of Nan-shih and Liang-shu. 

5) Chien Liang-fu ~~~. ed. by and corrected by T'ao Ch'iu-ying ~fiHf_;k~, Li-tai jen-wu 
nien-li pei-chuan tsung-piao ~~.A~~j!Jil/jl.-tiJ~~' Peking: Chung-hua shu-chii **if 
~. 1959, p. 118. 

6) See Wang Tsung-chi ::E*'.fl, Tung-p'o nien-p'u ]t~~m. 
7) The Annals of the Emperor Che-tsung ff* of the Sung-shih *~-
8) As to the biography of Li Kung-lin, see the Sung-shih *~• Bk. 444. The date of his 

birth and death is based on A Sung Bibliography, Hong Kong, 1978, p. 269. 
9) See the Yil-hai, Bk. 52: Shan-t'ang k'ao-so Jll'.fil'.~*' Bk. 19: and the Wen-hsien t'ung-kao 

3t~~~. Bk. 174. All these are quoted by Yao Ming-ta ~~i;~ in his Chung-kuo mu
lu-hsieh nien-piao i=j:im § ~¥~~. (m¥,Hlf.), Shanghai: The Commercial Press, 
1940, pp. 76 and 78. 

10) Shuo-fu ~f~, Bk. 28 (edition of the Commercial Press, f. 28 r.). 
11) Yao Ming-ta, Chung-kuo mu-lu-hsieh nien-piao, p. 78. As to the date of birth and death 

of Yu Mao :t;~, see A Sung Bibliography, p. 567, and Chien Liang-fu, op. cit., p. 303 
and A Sung Bibliograph)', p. 567. 

12) Sung-shih *§e., Bk. 340, and Chien Liang-fu, op. cit., 256. 
13) As to K'ang-li Tzu-shan HftlE-=fJll, famous calligrapher under the Yuan, see Ch'en Yuan 

IDl:[ffi, Yuan Hsi-yil-jen hua-hua k'ao 5f;gg~_A*{t~, Bk. 2, fol. 10 v-11 r, etc., (= Western 
and Central Asians in China under the Mongols, translated and annotated by Ch'ien 
Hsing-hai ~£w and L. Carrington Goodrich, Monumenta Serica Monograph, XV, Los 
Angeles, 1966, see Index under Nao-nao). Concerning the correct pronounciation of Nao
nao, which is sometimes read as K'uei-k'uei, see Francis Woodman Cleaves, K'uei-k'uei 
or Nao-nao, In: Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, Vol. X, 1947, pp. 1-12 with three 
plates. 

14) As to Wang Yu-ch'ing ::fj&!f, tzu Shu-shan ,E)(_~, who came from Chin-hua ~* of Che 
chiang ~R, studied under Hsu Ch'ien tf~, and at the beginning of Chih-cheng ~IE 
(1341-1368) took service as chien-t'ao-kuan tftiJ'Ig at ching-yang ~~ (the place for the 
exposition of the classics for the emperor), then was appointed as Nan-tai yu-shih ffi!E 
:f(Ell~, and died in Kuang-tung /jf~where he was sent as an imperial censor. He was also 
known as a good scholar of Confucianism and as an excellent calligrapher as well. See the 
Yilan-shih 5t§e., Bk. 190, Shu-shih hui-yao -~if~, Bk. 7, and many other sources 
registered in the Yilan-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin 5f;_A-tiJgi:l~;!Sl-~i,jl, Vol. I, p. 216. 

15) Wu T'ing-hsieh ~~~. Pei-sung ching-fu nien-piao ~t*~~~~. Bk. 4 (Erh-shih-wu
shih p,u-p'ien.:::+E§l:1mxi, Vol. 6, p. 7884). 

16) The Shih-ch'il pao-chi 1:i"~'1:~, Bk. 32 (fols. 5v-7r, edition of Han-fen-lou riNJHI) regis
ters a wang-hui-t'u ::Ei,i:11 by Yen Li-pen fultz:* and a chih-kung-t'u which is attributed 
to Yen Li-pen because of its resemblance of style to that of the former. The latter is 
a silk scroll on which are painted ambassadors of twenty-four countries, of which the 
names are written in square style. On the scroll there are inscriptions •Jt of Wang 
K'en-tang ::Eit'.fil'. and three seals stamped. These two are now preserved at the National 
Palace Museum in · Taipei. It should be investigated if they have got any relationship 
to the Liang chih-kung-t'u in their composition. 

17) K. Enoki, On the Nationality of the Ephthalites, In: Memoirs of the Research Depart
ment of the Toyo Bunko, No. 18, 1958, pp. 3-4. 

18) As to the date· of birth and death of P'ei Tzu-yeh, I take the description of Liang-shu, 
Bk. 30. However, Chien Liang-fu ~~:1(, p. 79, gives 467-528. 

19) Mikinosuke Ishida 1:i"EBif!$z.ij;fJ Choan no harn ~:fr,:OJ3'{ffe, ed. S6gensha, p. 72 note 18: 
K. Enoki, Kiddra ocho no nendai ni tsuite :::'\=-7'' ...... 7::f~AOJ~~~C":)I,,'"( (On the Date of 
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the Kidarites), In: T6y6gakuh6, Vol. 41, no. 3, pp. 292-293; K. Enoki, On the Nationality 
of the Ephthalites, In: Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko, No. 18, 
pp. 3 and 28. 

20) K. Enoki, Ibid., pp. 5-6, 28-29. The region of Ghur was the place where the Chu.rids 
established their capital in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. A part of the ruins 
were investigated by the Delegation archeologique Fran~aise en Afghanistan in 1957 and 
Andre Maricq and Gaston Wiet published Le minaret de Djam, la decouverte de la 
capitale des sultans Ghorides (XII0-XIII0 siecles), Paris, 1959. Later the Italian archaeo
logical mission under the leadership of the late Professor G. Tucci made investigations 
in the Herat-Djam region. 

21) A poerri entitled Shang-yiln-yileh l:~~ (Pleasures of going up as high as the clouds) 
by Chou She fi!rj~ (469-524) is a song to praise Wen K'ang 3'.(~ who was an old hu ·t§ 
and, after a long journey in all parts of the world, came to China under the Liang and 
dedicated to the emperor the songs, music, and dances to pray for his long life and 
prosperity. It is in the Ch'uan-Liang-shih 3t~~. Bk. 11, pp. 1236-1237, edition of 
Chung-hua shu-chii, 1959. Wen K'ang is described as of green eyes and with long white 
hair, eyebrows reaching to the beard and the top of the nose drooping to the mouth, 
which may mean that he was either an Iranian or an Aryan. However, it is not clear 
whether his native country was registered in the Liang chih-kung-t'u or not. On the 
other hand, the Liang chih-kung-t'u registers a Japanese who came to the court of Liang 
to bring tribute. But, Japan had never sent embassies to Liang to pay respect. It 
seems, therefore, that the Liang chih-kung-t'u painted a Japanese ambassador in order 
to increase the number of tribute-bearing countries to Liang. The same thing is said 
with the Huang-Ch'ing chih-kung-t'u ~frf~Jtli'I which has drawn a male and a female 
of Japan which was not a tribute-bearing country. 

Chapter III: 

1) The biography of Chang Ch'u-chin is in the Chiu T'ang-shu lifll!fif, Bk. 187a, and the 
Hsin T'ang-shu ~f.!f&, Bk. 191. Some of his literary works are collected in the Ch'uan
T'ang-wen~HJf)(, Bk. 234, and the Ch'uan-T'ang-shih 3tnlfff, Bk. 100, and some of his 
conducts are recorded in the T'ai-pirig-kuang-chi :;t(Zp-1Jl:gc\, Bks. 121, 162, 171 and 202. 

2) This is according to his biography of the Ch'iu T',ang-shu. The Hsin T'ang-shu, Bk. 59 
(l~wen-chih ~?k.i't under Lei-shu ~- and the T'ung-chih ffii't in its 1-wen-lueh ~)(~, 
7, record it as in seven chiian while the Sung-shih *~• Bk. 207, registers the 'Han-yilan 
of Chang Ch'u-chin with commentaries by Yung Kung-jui in eleven chiian and the 
Nihon Genzaisho mokuroku E ;.!s:ffl,:(Eif § ~ by Sase Fujiwara ~m{ -t-£i:!t which is considered 
to have been edited in or round 891, that is to say, about fourty years earlier than the 
Chiu T'ang-shu, states it as of thirty chiian. On this point, see Yuasa, pp. iii-iv. 

3) The first reproduction was published in 1922 by theFaculty of Letters, Kyoto University 
(J.:lfi~:k¥~ ~Plif~;.jl:~-;l) and all of the later reproductions are based on the first one. 

4) Ch'i.ian Hai-tsung 3t~* identifies Yung Kung-jui with Kao Jui ~'ilZ who was killed 
by the T'u-chi.ieh ~~ in 697 in his Bibliographical Studies of the Tung-i-chilan Jf!~-{$ 
-,-an Examination of Statements of Wei-Wehftmi, San-kuo-chih =.wJJi't, and Hou-han-shu 
~rfif relating to Tung-i (in Korean), Seoul: I-ch'ao-k,e-ffllffl, 1980, pp. 44-46. However, 
his argument is quite unacceptable. See K. Enoki, Gishi Wajinden to sono shuhen fti't 
~AW t )cO)fi!rj~, In: Yamadaikoku !fMi§wJJ, Vol. 17, 1983, pp. 94-95. 

5) As to Shiratori's article, see the recension of A. M. MaH,n:eJihllITaM in the Dpo6JieMbI 
BocTOKOBe,n:eHH.H, 1959, 2, pp. 233-234 and also A. H. BeJIHHCKHH, ,UpeBHHe nyTH 
DaMHpa in the CTpaHbI H Hapo,n:hI BocToKa, III, 1964, pp. 99-119. 

Appendices 

1) For a bibliographical introduction to the Liang chih-kung-t'u, s~e K. Enoki, Ryo-shokkozu 
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ni tsuite (On the Liang chih-kung-kung-t'u), Tohogaku, XXVI (1963), pp. 31-46; Ryo
shokkozu ni tsuite no hoki (A supplementary note to the article on the Liang chih
kung-t'u), Tohogaku, XXVII (1964), p. 32; Ry6-shokkozu no ruden ni tsuite (On the 
transmission of the Liang chih-kung-t'u) in· Kamata Hakushi Kanreki Kinen Shigaku 
Ronbunshu, Tokyo, 1970, pp. 131-144. The last mention of a copy of this scroll paint
ing was made by Sung Lien (1310-1381), see Sung Hsileh-shih wen-chi (I-k'o Chin-hua 
ts'ung-shu ed.), Bk. 12. Probably the same copy as seen by Sung Lien is listed by Chiao 
Hung (1541-1620) in Kuo-shih ching-chi chih, Bk. 3. In the extant Li.ang chih-kung-t'u 
the latest date given for the coming of an embassy is 528 (Ta-t'ung 2nd year); see under 
Po-ssii (Persia). Thus the original scroll was made in 528 or later. 

2) Chin Wei-no, Chih-kung-t'u ti nien-tai yil tso-che: Tu-hua cha-chi (On the date and 
author of the Chih-kung-t'u: some notes on pictures studied), Wen-wu, 1960, No. 7, pp. 
14-17. 

3) Ta-kuan lu :kl!~ (1920 ed.) Bk. 11, under the title Yen Li-te Wang-hui-t'u. 
4) The San-hsi-t'ang ching-chien hsi, the seal of Ch'ien-lung, is imprinted on the scroll. 
5) In addition to the three articles mentioned in note 1, "Chinch6 subeki fuzokuga Ry6-

shokkozu ni tsuite" (On the Liang chih-kung-t'u which is precious as representing cos
tumes of several Asian countries), Gekkan Kyoiku, XIII. 32 (1964, XII. 1), pp. 8-9; "Katsu
koku ni kansuru Ryo-shokkozu no kiji ni tsuite" (The description of the country of Hua 
as given in the Li,ang chih-kung-t'u), Tohogaku, XXVII (1964), pp. 12-32; "Efutaru
minzoku no Jinshuron ni tsuite" (On a recent theory concerning the nationality of the 
Ephthalites), Tohogaku, XXIX (1965), · pp. 1-29. 

6) K. Enoki, On the Nationality of the Ephthalites, In: Memoirs of the Research Department 
of the Toy.a Bunko, No. 18, pp. 5-6 and 28-29. 

7) On the orthographies of the name of the Ephthalites as. they appear in Chinese and 
-Central and Western Asian records, see my article in T:ohogaku, XXIX, pp. 10-11. There 
I tried to establish that the name of the Ephthalites is to be distinguished from Yiieh
pan 1ljtG'. *iwat-puat/pat, which, however, can be looked upon as a metathesis of *iwap
tuat/tat = EphthaL I am investigating whether this hypothesis can be confirmed from 
other historical evidence. 

8) Tohogaku, XXVI, pp. 12-13. 
9) The Liang- chih-kung-t'u contains, however, some important statements m1ssmg in the 

present Liang-shu. For a comparison of the account of the Hua or Ephthalites in the 
Liang chih-kung-t'u with that in the Liang-shu, see my article in Tohogaku, XXVII, 
pp.12-32. 

10) As Yii-t'ien (Khotan) appears later, this Wu-ch'an must be a scribal error for Yen-ch'i 
~~ (Karashar), the corresponding name in the Liang-shu. 

11) yil is probably a scribal error for i on account of the similarity of their sounds. 
12) P'ei Tzii-yeh not only identified Hua with Pa-hua, but also Po-t'i in the Liang period 

with Po-t'i at the beginning of Han. See p. 121 below. The biography speaks as if P'ei 
made the two identifications at the same time. But the Hua embassies came in 516, 520 
and 526, whereas that of the Po-t'i in 523. Therefore, the identifications could have 
been made on separate occasions or else together in 523. On this point see Tohogaku, 
XXVI, p.12. 

13) See Tohogaku, XXVII, pp. 16-17. The Hari-Rud was also called r6t-i Wah or Wah rot, 
both of which mean the River Wah. 

14) See Tohogaku, XXIX, p. 22. 
15) Tabri, ed. de Goeje, I, 2, p. 872; Th. Noeldeke, Geschichte der Perser und Araber zur 

Zeit der Sassaniden, Leyden, 1879, pp. 115, 117, n. 3; Tohogaku, XXVII, pp. 17, 30, n.5 
and XXIX, pp. 6, 23. 

16) Wei-shu, Bk. 102 (= Pei-shih, Bk. 97), under Kao-ch'ang. 
17) Nan-Ch'i-shu, Bk. 59. See Tohogaku, XXVII, p. 18. 
18) Hisao Matsuda, Kodai Tenzan no Rekishichiriteki kenkyu (An Historico-geographical 
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Study of the Ancient T'ien-shan), p. 21 I. 
19) Chiang Ching-hsiian was sent to the Kao-ch'e by Liu Ch'iian Jli•lt who was governor of 

I-chou (Ch'eng-tu). According to Li,ang-shu (Basic annals), Liu Ch'iian was stationed at 
I-chou from 491. I. 27 to 493. III. 29. Therefore the mission of Chiang Ching-hsiian 
was undertaken in this period. See Toh6gaku, XXVII, p. 18. 

20) There must have been several editions of the Liang-shu which contained passages not 
in the current edition. For example, both the Li-t,ai ming-hua chi (Hsueh-chin t'ao-yuan 
ed.) Bk. 7 and Y.il-hai, Bk. 152, state that the Liang-shu records that Hsiao I (the Emperor 
Yiian) painted foreigners who came to pay tribute, but this is missing in the current 
edition of the Liang-shu, Bk. 5. 

21) Liang-shu, Bk. 3, under the day hsin-wei of the 3rd month of the 1st year of Ta-t'ung 
(535. V. 14), records that the king of the country of Hua, An-lo-sa-tan-wang ::ti:~ii::Pt.:E 
sent an envoy to pay tribute. This An-lo-sa-tan-wang should be taken as the name of 
the king of Hua. For, when the Liang-shu records the arrival of envoys of two or more 
countries, it usually states that such and such countries respectively sent envoys; see, for 
example, Liang-shu, Bk. 2, under the 10th month of the 1st year of T'ien-chien (502) and 
under the 7th month of the 2nd year of T'ien-chien (503). Moreover, Nan-shih, Bk. 7, 
records the arrival of the envoy of the country of Hua only on the day hsin-wei of the 
3rd month of the 1st year of Ta-t'ung. The wang of An-lo-sa-tan-wang may mean "king", 
while An-lo-sa-tan is his name: 

22) As for the biography of T'ao Ku ~fir)~, see the books indicated in the Index to Biographi
cal Materials of Sung Figures (*A{i~iff,[·~9 !), Vol. III, Taipei: Jffl3t1ir~ -1975, p. 2676. 

Addenda: 
T'ien I-heng EB~ir (1524-1574?) published a list of materials which the Government of 

Ming confiscated from Yen Shih-fan hfrt!it:I: (1513-1565) and Yen Sung fi* (1480-1565) in his 
Liu-ch'ing jih-cha {fg'!fr S tL. Bk. 35, fols. 5-12 (edition of Rare Books concerning the history 
and institutions of Ming and Ch'ing Period collected by Hsieh Kuo-chen JJ!}i~itMm#i!&.frJ, 
Vol. III, Shanghai: Shanghai Ku-chieh ch'u-pan-she J::~Eiitl:l/jjmf:, 1985). In the list one 
can find the Chih-k ung- t'u •ffetlil! painted by Yen Li-pen 00 :ft* of T'ang (fol. 9 v). The same 
statement is also made in the abstracted edition ffi~ of the Liu-ch'ing jih-cha of the Chi-lu 
hui-pien *B~1Ui, Bk. 190, as well as of the Sheng-chao i-shih ~1¥iJH!*, Series II, Bk. 2. In 
the T'ien-sui ping-shan lu ~7..K7.](!ll~ (edition of the Chi-pu-tsu-chai ts'ung-shu ~o-;;r,;if•w 
fol. 227 r), which is also a list of materials confiscated from the Yen family (fol. 227 r), one 
can find the same record. The latter list is much more detailed than the former, but, accord
ing to a preface to the latter by one Yen Yen fi"§, the T'ien-s_ui ping-shan lu was copied 
from a printed list which had already been incomplete, which also may have been the source 
of the statements of Liu-ch'ing jih-cha. The painted scroll was transferred to the Government 
of Ch'ing and, therefore, seems to have been registered in the Shih-ch'il pao-chi b"~1i:zf as 
the Wang-hui-t'u .:E-@r!iil of Yen Li-pen. 

Corrigenda: 
Page 83, lines 6-7 and page 84, line 4 Cross out the Sui-shu ching-chi-chih ffli=~ 
ff~ and the Sui-shu !~11, respectively. The Sui-shu makes no mention of the Liang chih
kung-t'u. 
Page 102, line 4 Cross out (Bk.) 52 (of the Y.il-hai .=E~) which has nothing to do 
with the Preface to the Liang chih-kung-t'u. 
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